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Safety

Prior to operation of the equipment you must examine the instrument and review this
document to ensure you are completely f~iliar with all the safety markings and the operating
instructions.

Warnings
The following WARNINGs define operating procedures, practices, etc., which, if not correctly
followed, could resuk in personal injury or loss of life.

WARNING
This product is a Safety Cass 1 instrument with a protective
earth terminal.

WARNING
For protection from electric shoct bu.ant, power cord ground
must not be defeated.

Safety
The following general safety precautions must be observed during all phases of operation,
service, and repair of this instrument. Failure to comply with these precautions or with
specific warnings in this manual violates safety standards of design, manufacture, and intended
use of this instrument. Hewlett-Packard Company assumes no liability for the customer's
failure to comply with these requiremel1ts.

Safety- 10

Grounding
To minimize shock hazard, the instrument chassis and cabinet must be connected to an
electrical ground. The instrument is equipped with a three-conductor AC power cable
compatible with an approved three-contact electrical outlet. The power jack and mating plug
of the power cable must meet International Electi:otechnical Commission (IEC) safety
standards.

Environment
Do not operate the instrument in the presence of flammable gases or fumes. Operation of any
electrical instrument in such an environment constitutes a definite safety hazard.

Service and Adjustment
Dangerous voltages exist within this instrument. Service and adjustment of this instrument is
to be performed only by trained service personnel. Operating personnel are not authorized to
remove the instrument covers or to perform any internal service or adjustment procedure.
Do not replace components with the power cable connected. Dangerous voltages may be
present even when the power cable is disconnected.
Do not perform internal servicing or adjustment unless another person, capable of rendering
first aid and resuscitation, is present.

CRT Handling
Rough handling or jarring of the instrument can break the CRT (cathode ray tube). The
resulting implosion will scatter glass fragments at a high velocity. Removal or installation of
the CRT is to be performed only by qualified maintenance personnel using approved safety
mask and gloves.

Unauthorized Service
The instal1ation of substitute parts or the installation of any instrument modification not
The performance of such
authorized by Hewlett-Packard is specifically forbidden.
unauthorized service can negate the instrument warranty or any maintenance agreements.
Return the instrument to a Hewlett-Packard Sales and Service Office for authorized service
and repair.
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Manufacturer's Declaration
This certification is applicable to products shipped to Germany after June 1, 1985. This is to
certify that the equipment

HP 4972A LAN Protocol Analyzer
is in accordance with the Radio Interference Requirements of Directive FfZ 1-046/1984. The
German Bundespost was notified that this equipment was put into circulation. The right to
check this model type for compliance with these requirements was granted.
Additional Information for Test- and Measurement Equipment

Note:

If Test and Measurement Equipment is operated with unscreened cables and/ or used
for measurements on open set-ups, the user has to assure that under operating
conditions the Radio Interference Limits are still met at the border of his premises.

Herstellerbescheinigung
Hiermit wird bescheinigt, dajJ das Gerat/System

HP 4972A LAN Protocol Analyzer
in Ubereinstimmung mit den Bestimmungen der Postverfiigung 1046/84 funkentstort ist.
Der Deutschen Bundespost wurde das Inverkehrbringen dieses Gerates/Systems angezeigt
und die Berechtigung zur Oberpriifung der Serie auf Einhaltung der Bestimmungen
eingeriiumt.
Zusatzinformation fur Mefl- und Testgerate
Werden Mefl- und Testgerate mit ungeschirmten Kabeln und/oder in offenen MejJautbauten
verwendet, so ist vom Betreiber sicherzustellen, daft die Funk-entstOrbestimmungen unter
Betriebsbedingungen an seiner Grundstiicksgrenze eingehalten werden.

Man1.1facturer's Declaration - 12

Printing History

New editions are complete revisions of the manual. Update packages (formerly known as
•Manual Changes•) are issued between editions. They contain additional and replacement
pages to be merged into the manual by the customer. The dates on the title page change only
when a new edition or a new update is published. No information is incorporated into a
reprinting unless it appears as a prior update. The edition does not change when an update is
incorporated.
Many product updates and fixes do not require manual changes and, conversely, manual
corrections may be done without accompanying product changes. Therefore, do not expect a
one-to-one correlation between product updates and manual updates.
Edition 1 ....................................................................... May 1988
Edition 2 ............................................................. November 1988
Edition 3 ............................................................ September 1989
Edition 4 ....................................................................... June 1990

Problems? Call for Help
If you have problems operating your HP protocol analyzer or any of the applications, call the

CTD Customer HelpLine or use your fax machine to send your questions.

HelpLine - (719) 531-4567
Fax - (719) 531-4505

Printing History - 13

Conventions

Critical instructions within the text of this publication are preceded by one or more of the
following labels.
WARNING

All operating procedures, practices, etc., that must be
performed in the specified manner to preclude the possibility of
personal injury or loss of life are preceded by a "Warning" label.

CAUTION

All operating procedures, practices, etc., that must be
performed in the specified manner to preclude the possibility of
damaging the instrument or destroying programs or software
are preceded by a "Caution" label.

NOTE

Explanatory comments or supplementary instructions are
preceded by a "Note" label.

Conventions - 14

1
The Softkeys
Introduction
This chapter contains:
•
•
•

An overview of the Top Level Menu softkeys
An overview of the Setup Menu softkeys
A fold-out softkey tree (There is also a separate HP 4cn2A System Softkey
Reference Guide which includes Protocol Analyzer and Stats softkeys)

The Top Level Menu is important because it lets you access all the features of the protocol
analyzer. The Setup Menu is important because it contains all the softkeys used to set up or
ronfigure the different HP 4972A LAN Protocol Analyzer functions.
Refer to the fold-out softkey tree as you go on and learn about the individual softkeys and
their functions in the following chapters.

Note
This manual refers to the HP 4972A LAN Protocol
Analyzer as the HP 4972A, the protocol analyzer, and
the analyzer.
This manual has been revised to include the HP 4972A
system software Revision B.04.00.
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Top Level Menu
The Top Level Menu lets you gain acceM to all the features of the protocol analyzer. It
appears whenever you complete the power on for the protocol analyzer. Also, from lower
level displays, you can return to the Top Level Menu by pressing <EXIT>. You need to use this
menu often, so briefly experiment going to lower levels of softkeys and returning to the Top
Level Menu.

Hewlett - Packard

4972A
LAN PROTOCOL ANALYZER
Revision B.04.00

Copyright 1987-1990 Packard Company
1 APRIL 90 13:32:05

------ --

P1e:s:sing <Other Choices> accesses

ihese sofikeys:

Figure 1-1. Top Level Menu Selections
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Softkey Selections
The softkeys shown at the bottom of the display let you select the different protocol analyzer
functions and then edit or control the fundions.
Getting Started, Chapter 1, discusses the softkey conventions. It also describes conventions
used by the HP 4972A and Manual Set.
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The Setup Menu
You can configure or •setup" the HP 4972A to perform several functions. Chapter 5 of
Getting Started discusses these functions and the chapters that follow in this manual present
them in more detail.
The HP 4972A integrates the primary functions so you can view and reference them from
several locations. For example, you can reference specific messages and filters specified in
programs you create.
After you set up the HP 4972A for a particular application, you can save the setup information
to a disc drive. You can recall this setup -later from the disc drive and quickly load it into the
HP 4972A. This feature makes it very convenient for you to store several setups for different
applications and then quickly load the fale for your current application.

The Softkeys
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From the Top Level Menu, press <Setup Analyzer> to display soft keys used to set up the
protocol analyzer. The following chapters present each of the softkeys separately.

EDIT LISTS:

This menu lets you define or edit USER LISTS of labels
to be used in place of the hexidecimal values of various
fields in other menus or when viewing network traffic.

EDIT FILTERS:

This menu lets you define or edit FILTERS which you can
use in a PROGRAM to control the gathering and the display
of network traffic.

EDIT MESSAGES:

This menu lets you define or edit MESSAGES which you can
use in a PROGRAM to generate network traffic.

EDIT PROGRAMS:

This menu lets you define or edit PROGRAMS which you can
use to control monitoring the network and generating
You can also use PROGRAMS to analyze
network traffic.
previously-gathered data.

DISC FUNCTIONS: This menu lets you access the mass storage.
I/O FUNCTIONS:

This menu lets you control another analyzer remotely
setting up a serial data link between the two units.

Figure 1-2. The Setup Menu
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2
Creating a Node List
Introduction
This chapter describes the softkeys you use to create a list of the nodes connected to your
IAN. You can create labels that identify nodes on the network by a user's name or by the
function of the device. The LAN Performance Analysis Application has tools to help create or
add nodes to this list (see Chapter 17 of the LAN Performance Analysis Application
Reference Manual).
This chapter contains:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assigning a network name
Assigning the network type
Adding stations to the node list
Deleting stations from the node list
Sorting the node list
Searching for a node

The Edit List Menu lets you create a node list that displays all the stations on your Local Area
Network. The analyzer identifies nodes on the network by 6 byte hexadecimal numbers. This
menu lets you assign a more readable name to each node. The names can be grouped by
descriptive names such as:
•
•
•

Functional Description
UserName
Group/Area Identity

Print server
Cheryll
Finance123

Main CPU
BarbB
EngLabl

The node names feature offers a real convenience in recognizing the identification of a node in
the Examine Data Menu or while you view frames while monitoring the network. You can
recognize station identities easier in filter summary or message summary displays where one
display presents many nodes.
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Edit List Menu
Pressing <Ed.It Lista.>, fOli:merly known. as <Edit No4e Ust>, from the Setup Analyzer Menu lets
you access ~ following menu:

Select a list to edit

--- --- -Figure 2-1.

Edit Lists Menu

The softkeys in this menu let you select a user-definable list to edit. A description of these
sofikeys and the extended menus you reach by pressing each softkey follows.
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Editing the Physical Address Ust
Pressing <Phys Adclr Ust>, formerly known as <Nod• Ult>, from the Edit Lists Menu lets you
access the following menu:

NETWORK TYPE : • • • • • •

NETWORK NAME : • • • • •
NOOE#

NOOE NAME

NODE ADDRESS

BUS POSIT ION

RESPONSE

..

UNTESTED

Only first entry of default name and/or address will be saved.

------ -Figure 2-2.

Editing the Physical Address Ust

This menu lets you edit the physical addresses of the nodes. The above softkeys are described
on the following pages.
From this menu, you can assign the Network Name and the Network Type. You can add slations
to (up to 1000) and delete stations from the node list. You can sort the node list and search
for a particular node. And you can use the Response field to record if a node on the list
responds to messages by a program from the Edit Programs Menu (see Chapter 5 of the HP
4972A Reference Manual for details).
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Editing the Ethernet Type Ust

..•..

Pressing <Ether Type LI•t> accesses the following menu:

LIST NAME
TYPE #

.,

TYPE NAME

TYPE VALUE
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Only first entry of default type will be s.aved.

Figure 2-3.

Editing the Ethernet Type List

You can edit the Ethernet list for your particular network. The above screen shows part of the
default list. Use [NEXT] or PREV] to page through the list. Up to 250 items are possible in
the list.
The analyzer uses this list to decode the Ethernet type field of Ethernet frames. The Type
field in Ethernet frames indicate what kind of data follows. During frame decoding, the Type
field is extracted from the frames and the type list is searched for a matching entry. If a
matching type is found the frame is identified as containing that type of data. The label for the
type is substituted in place of the hexadecimal bytes if the Substitute 1.abels field is enabled in
the Select Format Menu. If a decode module for that type of data is currently loaded in the
analy-.t:er, decoding of the frame continues.
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If a type is not found during decoding, the decoding comes to a stop. You can force the HP
4972A to decode an unknown type (a type not found in the Ethernet Type List) in the Select
Format Menu. See the Select Format Menu description in this supplement on using the
Protocol field to:
• override the analyzer default protocol
•choose an alternate type of protocol to decode
The Ethernet Type List is now saved as part of network files. Old network files are still
compatible and may still be loaded into the HP 4972.A.

to

Use the softkeys customize the Ethernet Type List to your network. The softkeys and fields
of this menu are described on the following pages.

The Fields and Softkeys In the Ethernet Type List Menu
Description

Softkey or Field
LIST NAME

Use this field to name your Ethernet list. Up to 17 characters
may be used. The analyzer replaces blank spaces with the
underline character l)· The default name in the field is
Ethernet List 1.

TYPE NAME

Use this field to name the Ethernet type. Up to fifteen
characters may be used. The analyzer replaces blank spaces
with the underline character U·
The analyzer uses the list to interpret the Ethernet type field in
the Ethernet frames. If the type is found in the list, the analyzer
knows to decode the data in the frame as that type. Decoding
stops if the type is not found in the list.
You can force the analyzer to decode data frames of a type not
found in the list by using the Protocol field in the Select Format
Menu.
Placing the cursor in this field enables the following softkeys:

<Insert Type>

Press this softkey to insert a new type to the list. The analyzer
inserts the new type directly above the field where the cursor is
placed. The default field name comes up DOD_IP. Use the
keyboard keys to name the new Ethernet type and assign the
type value.
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<Delete Type>

Press ~his softkey to Qe~ete a type. Place the cursor in the 6eld
you want to del~te and press thi$ so{Uey.

<~rtTypes>

Press this softkey to sort the Ethernet Types by name or by type
value. Pressing this softkey enables the following softkeys:
<Sort By Name>

<Sort by Type>

If you sort by name, the names are sorted alphabetically and
displayed on the menu.
If you sort by type, the type values are sorted in numerical order,
with the lowest numeric value first, and displayed on the menu.
<Search For Type>

Press this softkey to search for a type in the Ethernet List.
Pressing this softkey enables the following softkeys:

<Search For Type#>

Press this softkey to search for a type via the Type #. Enter the
type number you are searching for in the field provided, using
the keyboard keys.

<Search For Name>

Press this softkey to search for a type via the Type Name. Enter
the type name, using the keyboard keys, in the field provided on
the screen.

<Search For Type>

Press this softkey to search for a type via the Type Value.
Pressing this softkey enables the following softkeys that let you
search for the type value in one of three ways:
<Hex>

<Bin LSB Right>

<Bin LSB Left>

Hex--Heicadecimal
Bin l.SB Right--Binary Least Significant Bit to the Right
Bin LSB Left--Binary Least Significant Bit to the Left

"Don't Cares" are allowed in this type field.
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<AeMt Type List>

Press this softkey to reset the Type List. Pressing this softkcy
restores the original analyr.er Default Type List.
Once pressed, the analyzer displays the following message:
Are you sure you want to reset the list?

Press

<Yea>

if you want to reset the list.

Press <No> if you do not want to reset the list.
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Assigning a Network Name
Since a Local Area Network can communicate with other Local Area Networks, you may find
it convenient to show the station names with the network name they are grouped under.
The analyzer displays a label field for NElWORK NAME at the top of the Edit List Menu. You
can assign the network name any functional name that you want. The analyzer assigns it
Network 0 as default network name.
The protocol analyzer cannot access or store files by the network name. The name is
displayed for documentation purposes only.

l.U'l'WOIUt 1fAME : Retwork_O

MODI MANI

NOOE I
l

1'l'1'NORI: TYPE :

IOOI ADDDl8

i"rHEJINET

BUS POSITION

08-00-09•00-IA- 96

0

RESPONSE
UNTESTED

Procedure:
1.

Use [UP-ARROW] to move the cursor to the NETWORK NAME field.

2.

Use the keyboard keys to enter the network name you want.
You can use up to 17 keyboard characters for the network names. The analyzer
deletes leading spaces and replaces spaces between characters with an underscore

(j.

3.

Press [RETURN) or [TAB] to move the cursor to the NETWORK TYPE field or press
[DOWN-ARROW] to move the cursor to the first node name.
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Assigning the Network Type
Use the NETWORK TYPE field displayed at the top of the <Edit Ust> Menu for documentation
purposes only.

HP_LAN_Analyzer

1

BUS POSITION

NODE ADD1'tBSS

lfODE NAME

NODE It

ETHERNET

DTWORK TYPE :

n:TWORK NAME : Network_O

08-00-09-00-SA-96

RESPONSE
UNTESTED

0

Procedure
1.

From the Edit List Menu, use [UP-ARROW) to move the cursor to the
Type field.

Network

If the cursor is in the Network Name field, use [TAB] or [RETURN] to move the

2.

field.

cursor to the

Network Type

Select either

<ETHERNET>, <10 MHz 802.3>,

Select

<ETHERNET>

or

<1 MHz802.3>

for 10BASE2 networks.
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protocol.

Adding Stations to the Node List
You can add up to 1000 stations to the node list by using <Insert Node>. Use the following
softkeys and definitions to add stations.

Softkey or Field

Dncrlptlon

<Insert Node>

You can add another field and insert additional nodes at any
point in the node list. The analyz.er inserts each node
immediately above the line containing the cursor.

Node#

The analyzer generates this number to provide an easy reference
when you view the node name list.

Node Name

You can enter a name that allows easier recognition of a specific
station. Use up to 17 keyboard characters. The analyzer deletes
leading spaces and replaces spaces between characters with an
underscore l>· Press (TAB] or [RETURN) to complete the
entry.

Node Address

Use hexadecimal characters for this field. The address entry
needs six bytes.

Bus PosHlon

You can use up the 4 numeric characters for this field. The Bus
Position resembles the Node Name in that it is user defined.
You use the Bus Position field for documentation purposes to
help you identify your network.

Duplicate entries
When you press <EXIT> to leave the Edit List Menu, the analywr deletes duplicate entries
from the list. You can duplicate the default node name, HP_lAN_Analyzcr, and the Source
Address unique to the analyzer while you edit the node list.
However, when you press <EXIT> to leave the menu, the analyzer deletes all duplicate names
and addresses. The first entry for duplicate names or addresses remains on the list.
When you enter duplicate names, other than HP lAN Analyzer and the Source Address
unique to the analyzer, and leave the name or address field, the analyzer returns the previously
entered name or address.
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Deleting Stations from the Node List
You can remove stations from the node list one at a time or delete the entire list at once.

Dncrlptlon

Soft key
< Del.te Node>

You can remove work stations one station at a time from the
Node List. Position the cursor to either the Node Name, Node
Addreas, or Bus Position field of the station you want to delete
and press this softkey.
The analyzer moves stations remaining on the node list up one
line to fill the space. The Node # field updates to fill in the
deleted node so the numbers are always in sequence.

<Reset Node Ust>

You can remove all the stations from the node list at one time.
When you press this softkey, the analyzer displays the following
message:
Are you sure you want to reset the node list?
<YES>

This softkey deletes the entire node list. The node name list
starts again at the default node (HP IAN Analyzer).

.

-

-

<NO>

This softkey saves the existing node list and returns the display
to the previous softkey choices. _
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Sorting the Node Ust
The analyzer displays the node list in a variety or sequences to make it easy to find stations in
the list.
Softkey

DncrlDUon

<Sort Nodea >

Pressing this softkey changes the display to include softkeys that
let you sort by name, address, or bus po&tion.

<Sort By Na.me>

The analyzer sorts the node list by the names in the Node Name
field. It generally sorts in the standard ASCII collating
sequence. For example, CTRL-X characters precede alphabet
characters, which precede numbers. The analyzer does not
differentiate upper and lower case alphabet characters.

<Sort By Address>

The analyzer sorts the node list using entries in the Node Address
field. It sorts in the order of 0 through F and then Xs (don't
cares) last: o < 9 < F < x.

<Sort By using the Bua
Pos'n>

The analyzer sorts the node list entries in the Bus Position field.
The sorting arranges the node list in an increasing bus position
sequence.
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Searching for a Node
Softkeys on the protocol analyzer make it easy to look through the node list to find stations by
using their assigned identities.

oescrlotfon

Softkey
<Search for Node>

You can search the node list by searching through node number,
name, address, or position on the bus.

< Search for Node # >

You can search the node list for a node number you specify.
Enter the node number in numeric characters in the displayed
field. Press [RETURN] to execute the search.
When the analyzer finds the specified node number, it displays
that station at the top of the node list.

<Search For Name>

You can search the node list for a node name you specify. Enter
the node name exactly like the node list displays it. The analyzer
recognizes letter case. Press [RETURN] to execute the search.
When the analyzer finds the node name you want, it displays
that node at the top of the node list.
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Soft key
< SMrch for Addr>

Dncrlptlon
You can search the node list for a specified node address.
When the analyz.er finds the node address you want, it displays
that node at the top of the node display. Enter the address in
one of three formats offered by the following softkeys:
<Hex>

Enter the address in hex characters 0- For X (don't care). You
can use don't cares to view all nodes with a common prefix. For
example:
CJIMl.OO.OA.XX-XX

Press [RETURN] to execute the search.
< BIMry LSB Right>

Enter each address character byte in binary with the least
significant bit on the right side. Only the byte marked by the
cursor displays in binary. Enter the address in binary l's and O's
or X (don't care). After you complete the entry, press
[RETURN] to execute the search.
When you complete a binary entry using a don't care, the part of
the byte having the don't care displays as .,. . For example:
1010001X

=A <ill

XX111010 = <ill A
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Dncrlptlon

Soft key
< llNll'J LSB Left>

Enter each address character byte in binary with the least
significant bit on the left side. Only the byte marked by the
cursor displays in binary. Enter the address in binary l's and O's
or X's (don't cares). After you complete the entry, press
See the preceding
[RETURN] to execute the search.
description in <Binary LSB Right> for don't care operation.

<Search For Poa'n >

The analyzer searches via the Bus Position column. Enter the
bus position in the displayed field. Press [Return] to execute the
search.
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Recording Node List Response to Messages
You can use the RESPONS.E field to record if a node on the node list responds ~o messages by a
program from the Edit Programs Menu.
In Edit Programs, the address of a node on the nQde list is inserted in the Destination Address
field of a mC$Sage to be sent to the network. The PCS characters are recomputed before the
message is sent out.
Jn Edit Programs Menu, the following program commands are used to send messages to
nodes and record the response. For a more complete description, see the chapter on Editing
the Programs.

Softkey

Description

<To Currnt Node>

These program commands let you increment through the <To
Next Node> node list and send a message to all the nodes on the
list.

<Whel) (event)>

Using these two commands together detects when a received
<Curmt Node Addr> message has a Source address that matches
the current node on the node list.

<Record+ Response>

If your program detects a desired
Response> commands can be used to

Edit List Menu.
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response, these <Record·
record the response in the

Ethernet Addresses
E1hernet addresses are assigned in blocks with the first three bytes assigned to a manufacture.
For example, the Hewlett Packard Company has been assigned the 08-00-09-XX-XX-XX
block of addresses. You may load and use the physical address file "Manfc" from your utility
disc for a list of addres.c;es that are currently known. This file is listed on the following pages.
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Ethernet Address Ust
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ot-oo-2a-oo-oo-01
o•-oo-2a-oo-oo-ow
o•-oo-2a-01-oo-oo
01-oo-2a-01-oo-01
o•-oo-2a-02-oo-oo
ot-oo-2a-02-01-oo
01-oo-2a-02-01-01
ot-oo-aa-oa-01-02
01-00-aa-03-XX•XX
09-oo-2a-ot-oo-oo
09•00•28•23•00•00
Ot•00·4B•00•00•02
09-00-51-xx-xx-xx
09•00•56·1'1'-XX•XX
01-oo-1c-02-oo-os
ot-oo-1c-05-oo-01
OD•1B•15•BA•DD•06
10-00-10-xx-xx-xx
aa-00-00-xx-xx-xx
aa-00-01-xx-xx-xx
JUt.-00-02-xx-xx-xx
aa-00-03-xz-xx-xx
aa-oo-ot-zx-xx-xx
aa-00-00-01-00-00
aa-00-00-02-00-00
aa-00-00-03-00-00
aa-00-00-04-00-00
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·1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
ttt
ttt
ttt
ttt
tH
1000
Ht
Ht
ttt
Ht
19t
199
999
Ht
0
Ht
919
tit
199
199
999
199
919
999
999
999
999
999
999
999
999
1000
1000
1000
1000
J.000
1000
991
999
Ht

999

ml'l'ZSTBD
UllTBSTBD
UllTJlSTBD
Ulfl'ISTBD
Ull'l'llSTBD
UJITBSTBD
UllTISTBD
Ulfl'BS TBD
UJITESTBD
OJl'l'BSTBD
Ul1TB8TBD
UllTESTBD
Ull'l'BSTED
Ull'l'ISTED
. Ull'l'ESTBD
UllTBSTBD
Ul1TB8TBD
UllTBSTED
tJJITES'l'BD
UJllTIS'l'ED
UllTBS'l'BD
UllTES'l'BD
Ull'l'BSTBD
1111'1'18TED
UllTHTBD
UlllTBS'l'BD
Ull'H8TBD
UllTHTBD
UlllTB8TBD
U11'l'BSTBD
Ull'HSTED
U11'l'B8TBD
UllTBSTBD
UllTBSTBD
UllTBSTED
UllTBSTBD
UllTES'l'ED
UllTBSTED
UllTBSTBD
UllTBS'l'BD
UllTBSTBD
UJl'l'B8TBD
UllTBSTBD
Ull'l'BSTBD
UllTBSTBD
Ull'l'ESTBD
UNTESTED
UllTBSTED
Ull'l'ESTED
UNTESTED
UNTESTED
UNTESTED
U11TBS'l'ED
UlllTBS'l'ED
UlllTBSTED
UNTESTED
UlllTBSTBD
Ulll'r.BSTED
UNTBSTBD
UlllTBS'l'ED
UlllT:ES'l'ED
U11TBS'l'ED
UH'l'ES'l'ED
UlllTH'l'ED
UlllTBSTBD
Ull'l'ISTBD

1H
130
131
132
lU
134

135

aa-00-09-m r-:sz-:IZ
aa-oo-o>-0 0-00-00
aa-00-04-0 0-:sz-:IZ
aa-00-04-0 1-:sz-:sz
aa-00-04-. a-:sz-:sz
Cl'-00-00-0 0-00-00

'7-Pl'-l'Jt-Pl '-WW-Pr

I
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1000

"'
"'
"'

1000
1000
1000

Oll'fSSftD
Ull'fllSTED
UJITllSTllD
UllTBSTBD
UllTBSTID
UllTllSTED
UllTBSTID
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Edit Fitters Menu
Introduction
Filters greatly enhance the power of the protocol anal)17.er. The Edit Filters Menu lets you use
this capability. This chapter contains information about:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Add, delete, and label filters
Add, delete, and label filters fields
Select character types
Select network protocol display format
Edit filters copy functions
Select frame traits
Edit filter length
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Editing Fitters
The Edit Filters Menu displays an overview of the filters defined and available for
programming the protocol anal)'7.Cr. A given filter can test or compare only on messages
received from the Source Address specified for that filter and/or messages transmitted to the
Destination Address specified for that filter.
The foldout Softkey Tree in Chapter 1, The Softkeys, shows the choices available as you move
through the menus. Fold out the softkey tree to see which softkeys you can access as you
move to different displays and different fields.
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To get to the Edit Fiiters Menu:
1.

From the Top Level Menu, press <s.tup Anmlper>.

2.

Press <Edit Fiiters >.

The figure below shows a summary of defined filters. Line 4 shows the default display for an
undefined filter. Line 5 contains a filter with addresses displayed in hexadecimal code. Line 6
shows an example of a fdter with user defined filter label and equivalent names displayed for
the addresses. You can also specify minimum and maximum frames lengths to filter frames by
their length.

FILTER
1 FILTER
LABEL
#
3 Filter_0
4 0
Filter _I
5 I
6 z PRINT_FIL TER

2

-----------------

DESTINATION
ADDRESS

SOURCE
AOORESS

.08-00-71-AB-CO -EF
PRINTER_4

08-11-34-Al-Z3 -10
CPU_!

--------------------------------xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx

46 Filter hardware bytes available
21

22
23
24

Figure 3-1. Edit Filters Display
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LENGTH OF FRAME:
MINIMUM MAXIMUM

IS
15

15

Z0ZZ
Z0ZZ
Z0ZZ

Add, Delete, and Label Filters
Softkeys let you quickly add or delete filters to the summary filter display. You can create up
to 16 filters.

Softkev
<Adel Fiiter >

Ducrlption
Adds up to sixteen filters to the displayed filter list. The
analyur labels the filter numbers in hexadecimal sequence:
0 ...9, A ...F. If all the filter numbers displayed are in sequence,
the analyzer adds the next available filter number to the bottom
of the list. The analyzer inserts filters missing in the list by this
algorithm:
1.

It inserts the closest missing frame number above the cursor
location.

2.

If there is no room above the cursor location, it inserts the
closest missing frame number below the cursor location.

Fiiter Names
The analyzer lets you change the filter name to a descriptive
label that identifies the filter function. You can use up to 17
keyboard characters. The analyzer deletes leading spaces and
replaces spaces between characters with an underscore
Press [RETURN] or [TAB) to complete the name entry.

u.

<Delete FUter >

You can remove filters from the displayed filter list. Use (TAB}
or (ARROWS] to position the cursor to the filter to be removed.
The analyzer moves filters below the deleted field up to fill the
deleted position. Remaining filters retain their filter number
and label.

<Show Node Name>

The Destination and Source addresses convert from
hexadecimal code to the equivalent node name defined in the
Physical Address List Menu.

<Show Hex
Addreaaea>

The Destination and Source Address fields display on the screen in
hexadecimal code.

Edit Filters Me11u
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NOTE
In the Edit Filters Menu, the softkey selections change
when you move the cursor from the FILTER LABEL Field
to an address field. Use [TAB] or (ARROWS] to
move the cursor to a Deatlutlon or Souroe Addreu field.
Notice the softkey fields change.

<Entw Node Nmme>

You can define the Destination and Source Adel,.... fields using
node names. The analyzer displays this softkey only when the
cursor is in an address field.
The analyzer assigns the node names you specified in the Edit
Lists Menu to softkeys. You may use a softkey to enter a valid
node name for its equivalent Destination or Source address. If
you defme more than 6 node names, use <OTHER CH01CES> to
see the additional node names. You can also type the node
name from the keyboard.

Edit Filters Menu
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Add, Delete, and Label Fiiter Fields
The analyzer displays and makes available details of the filter fields for editing. The softkey
selections change as you move the cursor to Addreu fields, Type/LMllh Field, or o... Field.

Softkey
<Edit all 1'191ds >

Description
The analyz.er displays details of filter fields for the fdter
presently marked by the cursor. You can edit the following
frame fields:
• Addr... llelda
• Typefteld
• Datafleld

The Softkey Tree shows all the softkey choices available while in
the Edit All Fields Menu. Move the cursor to the different
frame filter fields to change the softkey selection. The analyzer
provides descriptions on the display when the cursor is in a O.ta
field. Since you use the same softkeys in the address and
Type/Length Fields, the descriptions are given only once.

Edit Filters Menu
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FIELDS of FILTER 10 Label: Filter_0
46 Filter hardware bytes available
BYTE
FIELD LABEL
1

DESTINATION

7

SOURCE

13

TYPE

15

DATA

"INIMUK Fra"e Length •
15
"AXIKUK Fra"e Length • Z022
FIELD DATA

xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx
xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx
xx-xx
xx

Node Nafte:
Not Defined -Node Na"e: -- Not Defined --

-------Hexadeci"al (0 •• 9, A.. F or X> field data entry

Figure 3-2. Edit all Flelds Menu
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Edit Fiiter Fields
You can insert and/or delete filter fields or bytes of filter fields in this menu.

Softkay
<lnMrt Field>

DncrlJIUon
The analyzer adds an additional filter field in the om field
immediately below the cursor. The newly inserted BYTE field
gets loaded automatically with the next byte location available
after the previous filter field. If you want to assign the new filter
field to a different byte location, enter the new location number
from the keyboard.
Guidelines for inserting filter fields:
1.

You can't insert fields between consecutive numbered bytes.
Fdter fields can not overlap. If you need to insert a data
field filter that would overlap existing fdter fields, you must
change the length and position of existing filter fields before
the new filter field may be inserted.

2.

Up to 32 filter fields can be defined for each filter.

With IEEE 802.2 Formats
In addition to DSAP, SSAP, and CONTROL filters, up to 26
additional data filter fields can be defined.

Not IEEE 802.2 Formats
Up to 29 data falter fields can be defined. Use up to 17
alphanumeric characters in the FIELD LABEL for each data field
filter . Spaces between characters are replaced by underscores

u.
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Dncription

Softkey
<Delete Fleld >

The analyzer removes the filter field you mark by the cursor.
Position the cursor in any part of the falter field being deleted.

<Insert Byte•>

The analyzer adds or inserts bytes in the filter field you mark by
the cursor.
You can defme up to 15 byte locations in a filter field. If you
place the cursor in the FIELD DATA field, the analyzer inserts new
bytes immediately before the byte marked by the cursor. If you
place the cursor in the BYTE field, FIELD LABEL field, or at the
last charader position of a field displayed in hex, the analyzer
adds new bytes at the end of the FIELD DATA field.

<Del* Bytes>

The analyzer removes bytes from the filter field you mark by the
cursor. Leave at least one byte in each filter field. If you want
to delete all bytes in a filter field, use <Delete Field>.

If the cursor is in the FIELD DATA field, deleted bytes include the
byte marked by the cursor and the bytes following the cursor. If
you try to delete more bytes than follow the cursor, the analyzer
removes the remaining bytes from the front of the cursor. If the
cursor is not in the FIELD DATA Field, the analyzer deletes the
·
rightmost bytes.

Edit Filters Menu
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Select Character:Type

Add.......,

Use the softkeys to display the characters in the
Type/Length, and Data fields in
several different formats for easier bit or byte pattern entry as you edit the filter contents. See
Keyboard and Character Codes in the Appendix: Manual for more information about character
formats.

sonkev

Description

Undeftned Characters

Displayed as . The Appendix: Manual shows keys that you can
use to enter oontrol characters such as Sy and Ea.

Don't Care

Displayed as x in hex or binary character types and as
other character types.

"1'" in
v

<'Nor Byte>

Enables a filter to match any character except the character
entered. Blinking characters represent 'NOT' bytes.

<Bin LSB Left>

Characters are entered in binary with the least significant bit at
the left for each character. Only the byte marked by the cursor
is displayed in the binary format.

<Bin LSB Right>

Characters are entered in binary with the least significant bit at
the right for each character. Only the byte marked by the cursor
is displayed in the binary format.

<Hex Entry>

Characters are entered in hexadecimal.

<ASCll7>

Characters are entered in ASCII 7.
different parity checking softkeys.

<ASCII 8 Roman 8>

Characters are entered in ASCII 8 or Roman 8, depending on
what keyboard you use.

<EBCDIC Entry>

Characters are entered in EBCDIC.
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The analyzer displays

Select Network Protocol Dlsplay Format
Use softkeys to change the network protocol for the displayed filter.
Softkey

Description

The protocol header for the filter appears in IEEE 802.3
protocol. This choice displays the third filter field as a Length
field.

<802.3 Format>

"INIMUM Fra~e Length = 15
HAXI"UM FraNe Length • 2022
FIELD DATA

FIELDS of FILTER 10
Lebel: Filter_0
46 Filter hardware bytes available
BYTE
FIELD LABEL
DESTINATION
SOURCE
LENGTH ( TYPE>
DATA

I
7
13

IS

The protocol header for the filter appears in Ethernet protocol.
This choice displays the third filter field as a Type field.

<Ethernet Format>

FIELDS

of

FILTER 10

Label: Filter_0

46 Filter hardware bytes available

BYTE
1
7
13
15

FIELD LABEL
DESTINATION
SOURCE
TYPE
DAHi

Node Na111e:
Not Defined -Node Na111e: -- Not Defined --

XX-XX-· XX- XX.- XX-XX

xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx
xx- xx
xx

MINIMUM Fra111e Length =
15
ltAXIMUM Fra111e Length = Z0ZZ
FIELD DATA

xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx
xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx
xx-xx
xx

Edit Filters Menu
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Softlcey

Petcdottoo

<~For~t>.

The analyzer inserts the 802.2 fields (DSAP, SSAP, and CONTROL)
below the Length/Type field. It inserts a one-byte CONTROL field.
The analyzer expands the CONTROL field to 2 bytes if you use
<Insert Byte(•)> .

FIELDS of FILTER #0

Label: Filter _0

44 Filter hardware byte& available

BYTE
1

7
13
15
~6

17

FIELD LABEL
DESTINATION
SOURCE
LENGTH <TYPE>
DSAP
SSAP
CONTROL

xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx
xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx
xx- xx
xx
xx
xx

MINIMUM Fra111e Length •
17
"AXI"UM Fra111e Length • 2022
FIELD DATA

Node Ni!Ple:
Not Defined -Node Ne111e: -- Not Def'ined --

Edit Filters Menu a.,.1i

Copy Functions
Use softkeys to copy the contents of a filter or frame.

Dncrlptlon

Sottk'Y
<CopyFI...,>

The analyr.er copies the contents of a specified filtet to the
currently displayed filter. The analyzer prompts you with:
Select IOftkey OR emer Wiid llMle: - - -

Select a filter to copy by using the displayed softkeys or enter a
filter name using the keyboard. Press [RETURN) to execute
the copy function.
<Copy Frame>

The analyzer copies an existing frame from the receive buffer to
the fields of a filter. The byte locations of the frame in the
receive buffer fill the same byte locations of the filter.

Edit Filters Menu
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Select Frame Traits
In addition to filtering on specific byte comparator locations in a frame and minimum and
maximum frame lengths, the HP 4912A IAN Protocol Analyzer can filter on different types of
frame errors.

$oftkey

Description

<SelectTr.ita>

You can choose to view good frames and/or frames with
different error types.
If you enable "Runt Frame F'tlter" in the Hardware Functions
Menu, the analyzer displays the AUNT FRAME FILTER paragraph
shown below.

Accept

Fra~e

with GOOD FCS

Accept Fra"e with BAD FCS
Accept MISALIGNED Fra"e

<A frl!ll'le with a bad FCS and with 1 to
7 residual bits following the final
byte of the FCS.l
<A fra"e which contains fewer than 60
bytes. not including the FCS.>

The Fra"e TRAITS selected in this

~enu

will apply to all Filters.

The RUNT FRAME FILTER is installed, therefore Fra"es containing
less than SIZ bits including the prea"ble and FCS (equivalent to
a length of approxi"ately 53 bytes>, will not be recognized.

--- --- -Figure 3-3. Frame Traits Menu
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DllCl'fptlon
Fr. . . with GOOD FCS
Fr.,... with BAD FCS

MISALIGNED FrlllM

AUNT Fr..,.

These fields let you accept or reject frames received with good
or bad FCS values. The majority of frames normally arrive with
good FCS values. To filter out unwanted frames, you may want
to capture only the frames with FCS errors. You can examine
just the problem frames without having to sort through all the
good frames.

A misaligned frame contains a total number of bits not divisible
by eight and an FCS error.
Runt frames consist of frames having less than 60 bytes in the
Runt frames may occur as
a result of frame collisions on the network.

Addres•, Type/Lenglh and Data fields.

Figure 3-3 shows the display with the Runt Frame Filter enabled
in the Hardware Functions Menu. With the Runt Frame Filter
enabled, the analp.er discards frames with less than 512 bits.
W.tth the Runt Frame Filter disabled in the Hardware' Functions
Menu. the analyzer stores frames with as few as one byte in the
Ditta field.
See Chapter 10 of this manual for more information about
·
frame errors.
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Edit Fiiter Lengtll
In addition to filtering 011 particular bytes in a frame, you can filter on frame lengths.

To conserve buffer memory, you can exclude frames exceeding a maximum length or include
only jabbering frames. (frames with more than 1514 bytes). You control the frame length for
particular filters by positioning the cursor in the MINIMUM or MAXIMUM Frame Length Fields in
the Edit all Fields Menu.
The default values are:
MINIMUM Frame Length = 15
MAXIMUM Frame Length = 2022
You can manually set these values to your filter needs. The protocol analyzer will not let you
enter a minimum value that exceeds the maximum value.
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Minimum Filter Length
The MINIMUM Fiiter Length field uses the following rules:
1.

The minimum entry for the MINIMUM Fiiter LMglh field is 15 bytes.

2.

The MINIMUM Fiiter Lenglh field entry must be an odd number.

3.

When you specify additional filter fields in the DATA field which occupy byte
positions greater than the minimum value, the MINIMUM Frame Length field
automatically increases to be the largest odd numbered byte occurring in the filter
field.

Maximum Fiiter Length
The MAXIMUM Fiiter Length field uses the following rules:
1.

The maximum entry for the MAXIMUM Fiiter lAngth field is 2022 bytes.

2.

The MAXIMUM Filter Lenglh field entry must be an even number.

3.

You can specify a maximum filter length less than 2022 bytes. However, if you add
a filter field which occupies byte positions greater than the new maximum filter
length, the MAXIMUM FrMM Length field automatically increases to be the next largest
even value which can contain all the bytes in the filter.
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4
Editing Messages Menu

Introduction
This chapter descnbes the Edit Messages function of the HP 4972A. You can use the messages
you create with the Edit Programs Menu to simulate stations on the Local Area Network.
Messages can simulate a request or initiate a transfer of information. The messages can also
acknowledge transmissions from other stations.

This chapter contains:
•
•

•
•

Edit m~ages display description
Edit messages softkey description
Copying the data length field
Selecting an FCS value
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Edit Messages Dlsplay
To reach the Edit Messages Menu:
1.

From the Top Level Menu, press <Setup Analyzer>.

2.

Press <Edit . _ , . , >.

The foldout Softkey Tree in Chapter 1 of this manual shows the choices available as you move
through the menus. Fold out the Softkey Tree to see which softkeys appear as you move to
different displays and fields.
The Edit Messages Menu shows a directory of the messages you create.

MESSAGE
#

MESSAGE
LABEL

0 Mess11.ge_0
1

l'tessage_l

Z POLL_CPU
3 PRINT_TEST

DESTINATION
AOORESS
00-00-00-00-00-00
00-00-00-00-00-00
COl'IPUTER_I
PRINT_SERVER

SOURCE
ADDRESS
1-P_LAN_Analyzer
1-P_LAN_Analyzer
HP_LAN_Analyzer
HP_LAN_Analyzer

FRAME
TYPE
00-00
00-00
00-00
00-00

FCS
FRAME
LENGTH VALUE
60
60
60
60

Good
Good
Good
Good

--- --- -Figure 4-1. The Edit Messages Menu
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The analyzer generates the MESSAGE#. You can create and store up to 16 messages, which
the analp.er numbers in hex characters 0 through F. Store your created messages along with
the other setup functions on the system disc drive so that when you need to, you can quickly
load them back into the protocol analyzer to solve a particular application.
The analyzer defaults the MESSAGE I.ABEL to MESSAGE_o. For your convenience, you can
assign functional labels that dcscn"be the message function.
The same six byte addre~ fields seen in the Edit Lists and Edit Filters Menus make up the
DESTINATION and SOURCE ADDRESS. You can also describe these address fields with
functional name labels in place of the six byte hex code. Remember to define the equivalent
node names in the Edit Lists Menu before using them in other menus.
The FRAME TYPE field contains the contents of bytes 13 and 14 of each frame.
The analyzer defaults the FRAME LENGTH for each message to 00 bytes. This includes the
Destination and Souroe Meir....., the Type field, and Data field. Frame length does not include
the preamble field or FCS characters.
FCS VALUE field lets you generate either good or bad FCS characters for the message. For
example, you may want to transmit a frame with bad FCS characters to see if the receiving
station detects the error. Also, you can enter an PCS value in HEX characters.
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Softkey Descriptions
The Edit Messages Menu offers the folloWing softkey choices:

t>etcrfQllOn

Softkty

A new message appears in the message list. The analyzer adds
the new message to an existing list first at the closest available
position above the cursor and then at the closest available
position below the cursor. The cursor may be in any field of a
message when you press this softkey.
Naming 1h Meauge

Assign message names that identify the function of the message.
Use up to 17 characters for the name field. The analyzer deletes
leading spaces and replaces spaces between characters with an
underscore O· Press (RETURN] or [TAB) to complete the
entry.
The analyzer deletes the message that contains the cursor.
Place the cursor in any field of the message you want to delete.
<Show Node Names>

The analyzer displays the Destination and Source Address fields as
the equivalent Node Names assigned in the Edit Lists Menu.

<Show Hex
Addre.... >

The

<Enter Node Heme>

The analyzer displays this softkey when you place the cursor in
an address field. It will cause the names of nodes defined in
Edit Nodes Menu to display as softkeys. Press the softkey
whose node name you want to assign to either the Destination
Addr... field or the Source Address field. You can also type a
node name from the keyboard and press rRETURN] to
complete the command.

Destln.tion and Source Address fields will be displayed in
hexadecimal code.

Editing Messages Menu
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D!lcrfotlon

Softkty

The analyzer displays a default

<Edt.,.._.ld>

(j()

byte data field for editing

messages.

DATA Field of

"ESSAGE label: Message I

1'1ESSAGE #1

FRAl'1E length:
LINE

BYTES

1

15 •••• Z9

3

30 .... 44
45 .... 59
60 •.•• 60

z
4

HEX DATA
00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00
00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00
00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-00
00

ASCII 8 <Ro"an Bl character data entry

Figure 4-2. Edit Datafield Menu
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.lifl. Bytes
CHARACTER DATA
~tt~ttti~~t~iit
~ttttttttttt~tt
~t~~i~~t~~tittt
~

Softkey

Dncrlptlon

<lnMl't Byte(•)>

The analyzer prompts you to enter bow many bytes you want to
enter. Enter the number you want and press [RETURN]. The
analyzer inserts the new bytes before the position marked by the
cursor.

<Dalete Byte(a)>

The analyzer prompts you to enter how many bytes to delete.
Enter the number and press [RETURN]. The analyzer deletes
the byte marked by the cursor and the following bytes,
depending on the number you specify.

Changing Message Length
You can change the MuMge Dau. field by inserting or deleting bytes.
Another method to change the length of the message field is to move the cursor to the FRAME
Lenglh field in the upper right comer and enter how many bytes you want the field length to
be. Press [RETURN] to complete the entry.
A third method to change the length is to press <Edit o.ianeld > and type characters at the end
of the data field. The analyzer adds new byte locations as you type new characters. Up to
2022 byte positions may be entered.
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P•scrlDllon

Softkty
<ASCll7>
<ASCllB>
<EBCDIC>

Depending on which of these softkeys you select, the protocol
analyzer converts characters in the .HEX DATA field into the
equivalent ASCII or EBCDIC characters for the Character on.
field. See Keyboard and Character Codes in the HP 4972A
Appendix Manual for the different character code sets available.
Unknown character:

When you enter a hex character that docs not have an
equivalent character, the character appears as " ·<111 " in the
CHARACTER DATA field.
You can move the cursor to the CHARACTER DATA field and
enter characters directly from the keyboard. The equivalent hex
code for each character is automatically entered in the HEX DATA
field.
<ASCII 7 Par • O>

The analyzer creates messages in ASCII 7 with the parity bit
always set to zero.

<ASCII 7 Par • 1 >

The analyzer creates messages in ASCII 7 with the parity bit
always set to one.

<ASCII 7 Odd Par>

The analyzer creates messages in ASCil 7 so that the character
byte always has an odd number of bits.

<ASCII 7 Even Par>

The analyzer creates messages in ASCII 7 so that the character
byte always has an even number of bits.
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Softkey
<Go To 8yle# >

DescriRllOn
The analp.er moves the cursor and the message with the byte
you select to the top of the display. It lets you move quickly
through large messages.
Press this softkey to dispJay the following message:
Go to which byte number?_

Enter the byte number you want to view and press [RETURN]
to execute the command.
<CopyFrMle>

You can create a message using a frame stored in the receive
buffer. The analyzer copies all of the contents of the frame you
select from the receive buffer. This includes: Address fields,
Type/Length field, Data field, and Fr•me Check Sequence (FCS).
The analyzer updates the length of the frame and copies it into
your message with a good PCS value.
Press this softkey to display the following message:
COpy which fr•me number?

0

Enter the frame number you want to copy from the receive
buffer. Press [RETURN] to execute the command.
Frame number 0 is the default value. Since no frame 0 exists in
the protocol analyzer memory, you have to enter a valid frame
number for a copy to occur.
This prevents you from
unintentionally overwriting a message which could happen if the
default value was a real frame number.
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Description

Soflkey

You can copy a previously defined meSAge. The analyzer
copies the entire message, including Adel,... fields, Trpe/Length
field, Data field, and Fe& field. The PCS value for the copied
frame automatically resets to a good value.
Press this softkey to display the following message:
Select eoflkey OR enter v811d name:__

Enter the message number you want to copy and press
[RETURN] to execute the command.
< Datalleld '"' 00000.. >

Fills the entire data field with all Os.

<0.Wfleld .. 01010..>

Fills the entire data field with all Ss (alternating Os and ls).
Fills the entire data field with all As (alternating ls and Os).

< Dataflelcl

=11111 •• >

<RMdom Dldafleld>

Fills the entire data field with all Fs (all ls).
Uses an HP 4972A internal random generator to fill the entire
data field with random characters.
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SoftklV
< Fonut .. Fiiter

DetcrJption

">

The analyzer formats the message marked by the cursor
according to a specific protocol. This Jets you more easily
recognize if control or protocol characters are correctly placed
in specific byte locations in the data field.
The display includes the following frame header information:
• lleleagel.abel

• Source Addres•
• Frame t..nglh
• Equlv.aent Node tMmet
• DMtndon AddrMa

• Type/Length Flelcl

In addition, this softkey displays byte locations in the data field
that have been declared as fiker bytes. The data field characters
display in hex code with the equivalent characters on the· right
side of the screen in the selected character format.
The FIELD LABEL field lets you assign names to filter fields you
create in the data field. The name can reflect byte position or a
protocol function. The Data field displays only the data bytes
defined in the filter you chose.
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Press <FonnatAI Flier#> to display:
Select 80ftkey OR..., vallcl nllM - - -

Press a displayed softkey or type the filter name whose format
you want to copy and press [RETURN) to execute the
command.

"ESSAGE 10 in

for~at

of Filter_0

"ESSAGE Label: Message 0
Jal. Bytes

FRAHE Length:

FIELD LABEL
DESTINATION
SOURCE
TYPE
DATA

HEX DATA

00-00-00-00-00-00
08-00-09-00-ZA-06
00-00

CHARACTER DATA

Node Nil!ll'le: -- Not Defined -Node Na~e: HP_LAN_Analyzer

00

ASCII 7, parity

=

0 character data entry

------ -Figure 4-3. Format as Filter# Display
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Copying the Data Length Field
Some protocols require that the ,....... Type field show the lcnath of the data field. When you
position the cursor to the Frame Type field in the Edit Messages Menu, the analyzer displays
<Copj Data Length>.

Softk'Y

DtlcrlDtlOn
The protocol analyzer enters the length of the Dlltll field for the
current message in the FRAME TYPE field. The Data field length
displays in Hex code. For example, if the data field contains 46
bytes, the FRAME TYPE field would display: QD.2E
00-2E is the hex code for 4110.
Don't confuse data field length with frame length. Frame length
contains the Dedndon and Source Address fields, the
type/Length field, and the Deta field.
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Selecting an FCS Value
When you transmit a message, IEEE 802.3 uses a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) technique
to generate Frame Check Sequence (FCS) characters for determining if the message is
received correctly. The receiving station generates its own PCS value and compares it to the
received FCS value. If the values match, the receiving station knows it has a good frame. The
algorithm used for the error checking sequence is CRC-32. The HP 4972A displays the FCS
field in the Edit Messages Menu.
To view the softkeys available for PCS values, use [TAB) to move the cursor to the FCS VALUE
field The analyzer displays the following softkeys:

Description

Softkm
<Select Good FCS >

This is the default selection. It causes the analyzer to transmit a
good FCS sequence with the message you create.

<Select Biid FCS >

The analyzer creates and purposely sends a bad FCS value with
the message. You may occasionally want to send a message
with a bad FCS sequence to see if another station detects and
responds to bad FCS values.

<Select Hex FCS >

You can type the FCS value in hex format from the keyboard.
This lets you have complete control of generating an FCS test
value.
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5
Edit Programs Menu
Introduction
This chapter descn"bes the softkeys used to program the HP 4972A Protocol Analyzer. You
write programs to control the operation of the protocol analyzer in both monitor and simulate
operation.
This chapter contains:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Selecting a program to edit
Store function softkey selections
Store function softkey descriptions
Selecting the log to disc file
Program commands softkey selections
·
Overview of programming
Conditional program statements
Program commands softkey descriptions
Display functions in Edit Programs Menu

You can create up to five programs in the HP 4972A at a time. The programs operate one at
a time, letting you quickly access pro!?"ams for different applications.
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Monitor
The monitor function captures and views frames as they occur on the network or displays
frames previously stored in the receive buffer.
The HP 4972A I.AN Protocol Analyzer provides monitoring in the Monitor Network Menu;
however, programming the protocol anal)'7.er offers a much more powerful tool. Additional
functions available when monitoring with programming include:
• Filters
• Counters
•Timers
• Conditional actions for data collection
• Logging to a disc for mass storage
When monitoring mesuges on the network, the filtering controls what messages the analyzer
stores. When monitoring frames previously stored in the receive buffer, the filtering can
display only messages that meet conditions you specify.
You can use timers to measure time intervals between events you specify. Counters provide a
count of certain events. Conditional statements let you display, time, and count only the
messages that meet filter conditions you specify.
The analyzer lets you save monitored network messages to a floppy disc and recall them to the
receive buffer for viewing or processing in a programmed monitor mode. You can use the
increased storage capacity of disc drives to log messages directly to disc as they occur on the
network.
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Slmulatlon
The same filters, timers, counters, and conditional actions in monitor apply in simulation.
Simulation also transmits messages to the Local Area Network.
You can program the protocol analyzer to simulate a station or stations on the network. The
protocol analyzer can transmit in response to a particular transmission received from another
station on the network. This provides the capability to artificially increase network loading to
test performance under higher traffic conditions.
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Selecting a Program
When you press <Edit Progr81M > the HP 4972A displays the following:
Edit

~ich

Program?

From this point you can choose one of up to five programs to edit. The names of created
programs become softkey selections. Press the softkey for the program you want to edit or
enter the name from the keyboard and press [RETURN).
A default program, Program_0, is in the protocol analyzer at power-on and consists of a Store
command. This program lets the protocol analyzer perform simple monitor functions with
only a few softkey entries.
The following softkeys are available in this menu.

Softkav
<Edit New ProgrMI? >

Description
You can create a new program with this softkey. The protocol
analyzer displays:
New Program Name?

Enter the new name from the keyboard. Enter up to nine
keyboard characters. The analyzer deletes leading spaces. An
underscore O replaces spaces between characters. Press
(RETURN] or [TAB) to complete the entry. After you create
five programs, the analyzer suppresses this softkey until you
delete an existing program.
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DetcrlpUon

Sollkey

You can assign new names for existing programs. The analyzer
displays:
Renmne which program?

The analyzer displays existing programs as softkeys. Press the
softkey that identifies the program you want to rename.
Rename program (Progr• Name) to _ __

Enter up to nine keyboard characters for the program name.
The analyzer deletes leading spaces and replaces spaces
between characters with an underscore U· Press (RETIJRN]
to complete the entry.
<Delete Progr111n >

You can delete programs from the protocol analyzer.
analyzer displays:

The

Delete which program? _ __

Press a softkey label or enter the program name from the
keyboard and press [RETURN). The protocol analyzer
displays:
Are you sure you want to delete (Program Name)?

Press <YES> to delete the program. Press <NO> to exit the
menu. If you try to delete all programs, a default program
remains as Program 0. This program contains only the "Store
all frames until full" -command which lets the protocol analyzer
acquire frames in monitor modes. The default Program 0
stores all frames until the receive buffer is fuU.
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Store Function Softkey Descriptions
The analyzer presents the following command at the top of each program:
Store:

ell frallleS
untH full

The analyzer does not use the Store command as part of the program but uses it to set up
internal circuitry that stores frames in the receive buffer when the program run starts.
The program sees only those frames which meet the requirements of the store statement. The
frame counter function counts only the frames going into the receive buffer. The frame
counter does not count frames not stored in the receive buffer.
The store function sets up the hardware when you execute a program using <Run Fl'Om
Network>.

Loa File

You find this field beneath the Store command. Use it to store frames to a disc drive. A disc
drive allows you to create much larger files than the receive buffer.
The receive buffer stores only frames that pass filter and trigger conditions. F'rrst the receive
buffer, and then the disc file, stores the frames in Log F'ile mode. The following pages have
descriptions of the receive buffer and log-data disc file interactions. To view softkey selections
for the store command, position the cursor in the Store command line.
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[

EXECUTE PROGRAM

J

STORC1
WHICH Fl!AMCI
YOU llANT STORtll
LOO l"ILCI
iiit'iOSTORC Fl!AMCB
TO A DISC DRIVE

CHiiiiii:

to IT PROORAMS
RUN l"ROM ICTllDRK
RIM rROM llUFTE1' j

llO TO

D

START
GO To_[O GO TD I
STOP
INCREMENT CtufTCR
00 TO
F"
1rC01a1TCR
00 TO BLOCK
llHCN !EVENT l
DISPLAY l"RAME
MloRK Fl!AME
LOO l"RAME TO Dlscl oo To_@
SEND MCSSAOC
RESET
llAIT
BtEP
i:ICESI
Me, SECONDS,
RECllRO + RESPONSE
MINUTES, HOURS
RECllRO - RESPONSE
<l"IND BLOCK>
00 TD
E
<COPY BLOQ!>
<INSERT BLOCK>
<OCLCTC BLOQO
<COPY PROllRAM>
<RENAME CTR/TMRS>
END COIT

PllOCIRAM I
COIT HEii PRODRAM
RENAME PROORAMS
DtLCTC PROORAM
EXIT

l"RAMC MA TCHCS
TIM[ DI" DAY
TIMER
rRAMC COUNTER
COLLISION COUNTER

U!L!!!@

END to IT

1CHOICES rROM

1

ClCCtt:OS

0

T

ClCCCCOS
CHOICES l"ROM

l"ILTCR 1-1"
rRAME TRAITS
CURRENT NOOE ADIJR
NOT

<COIT l"ILTCRS>

F"

-

tDISPLAY l"RAMCS
STOP PROORAM
NCXT rRAMC
PREY I OUS l"RAMC
SCROLL l"RAMCS
00 TD l"RAME e
Tl MCRS AND COUNTERS
SELECT l"DRMA T
NEXT MloRKto
PREY I OUS MloRKto
SCROLL MARKED
00 TD TRIOOCR
MARK I UNMARK
SEARCH llUf"l"CR

l

THEN 00 TO BLOCK
ANO
ANO rRAMC TRAIT&
DR

END COIT

END COIT

J

EXAMINE DATA

1

J

1. ELSE llHCN

ACCESS ts
COIT l"ILTERS MENU
!SEC <St:TIP ANAL YZCR>
F1IOl4 TOP LEVEL MCHUI

SELECT YOUR MCS9AOCS
ACCC SS TD CD IT
MESSAOC MCHU
(sec< SCTIP ANAL YtER>
( l"ROM TOP LEVEL MENU I

REPEATED
rot.LDllEll BY
TO CURRENT NODE
<NEXT a.oao
TD NEXT NODE

END COIT

END COIT
TIMER
COUNTER
END COIT

oo To.,ill
00 T0"0

:

L'XIT

0--L

D
ALL l"RAMES
rRAMES MloTCHINO
NOT MATCHING
NO l"RAMCS
END COIT

I
AND THEN
<NEXT !LOCK>
END COIT

C

UNTIL nA.L
ST ARTI NII 11 ITH
CENTERED ABOUT
ENDINO lllTH
NOllSTDP
<!Loa!>
END COIT

F"

CHOICES! COUNTERS I THROUOH r AND <RENAME COUNTERS>

G

CHOICCS1 TIMER I THllOUOH

r

AND THEN
NEXT !Loa<
END COIT

AND <RENAME TIMERS>

ELSE 1r
ELSE llHCN
NEXT !Loa<
END COIT
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Figure 5-1. Fold-out Softkey Tree of the Programing Softkeys

DISPLAY
MloRKINO l"RAMCS
TIMER
l"RAMC COLtlTCR
COLLISION COUNTER
LOOOINO TO DISC
TEST !WITH <STOP>!
DID COIT

Use the following softkeys to choose the frames you want to store.

Description

Sotlkn
<AllF,_>

The receive buffer stores all incoming frames that pass the Runt
Frame Filter, which you enable in the Hardware Functions
Menu.

<F....-. lllatchlng>

The analyzer stores only frames matching filter or frame traits.
ANDing and ORing frames stored by the protocol analyzer
further qualifies them with frame traits. A frame must match
the filters AND/OR meet the frame traits you specify in the
Edit Filters Menu before the analyzer stores it.

<Not Mn:hlng >

The analyzer stores only frames that do not match filters or
frame traits you specify. You can also use the AND or OR
functions to make combinations of filters and frame traits that
you want. The NOT condition applies to all the filter and frame
trait elements that follow the this command in the store field.

<NofnlmM>

The protocol analyzer ignores incoming frames and transmits
messages at the fastest rate. Use this softkey when you want to
load the network.
After you have chosen which frames to store, you have to choose
how you want the frames organized in memory.
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Softkey
<Untllf.. >

OescriDIJon
Storing to receive buffer

The analyur initiates the receive buffer and stores frames until
the buffer is full.
Storing to log-data Ille

If the program logs data to a disc, the designated disc file stores
data until it is full. Since the log-data file is normally much
larger than the receive buffer, the receive buffer overwrites data
until the log-data file is full.
<Starling With>

The receive buffer or log-data file begins storing after a
particular filter or combination of filters. It stores all frames
matching your filter conditions after a specified starting event.
For example:
Store: all frames
starting with FILTER_O
····frame 1·
····frame 2·
····frame 3·

first frame matching FILTER_O

After FILTER 0 occurs, the analyzer starts to store all the
frames on the -network in memory until the memory is full.
When you view the frames in the Examine Data Menu, starting
with FILTER_O displays with a blinking frame number.
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DtlcrlpVon

loftkn

The protocol analyzer fills the receive buffer or log:-data disc file
in a circular manner. If the buffer fills up before the trigger
event occurs, the analyzer stores new frames over previously
stored frames. This process continues until the filter condition
you specified occurs. It notes the location of the starting frame
and stores more incoming frames until the buffer is filled from
the calculated starting point. You can see frames that came
before and after the specified frame. For example:
···fr_. 1·
···frame 2·

Store: all frames
centered about FILTER_O

·····frame matching FILTER_O

····last frame

This softkey relates more to the number of bytes of data in the
buffer than to the number of frames in the buffer. For example,
if long frames precede the filter and short frames follow the
filter, the buffer stores more frames after the filter than before
the filter. However, the buffer centers the frame matching your ·
filter condition into the total quantity of bytes stored.
If the program logs data to disc, the buffer still centers the
trigger. The log-data file is typically much larger than the
receive buffer so the trigger event may not occur at the center of
the log-data file. In the Examine Data Menu, use <Go to
Trigger> lo display the trigger event with a blinking frame
number.
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Softkey
<Ending With>

O,Scrlptton
The protocol analyur stores frames into the receive buffer or
log-data fde and stops when a filter condition you specify occurs.
Similar to <c.m.r.d About>, this softkey uses a circular mode to
fill the buffer and log-data file. The anal)'7.Cr writes new frames
over existing frames when the buffer is full. This continues until
the anal)'7.Cr fmds the trigger you specified.
Example:
Store: all tr. .s ending with FILTER_O
----frame 1---·frame 2·
- - - ·frame 3·

----frame matching FILTER_O

* ----~------When you view the stored frames in the Examine Data Menu,
frame matching FILTER X displays with the frame number in
blinking half-bright inverse video. The frame number displays
in blinking full-bright inverse video if the program marked the
same frame.
"' After the protocol analyzer matches a filter and stops frame acquisition, sometimes it stores
additional frames due to the speed of the data acquisition circuits.
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Descriotion

Soflkey
<Nonstop>

The analyrer stores frames in the buffer or log-data file in a
circular buffer mode. After the memory is full, it continues to
write new frames over the previously stored frames.
Example:
Store: all fr11111es
nonstop
• - -·frame 1·
····frame 2·
After the buffer is
filled once, new frames
are written over
previously stored
frames.
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Sottkey

DncrJptlon

<End Edit>

The analyzer exits the lower level program editing and goes to
the Edit Programs Menu.

<And Fr91M Traits>

The analyzer enables the frame error traits you selected in the
Edit F"tlters Menu. The selection includes:
Accept/Reject
Accept/Reject
Accept/Reject
Accept/Reiect

Frame with GOa> FCS
Frame with BAD FCS
MISALIGNED Frame
RUNT Fr11111e

This softkey ANDs the selected frame traits with all the filters in
store command line. Go to Displaying Frame Errors, in
Chapter 10, for more information about frame errors.
<Or>

You can combine fdters used to specify the store operation.
Example:
Store: all frames
starting with FILTER_O
or FILTER_1

In this example, the memory starts storing frames when it finds
either FILTER 0 or FILTER 1.

-

<Block 1 >

-

The cursor moves to the starting position in program block l.
Use this softkey for program editing.
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The Log to Disc File
To log data to disc the program must have a log file definition.
Store: Frames Matching
Log file:
New File ·······>!······(select ······(select ····(select ··>I
I volune nunber)
file rteme)
ffle size) I

I

I
I
I
I

Existing FHe ··>I

Not Used

·························································>!

Disc fi.nc:tions

You need to supply the volume number, volume file name, and file size (in bytes) when you
store the frames on the network to a disc drive.
Block 1: Start Disc
The data will not be logged until the "Start Disc" of "Log Frame to Disc" command is
encountered. This allows the user to selectively stoi:e frames in the buffer.
Due to the 400 Kbytes/s maximum Log to Disc File storage rate, during high traffic it may be
useful to use filtering and Partial Packet Store to limit the q118'1tity of bytes to be stored.
Partial Packet Store is discussed further in chapter 12, Hardware Functions Menu.
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Softkey
<Newflle>

Dncrlptlon
You can assign a name to a new file.
Select Volume
After you select <New Fie>, the protocol analyzer displays a
choice of disc volumes available for logging. Enter the volume
number from softkeys. Press a softkey for the volume used for

logging.
Name File
Enter a file name. The name can't exceed seven keyboard
characters. The analyzer deletes leading spaces and replaces
spaces between names with an underscore O· You can't use
the following reserved characters in log-data file names:

a

• (period)

#

II

s

I

CTRL-X (control characters)

Press [RETURN) to complete the file name entry.
Choose File Size
You can control how much disc space allocated to the file. Use
<Maximum Size> to show the maximum continuous file space
available for the chosen volume. If you need less than the
maximum available space, enter the fi1e size you want. The
minimum file size is 32,768 bytes. Press <EXIT> to return to the
Log File Menu. Enter the file size you want.
DefauH File Size
If you don't enter a file size, the protocol analyzer automatically
assigns the maximum contiguous space available on the selected
volume.
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Description

Softkev
<Existing Fiie>

<NotUM d>

The analyzer displays the names of files already existing on the
volume selected to logging. Logging to an existing file
overwrites information previously stored on the disc.
When a program does not use the log to disc function, you do
not have to enter a disc volume and file name. However, if you
enter a log to disc command in the following program and
execute the program, the analyzer stops and displays the
message:
LOG FILE NOT DECLARED FOR 0 Log frame" STATEMENT IN BLOCK

x.

Pressing <Continue Complllng > causes the protocol analyzer to
ignore the log statement and continue to compile; however, the
program will not run.
<Diec Functions>

This softkey provides quick access to the Disc Functions Menu.
When you go to the Disc Functions Menu, you can press <EXIT>
to return to the Edit Programs Menu.
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Overview of Programming
Softkey Programming
When you press a softkey in the Edit Programs Menu, new softkeys appear to lead you
through a program step. For example, when you press <Stllrt>, only the program functions
that can be "started" appear as new softkey choices.

Block Structure
The analyzer organizes programs into consecutively numbered blocks. You can have up to 999
blocks in a program. Block numbers provide labels for program looping or jumping
opprations. When you add or delete blocks in a program, the protocol analyzer automatically
renumbers the program blocks. Comment fields are available for each program block.

Edttlng Programs
You can use editing softkcys such as <Insert Block>, <Delelie Block>, and <Copy Block> to edit
programs. In addition, you can use (TAB), [ARROWS], and the other keyboard keys to edit
programs.

Running Programs
After you develop your program, return to the Top Level Menu and press <Execute Program>.
Select the data source you want to test with the program. Select either <Run From Network> or
<Run From Buffer>.
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Condltlonal Program Statements
The HP 4972A Protocol Analyzer uses the eonditional programming statements H and When
to allow more flexible programs to be written.

If
The "If' command compares the contents of a counter to a Boolean condition to see if the
condition is true or false. Regardl~ of whether the comparison is true or false, the program
moves to another program step.
A true <If Counter> comparison lets you branch to another program block. When the <If

comparison is fa1se, the program increments to the next program step even if the
next step is in another program block.

Counter>

When
The "When" command also compares events in the protocol analyzer to see if particular
Boolean conditions are true or false. Unlike the "If' command, the "When" command waits at
a program step until it is true. If the protocol analyzer finds a <When (e¥ent) > condition false,
the analyzer waits at that program step until the condition becomes true.
Use <Else When> immediately after the <When (Event)> step to escape from a "when"
command. The program uses the following logic:

1.

If <Else WMn> immediately follows a false <When (event)> condition, the program
continues to <El.. When>.

2.

If the <Else When> condition is true, the program observes the <Else When>
command.

3.

If the <Else When> condition is false, the program loops back to the preceding
<When (events)> step.
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Program Block Comment Field
When you move to a block label using [ARROWS], a field opens for you to make descriptive
comments about the function or purpose of a block. You can enter up to (i6 keyboard
characters in the block comment field.
Block 1:

Press

Ex...,le_of_a_progr&111_block_conment_field.

<End Comment>,

[ARROWS], or [RETURN) to exit the block label field.
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Program Commands Softkey Descriptions
Softkey
<Start>

Dncription
Six functions can be "started" in a program. Press this softkey to
see the following softkeys:
<Display>
<Timer>
< CoHlaion Counter>

<Mlll'ldng Frames>
< frMM Counter>
<Logging to Disc>

A description of these softkeys follows.
<Display>

The HP 4972A default program mode starts a program run with
the display blank. This softkey displays timers and counters
while the program is executing.
While viewing timers and counters, you can select < Display
Frame•> to display frames during program execution. That
softkey will change to <Tlmen&Countera> while you display
frames. Pressing <Timera&Countera> will return the display to
showing the contents of the timers and counters.
For more details about this softkey, see Display Functions in
Edit Programs Menu in this chapter.
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NOTE
Displaying frames or counters/timers slows the
operation of the analyzer. In circular mode (Nonstop,
Centered About, or Ending W"rth), the receive buffer
stores frames faster than the analyzer displays them.
The receive buffer fills up before the contents are
displayed and the analyzer will not write over data that
has not been displayed. If this happens, the protocol
analyzer stops the program and displays the message:
Program_x aborted by buffer overt Low
PROGRAM TOO COMPLEX FOR CURRENT TRAFFIC LEVEL

To prevent this error me~sage, do not display frames,
counters/timers, or use the beeper when storing
frames in circular modes.

Description

Softkey
<Marking Frames>

The protocol analyzer adds a frame marker to frames that
match your specified conditions.
In <Run From Buffer>: The analyzer adds the marker to frames
matching your conditions existing in the buffer and displays
them as marked frames.
In <Run From Network>: The analyzer adds the marker to frames
matching your conditions as they enter the buffer and displays
the frame mark on the screen with the Frame Number Field in
inverse video.
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Softkey

DeacrlQtlon

<Timer>

You can select one of up to sixteen tiOlers to clock as the
program is executing. All tbners reset to zero at the beginning
of program execution. If you halt the timer during the program
and then start the timer again, the timer continues from its
previous count. Use <Reeet> if you want to reset the timer to
zero during the program.

<Frame Counter>

In <Run From Buffer>: The frame counter will be incremented
sequentially by frames existing in the buffer.
In <Run From Network>: The frame counter will be incremented
only by the frames that pass the filter and are stored in the
receive buffer, not by all frames occurring on the network.

<Colialon Counter>

You can assign a specific counter to count collisions on the
network. The designated collision counter will not be displayed
as a softkey choice when you press <Increment Counter> .
When you view counters and timers, the counter you designate
for coJlision counting will display:
counter_x =

nnn collisions

You can rename the collision counter to a functional name.
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Description

Softkey
<Logging To DllC>

The protocol analyzer logs frames from the network to the disc
drive and file name you assigned in the Log File field above

Bloclc 1.
The logging to disc function follows the operation of the Store
command. Store commands used to control logging to disc
include:
Untll Fun

Centered About

StarUng With
Ending With Nonstop

Filters used to control or limit the frames stored in the protocol
analyzer also control which frames are logged to the disc.
After the program statement for start logging to disc, use a When
Frame Matches Fiiter_X to cause logging to occur.
The analyzer stores frames in the receive buffer first then
transfers them to the disc file. If new frames are stored in the
receive buffer faster than the analyzer can transfer them to the
disc file, the analyzer skips storing frames to the disc file and
displays the error message:
Receive buffer overflow detected.

Frames skipped!

The Examine Data Menu indicates skipped frames with a
dashed line.
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Softkav

Description

<Stlop>

The analyz.er will end any of the functions began by <Start>.

<Test>

The analyz.er stops the program execution.

<And Then>

Multiple program actions can occur within a single block. After
the first program step is finished, the second program step will

begin.
<Next Block>

The current program block will end and the cursor moves to the
next block. The analyz.er generates up to 999 blocks.

<END EDIT>

Programming will end for the current program. The softkey
selection returns to the previous level.

<Increment Counter>

A particular counter is incremented. It is an unconditional
command (doesn't depend on other events). The softkeys will
change to display counter labels. Select the counter by using a
softkey or by entering a counter label from the keyboard. If you
enter the name from the keyboard, press [RETURN] to
complete the program step.
Press <Rename Counter&> if you want to assign a counter name
that will identify its function.
Don't confuse event counters with frame counters. Frame
counters increment automatically as frames load into the receive
buffer; you can't increment them manually since this causes the
count to differ from the actual number of frames seen.
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Softkn
<If Counter>

Use the 'Ir construct with this conditional statement. The
analyzer compares the contents of a counter to Boolean
conditions using relational comparator combinations of equal to,
greater than, or less than. The. program jumps to another
program block if the comparison is true. The program
increments to the next program step if the comparison is false.
Comparison states that may be used include:
=

>

<>

<

<•
>=

comparison is true when the counter is not equal to the
entered count.
<>

Example:
If counter Counter_1

<>

10 Then Go To Block 4

If Counter 1 is any number except 10, the program goes to
program biOct 4. If the counter is at 10, the program goes to
the following program step.

The analyzer has sixteen counters available. You can assign
labels to the counters to more easily identify their function. Use
<Rename Counters> to label the ~unters.
<Then Go To Block>

You can specify the block for the program to branch to when
the 'IF comparison is true. Enter a block number and press
[RETURN] to finish that program step.
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Softkey

Description

<EIM If>

You can select an alternative 'IF statement.

<ElaeWhen>

You can select an alternative 'When (event)' statement.
See the

<When (ewnt}>

command descriptions.

<Next Block>

The analyzer will end the current program block and moves the
cursor to the first position in the next block.

<END EDIT>

The analyzer will end programming for the current program.
The softkey selection is returned to the previous softkey level.
You can select a new program to edit or exit the programming
menu.

<Go To Block>

You can jump to another block in the program. It is an
unconditional command and does not use a preceding If or
When command. When the program steps to that line, the
command begins. Enter the block number you wish the
program to go to at the prompt and press [RETURN].
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Description

Softkey
<When (event)>

This is a conditional statement using the 'when' construct. It
causes the program to wait at that point until the test condition
is true. Conditions that may be tested by this command include
frame matches, time of day, timer, frame counter, and collision
counter.
When a comparison is true for the function you specify, the
program branches to the program block you select. For
example:
Block 6:
When frame 11111tches FILTER_O then 90 to Block 7
Block 7:
Start.t;mer TIMER_1
Block 8:
When fr&111e •tches FILTER_1 then 90 to Block 9

Block 9:
Stop t;mer TIMER_1

In this example, TIMER_1 measures the time between filter
events, FILTEA_o and FILTEA_1. The program waits at Block 6
until FILTEA_o occurs. After the timer starts, the program waits
at Block 8 until FILTEA_1 occurs.
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Softkey
<Frame llaltcMa>

Pucrlption
The analp.er compares a filter you created in the Edit Filters
Menu to incoming frames. When an incoming frame matches
the fiJter you specified, the "Then Go To Block
" instruction
begins. The program waits at a 'When Frame Matches'
command until a true condition occurs.
Events to describe <F,.,,.. MlllchM> can be grouped in logical
combinations to make even more powedul filtering choices.
The combinations can be grouped with Not filter, And, And
Frame Traits, and OR commands.

<Not>

The analyzer satisfies the 'When' program step when any frame
occurs that does not match the specified filter or specified frame
traits.

<Edit Fliers>

·The analp.er branches to the display of a summary of filters.
This lets you review the filters available for selection. Press
<EXIT> to return to <Edit Programs>.

<f,..,..eTralta>

The analyzer checks if incoming frames match frame traits
selected in the Edit Filters Menu.

<And>

Use this command to require that more than one filter match
before the program continues. The following example requires
a single frame to match both FILTER 0 AND FILTER 1
before the program moves to Block 2.
Block 1:
When frame matches FILTER_O
and FILTER_1 then go to block 2
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DescriDtion

Softkey
<And Frame Tr.its>

The analyzer finds a frame matching the <Frame Matches>
conditions AND the frame traits identified in the Edit Filters
Menu. Frame Traits selections include:
Accept
Accept
Accept
Accept

I
I
I
I

Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject

Frame with GCXlD FCS
Frame with BAD FCS
MISALIGNED Frame
Runt Frame

One or more of several filters causes a program step to start.
The following example requires a frame to match one or more
of FILTERS 0, or 1, or 2 before the program moves to Block 2.
For example~

<Or>

Block 1:
When frame matches FILTER_O
or FILTER_1
or FILTER_2 then go to Block 2
< Currnt Node Addr >

You can filter on frames to see if the Source Address in a
received message is the same as the current node address in the
Physical Address List Menu.

Frame Match Operation Precedence

The analyzer precedence for Frame Match operation:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Not
And
Or
And Frame Traits
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Softkey

Dncripllon

<Time Of Day>

The analy7.er detects when the system clock exceeds a time-ofday value that you entered. It uses the time you set in the Set
Time Menu at power on for this comparison.

<llmer>

The analyzer compares the state of a specific timer to a number
you entered. When the timer exceeds the time you entered, the
program goes to the program block you specify. The program
waits at this command until the analyzer finds a true condition.
You have access to sixteen timers for this command. You can
assign labels that relate to the function being checked to each
timer. Use <Ren.me llmer> to enter the menu for naming
timers.
In Run From Network mode, the timer completes the time
interval you enter even if the analyzer detects no frames on the
network. In Run From Buffer mode, the analyzer automatically
halts the timer when it detects an empty buffer. The following
example program counts how many frames the analyzer stores
in one second.
Store: all frames
U'ltil buffer full
Block 1:
Start timer Timer_
Block 2:
Start frame counter Counter_1
and then
When timer Timer_1 exceeds 1 Seconds then go to block 3
Block 3:
Stop frame COU'lter Counter_1
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Description

Softkev
<FrMMt Counter>

The analyzer assigns the task of counting frames to one of
sixteen available counters. Use <When> and <Frame Counter>
to detect when the number of frames meeting your criteria
exceeds some quantity.
An example follows for <When> <Frame Counter> used to
measure the time while the analyzer waits for the buffer to store
100 frames. The analyzer performs the following functions in
the example below:

•
•
•
•

loads frames into the buffer until buffer is full or until
the program stops operation
starts a timer
enables a frame counter to start counting frames
stores frames in the buffer until the counter reaches 100
and then stops the timer

Store: all frames
until buffer full
Block 1:
Start timer Timer_1
Block 2:
Start frame counter Counter_1
and then
When frame counter Counter_1 exceeds 99 then goto block
3

Block 3:
Stop timer Timer_1
and

then

Stop Test
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Softkey
< ColU9lon Counter>

DescrlDtlon
The analy7.Cr assigns the task of counting collisions to one of the
16 available counters. The assigned counter exclusively counts
collisions. You can't increment the collision counter by a
program command and it does not display as a softlcey choice
when you press <Increment Counter>.
You can use <When> and <Collslon Counter> in combination to
detect when the number of collisions exceeds some quantity. In
the example below, the analyzer detects how many collisions
occur in 10 seconds.
Store: all frames
nonstop
Block 1:
Start timer Timer_O
Block 2:
Start collision cOU'\ter counter_3
Block 3:
When timer Timer_O exceeds 10 seconds then goto Block 4

Block 4:
Stop timer Timer_O
and

then

Stop Test
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Softkty

Dncrlptlon

<Then Go To Block>

You can specify the block to branch to if the 'When' comparison
is true. Enter a block number from the keyboard and press
[RETURN) to complete the step.

<B.. When>

You can select an alternative 'When' statement. It follows a
<When (event)> command. The tree below shows the < Elff
When> logic.

Flase

True

Flase

WHl!NMENU

a .. where When (event) command directs program
b = where Else When command directs program
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Description
For example:
Block 6:
When

else

frame COll'lter COUNT_FR exceeds 100 then 90 to block 7
when timer TilllER_O exceeds 5 seconds then goto Block 10

In this example, the program first checks to see if the frame
counter exceeds 100. If the counter exceeds 100, the program
jumps to Block 7. If the counter does not exceed 100, the
program looks at the <Elae When> command on the following
line. If the timer exceeds 5 seconds, the program goes to Block
10. If the counter does not exceed 5 seconds, the program
returns to the previous program line.
<Display Frame>

If you use this softkey to begin the display, only one frame
displays. When the program executes the <Stm't> <Dlapllly>
command, timers and counters display. When this command
follows a <Start> <Display> command, the analyzer displays
changes to show incrementing frames.

NOTE
Like the <Start> <Display> commands, <Display
Frame> halts the analyzer if the rate of storing frames
exceeds the rate of displaying them. This condition
only happens in circular modes of frame acquisition
(Nonstop, Centered About, and Ending With). To
prevent halting the run, don't display frames,
counters/timers, or use the beeper while you store
frames.
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Softkty
<llllrk Freme>

The analyzer marks the frame currently in process in the receive
buffer. Use this softkey with filters to indicate when a frame
matches a filter condition. The Examine Data Menu displays
marked frames with the frame number in inverse video. In the
following example, the protocol analyzer marks all frames
matching Filter_0.
Block 1:
\lien fr1111e 111tches FJLTER_O then 90 to Block 2
Block 2:
Mark frame
Block 3:
Go to Block 1
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Softkey

Qncdptlon

<Log Frame To Diac >

This command Jogs one frame to the log-data file. When a filter
condition you specify occurs, the program will store that
particular frame to the 10g-data file. Don't confuse this
command with the <Stllrt> <Logging To Diu> commands, which
will let you store frames continuously.

<Send Message>

The protocol analyzer transmits messages to the local area
network. Up to 16 messages can be created in the Edit
Messages Menu and then transmitted under your program
control. Use the IF, WHEN, and ELSE commands to
determine what message to transmit and when it should be sent.
Also, you can transmit messages repeatedly or in combination
with other messages by using:
<Repeated>
<To Currnt>

<RepMtecl>

<Followed by>
<To Next Node>

You can repeat a message up to 9999 times without
interruption.
No repeat--transmits the message once.
Repeat 1 time--transmits the message once and then repeals
once.
Repeat 2 times--transmits the message once and then repeals
twice.
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Softk8y
<Followed by>

A series of different messages will be transmitted in a particular
sequence. You can simulate transmitting to and from different
stations by assigning different Destination and Source Addresses
to each message. The following example sends message_0 ten
times, then message_1 one time, and then message_2 one time.
Block 1:
Send message MESSAGE_O repeated 9 times
fol lowed by MESSAGE_1
followed by MESSAG£_2

<To Curmt Node>

This command uses nodes in the Physical Address List Menu.
The node address will be substituted into the Destination
Address field of the message and the PCS is recomputed before
the message is sent out.

If there is no "current node", the first node in the list becomes
the current one.
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Softlcey
<To NntNocle>

Dncrlatlon
The program m<WeS to the next node in the node list. The node
address will be substituted into the Destination Address field of
the message and the FCS is recomputed before the message is
sent out.
If there is no "next node", the analyzer resets the current node to
the beginning of the node list so that the node list can be used
more than once.
Sixteen messages may be used in these statements. A node with
don't cares (X's) in the address will be skipped.

<Rael>

Either a specific timer or counter will be reset to its zero state.
Press <Reset> to display a choice of <Timer&> and <Counters>.
Choose a softkey for the function you need to reset and to
display the counters or timers you have defined. Press the
softkey for the counter or timer you want to reset.
You can start or stop counters or timers in the program. If you
start them again, they continue from their previous count. Use
<Reset> to reset to zero before beginning to count again. In the
example below, whenever Filter_0 occurs, Timer_1 resets to
zero and immediately starts again.
Block 8:
When frame matches FILTER_O then go to block 9
Block 9:
Reset ti...er Timer _1
, and then
Start timer Timer_1
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<w.lt>

You can create "waits" or pauses in your program using Ms,
minutes, seconds, and hours. The minimum time for a wait
period is 1.0 Ms. The maximum time for a wait period is 99CJ9
hours.

<Beep>

The analyzer will produce an audible beep to note a condition or
status point. In the example below, when filters match or a
timer/counter reaches a particular event, the analyzer will beep.
Block 2:
When timer Timer_1 exceeds 10 Ms then go to Block 3
Block 3:
Beep
and then
Go to block 4

Note
Using <Beep> slows the operation of the analyzer. In
circular mode (Nonstop, Centered
About, Ending With) when frames fill the receive
buffer faster than the Beep command can operate, the
buffer can fill up before the analyzer beeps. The
analyzer can't write over previously stored data while
waiting for the Beep command. If this happens, the
protocol analyzer stops the program and displays:
Program_X aborted by buffer overflow.
PROGRAM TOO COMPLEX FOR CURRENT TRAFFIC LEVEL.

If this message occurs, delete the beep command.
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<Record+ R"ponM>

DUCrfDtlon
You can record if a node responds to a message by using <Send
Menage> to send a message to "Current Node" or to "Next

Node" on the Physical Address List Menu. The response is
recorded in the Physical Address List Menu under the
RESPONSE column.

If the addresses match, the comment POSITIVE is entered in the
RESPONSE field of the Physical Address List Menu.
<Record-Response>

You can record if a node does not respond to a message by
using <Send Me•uge> to send a message to "Current Node" or
to "Next Node" on the node list. The response is recorded in the
Physical Address List Menu under the RESPONSE column.

If no message is received from the "Current Node" or the "Next
Node", NEGATIVE is entered in the RESPONSE field of the
Physical Address List Menu.
<Find Block>

You can move to another program block in the program during
editing. Press this softkey, enter a program block number, and
press [RETURN]. The cursor moves to the program block
entered.

<Copy Block>

You can duplicate an existing program block and insert it
anywhere in the program during program editing. The block
will be copied immediately below the block containing the
cursor. The analyzer automatically renumbers the program
blocks and all block references in the program.
To copy an existing block, position the cursor to the program
block you want the new block to follow. Press <Copy Block>.
Enter the program block number to be copied.
Press
[RETURN].
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<in.rt Block>

You can add a new program block between existing program
blocks. The analyzer will insert the new block immediately
above the block that currently contains the cursor and will
automatically renumber the blocks, including all block location
references.

<Delete Block>

You can delete a block. The anal)'7.Cr will delete the block
currently marked by the cursor and will renumber the remaining
program blocks and block location references.

<Copy Progrmn>

You can copy another program already existing in the protocol
analyzer. The analyzer will sound a beeper and display a
warning message to alert you that the program you try to copy
will overwrite the existing program.

<Rename Clr/Tmra> .

You can change the name of a counter or timer. The name can
be changed to desaibe the event or function you are
monitoring. The analyzer allows up to nine keyboard characters
for the names, deletes leading spaces, and replaces spaces
between characters with an underscore U· Press [TAB] or
[RETURN] to complete the entry.
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Display Functions In Edit Programs Menu
This section provides a summary for viewing data during a program run. The previous section,
Program Command Descriptions, describes each of the program commands discussed in the
following text.
The HP 4972A <,iefault mode during a program run does not display data. This lets the
protocol analyrer more easily keep up with traffic on the network during heavy network loads.
As descnbed earlier in this chapter, displaying frames or timers and counters slows the
processor operation and may ~use it to get behind in its task of capturing frames occurring on
the network. When the processor gets behind, it halts the program run.
There are two modes of display available in programs:
• Selective Display
• Continuous Display
The selective display mode can be used to selectively display frames under program contro~
whereas the continuous display mode will update the display continuously under program
control.
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Selective Dlsplay Mode
< Dltplay Fr_...> activates the selective display mode. This command causes a single frame
(the last frame processed by the program) to be displayed in the format you chose in the
Examine Data Menu. Use this selective display mode when it is desirable to have rarely
occurring frames displayed while storing more frequently occurring ones.

When you use selective display, the dashed line between frames indicates they are not
necessarily adjacent in the buffer.
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Continuous Display Mode
You can access two different formats in the continuous display mode:
• Counters & Timers
• Frames

Counters & Timers
The analyzer updates the counters and timers much quicker than it can display frames in this
display mode. To access the continuous mode, press <Start> and <Dlspley>. The command
remains in effect until the analyzer encounters a <Stop> <Dl9Pl•y> command. Use this mode
for viewing data on a lightly loaded or heavily filtered network.
The continuous display mode defaults to the Counters & Timers Display at the start of a run.
When you execute <Start> <Dlaplay> (with one exception, described below) the analyzer·
displays Counter & Timer data and continually updates the data. With Counters & Timers
display active, <Display Frame&> appears and you can use it to switch the display to Frames.

Frames
The continuous frame display shows all frames stored as the "Store" line receives them. The
analyzer displays adjacent frames, so dashed lines do not appear between them. This form can
be accessed in one of two ways: either by pressing <Display Fn1mea> in the Counters & Timers
display or by using <Display Frame>. When you press <~y Fr....;> in between <Start>
< IJl9Play > and <Stop> <Display>, the display starts off in the Counters & Timers format and
then switches to the display frames format. When operating in the continuous frames display,
the analyzer displays <Counters & Timer&> and you can use it to return to the continuous
Counter & Timers display.
The <Stop> <Display> command automatically switches the continuous display form back to
Counters & Timers. Therefore, to switch back from the frame display mode to the Counters
& Timers mode, you need only stop the display and then start it again.
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6
Executing the Program
Introduction
This chapter descn"bes the softkeys used for the Execute Program Menu. From this menu, you
can select the source of frames for the program you want to execute. Your choice of frames
are frames stored in the receive buffer or frames occurring on your Local Area Network.

In addition, in this menu you can access the Edit Programs Menu and the Examine Data
Menu.
This chapter contains:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Execute program operation considerations
Running programs from the network
Running programs from the buffer
Examine data after program run
Edit functions in Execute Program Menu
Execute program soft LED indicators
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Operating Considerations
You access <Encute Program> from the Top l.e\ie1 Menu. See the fold-out softkey tree in
Chapter One of this manual to follow the softkey descriptions in this chapter.
The following paragraphs give general considerations for program execution.

Frame Acquisition Versus Display Speed
The protocol analyzer operating software performs two functions. First, it looks for frames
matching filter conditions and stores alJ qualified frames in the receive buffer. Second, it runs
your program.
Looking at all frames for filter matches and then storing the selected frames in the receive
buffer happens in real time at 10 Mbits/sec. The analyzer can't display the frames in real
time. The last frame in the receive buffer displays first each time the analyzer updates the
display.

At the same time the analyzer stores frames in real time, it also executes your program.
Routines such as updating the display, controlling the counters and timers, and beeping seem
to operate slowly compared to the realtime data acquisition rate.
Sometimes in a circular mode of memory storage (Nonstop, Centered About, and Ending
With), the analyzer fills the receive buffer before it completes display, counter, timer, and/or
beeper routines. The protocol analyzer can't write new frames over the old frames previously
stored in memory.
If network traffic loading is heavy, the program may cause the protocol analyzer to stop
acquiring frames and display a message stating that a buffer overflow has occurred.
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Recommendation
In order to reduc:e processor time spent cli&pJaying frames, counters, timers, and controlling
the beeper, try to minimi7.c using these JJrOll'UDmable functions while storing frames.
An alternative is to capture the frames first, without displaying information, and then run your
program from the buffer.

In <Run Front Buffer> mode, no conflic:t occurs between storing frames and displaJing
information since the frames are already captured.
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Running Programs from the Network
If you have not created a ·progiam, the protocol ana1ya:t goes to a default iPRC>Glwl_o. This
program contains the default Store 'CODUDand, Store .. ..._.

_.lluWer ...

This lets the protocol ana1p.er monitor the network or receive ·butler in the absence of a user
created.program in <RunfNmNelwork> or <llunFro111 ...,>.

Run from Network
The protocol analyz.er exeeutes a selec:tecl program using &ames presently occurring on the
Local Area Network. The analyzer will display the following message:
RWI whfch progr-7 _

Press the sortkey whose label contains the program you want to execute. Pressing the softkey
causes the program to begin executing immediately.
If oa:ly one program is defined, the analyzer nms it automatically without going through the
Run which program? question. You can create up to five programs that the analyzer displays as
softkey selections.
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Running Programs from the Buffer
The protocol analyzer executes a selected program. using data previously stored in the receive
buffer or in log-data disc fales. Use <Run hlft luftll'> to access this function. You can choose
from the receive buffer and the log-data disc files as your data source.

Receive Buffer
To execute a program from the receive buffer, you can load the buffer with frames directly
from the network. This manual also refers to the receive buft'er as the buffer.

Log-data Disc Flies
To execute a program from a log-data file, use the Disc Functions Menu to load a log-data file
to the receive buffer. The analyzer then automatically uses the log-data file as the frame
source while executing the program.
Procedure to Choose the Prog111m to Execute
1.

Press <Run Fro111 Buffer>. The analyzer displays:
Rui Which Progra111 Fra111 Buffer? _

2.

Press the softkey that contains the label of the program you want to execute.

When you press the softkey, the program begins execution. If only one program is defined, the
analyzer runs that one automatically without displaying the Run which progr•m? message. You
can create up to five programs. The displayed as softkey selections.
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Run from Receive Butter
When you use the receive buffer as the source of the J,ames used for executing a program, the
Store command shown in the top line of your program display is ipored in Run From Buffer
operation since the frames are already stored in the receive butler. The frames in the receive
buffer are not changed by executing the program.
When you execute the program, the ,...,. field updates to show what filters match in each
frame. The analyzer updates trigger events specified by the Store statement of the program.
Trigger events are frames that match the statements: SWllng Wiiia, c.ntiwecl About and Ending
With.

Executing <Run From Buffer> automatically clears the Mark Frame condition from frames in
the receive buffer. The analyzer resets timers & counters and retains the timestamp for when
each frame occurred on the network.

Run from Log-data Disc Fiie
If the receive buffer has been filled from a log-data file, the analyzer executes <Run From
Buffer> using frames in the log-data disc file.
The analyzer writes only frames from the log-data file that match the Store command of the
selected program, filters and trigger events to the receive buffer or output file. The original
timestamp for when each frame occurred on the network is kept. The contents of the log-data
ftJe on the disc are not disturbed.
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Examining the Data
The protocol analyzer automatically goes to Examine Data Menu after it completes a program
run. See Chapter 10 of this manual for a description of the softkeys available in the Examine
Data Menu.
If a program uses the Log file command, the Examine Data Menu shows the file that is logged
after the analyzer completes the program run.
When you execute a program from the receive buffer and do not use logging, the analyzer
displays the contents of the receive buffer. Pressing <Examine Dem> lets you view data stored
in the receive buffer. The protocol analyzer branches to the Examine Data Menu. You can
use all the normal Examine Data softkeys to view the frames. However, when you press
<EXIT>, you return to the Execute Program Menu.

Editing in the Execute ·programs Menu
While in the Edit Programs Menu, you have access to the Edit Programs Menu by pressing
<Edit Programs>. A detailed description of the Edit Programs Menu is given in Chapter 5 of
this manual. When you branch to the Edit Programs Menu and finish editing a program, press
<EXIT> to return to the Execute Program Menu.
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Soft LED Indicators
While executing your program, characters indicate when the analyzer transmits a frame,
detects a collision, or receives a frame. The soft LEDs shown below the softkeys at the lower
right corner of the display indicate the activities.

-- -- -- --

T CR

Each charader is displayed in normal video when there is no activity, that is, when the function
is Off. Charaders are displayed inver5e video when their function is active or On.
T indicates the protocol analyzer is transmitting on the network.
C indicates collisions are occurring on the network. Hardware for the collision counter
detection circuit has detected a collision.

R indicates the protocol analyzcr is receiving a frame. This soft LED turns on when a frame
passes through the Runt frame filter.
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When Are the Soft LEDs Displayed?
The soft LEDs are displayed during the foJlowing program cxecutioo:

1.

When a program running from the network specifies any Store operation that stores
frames in the receive buffer. ,

2.

Only the T soft LED appears when a program running from the network specifies
storing no frames and also specifies sending messages. The T does not appear until
the first message is sent in the execution of this program.

Display Time
Since the frames on a LAN are being transmitted at 10 Mbits/sec, there are times when the
soft LEDs will be on too briefly to notice. This is most likely to happen when the network
traffic load is very light.
In contrast, there are times when the soft LEDs will be on longer than the duration of an

event.
For the Collision and Receive soft LEDs, the "On" duration can last from five milliseconds to
one second. The time depends on the amount of traffic on the network and the contents of the
program for the Collision and Receive soft LEDs.
For the Transmit soft LED, the duration depends on the length of the message to be
transmitted, the frequency of transmission, and how often other traffic on the network permits
the frame to be transmitted.
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Distortion
Transmit (T) can be distorted because frames are transmitted at 10 Mbits/sec and the
duration of frames is very short. This soft LED appears to not be on if )'OW' program uses
Store no frames and short frames are sent in small groupings.

Collision (C) and Receive (R) do not display in real time. When a collision or received frame
occurs, the soft LED indication occurs some time later. This time lag can vary from one
millisecond to one second. Maximum time lag occurs when:
• The network is lightly loaded
(less than 64 frames/second)

l!lil
•

A When statement is not being executed in the program.
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7
Master/Slave Feature
Introduction
This section describes the Input/Output (I/O) feature of the HP 4972A LAN Protocol
Analyzer in master/slave (remote/local) applications.
This chapter contains:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Editing the I/O configuration
Saving the I/O configuration
Capturing a slave LAN protocol analyzer
Editing and sending a modem string
Enabling I/O operation
1/0 status messages
Terminal Emulator description

The master /slave feature lets you view the operation of a Local Area Network (LAN) or IAN
segment from a site not directly adjacent to the IAN. For exaJDple, you could view all the
lANs in your company from one remote location.
Performing HP 4972A Protocol Analyzer operations on a IAN from a remote location
requires two HP 4972A instruments or one HP 4972A and an IBM PC compatible using the
PC remote software included on the utility disc (see Chapter 5 in the Utility Discs User's
Guide). Primary capabilitic_s or features offered by using two HP 4972As in master/slave
operation are:
•
•
•

Testing a LAN from a remote location
Selecting a printer located at the master or slave location
Selecting a mass storage located at the master or slave location
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You must connect your two HP 4972A s,st~ms by an RS-232C HQ. Option 002 provides a
RS-232C ReQiQte CoDlQlunications lnterface package which includes Q interface board and
cables. Each statiQn requires an Opt. 002 to be instlllled in the HP 4972A.
In remote operation, the J11aster prot<XX>I analy7.Cr shows the SIQle screen display that the slave

protocol aniJ~r would display it it were under local control.
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The keyboard of the master unit is the controlling keyboard. Press [BREAK] to regain local
keyboard control at either the master or slave location. [BREAK] disconnects the RS-232 link
and returns both units to local operation.
It is also possible to use (CTRL-BREAK] on the master to break the remote link without
disturbing the slave unit. This allows you to run long tests remotely without maintaining the
physical link.
When an HP 4972A is linked for remote operation it communicates with another station with
DDCMP protocol. This protocol allows stations to send and receive data or command
information with the protocol handling the problems of framing, error control, sequence
control, and message transparency.
The protocol makes sure that one station receives information and the other station transmits
information at the right time. The protocol automatically handles retransmission in case of
errors.
Follow the Fold-out Softkey Tree in Chapter 1 of this manual as the Master/Slave softkeys are
described.
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Editing the 1/0 Configuration
Communication between the master and the slave protocol analyz.ers occurs over an RS-232

link. At power on, the protocol analyzer automatically loads your configuration.
To change the power-on configuration:
1.

From the Top Level Menu, press <SelupAMIJw>.

2.

Press <1/0 Functlona>.

3.

Press <Edit Conflg. >.

RS·232 Configuration
Baud rate:
Stop bits:
Parity bit:
Bits/character
Hardware handshake
Software handshake

1200
None

8
Disabled
Disabled

(Defaulted by protocol selection)
<Defaulted by protocol selection>
(Defaulted by protocol selection)

Ranote protocol: DDCMP
DDCMP t i meout :
DDCMP buffer size:

3 seconds
512 bytes

Figure 7-1. EdHing 1/0 Functions
4.

After you define a new configuration, use <Save Conflg> to rewrite the configuration
to the disc volume currently selected in the Disc Functions Menu.
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The Softkeys
Use the following softkeys and their fields to change the power on configuration that controls
the RS-232 link.
DelCl'lpllon

Softkey or Fleld
<Edit Conflg. >

You can edit the HP 4972A 1/0 configuration table to meet
your system configuration. The fields that you can change are
shown in inverse video. To change a field, use [TAB] or
[ARROWS] to move the cursor to the field you want to edit.
The analyzer displays softkey selections for you to edit the fields.

Baud rate

This field displays the selected transmission rate. Use it to
select how fast the transmission occurs on the RS-232 link
between the protocol analyzers.
The default transmission rate is 1200. To select a different baud
rate, move the cursor to the Baud Rate field. Press one of the
displayed softkeys to choose a new transmission speed. The
choices are:
<300>
<2400>

Stop bits

<800>
<4800>

<1200>
<9600>

The analyzer supplies stop bits after each transmitted character
as part of the system for maintaining synchronization between
transmitting and receiving stations.
The default stop bit length is 1. To choose a different stop bit
length, move the cursor to the Stop Bits field. Press one of the
displayed softkeys to choose a new stop bit length. The choices
are:
<1 Bit>

<1.5 Bits>
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<2 Bits>

Softkty or Field
Pdybll

You can only c4it chis field when Encoclcd DDCMP protocol
bas been selected. It lets you choose what parity format is used
with each transmitted character. The HP 4'n2A. transmits the
parity bit(s) with each character for error checking by other
computer systems. The HP IHT1A does not use the parity bit(s)
itself; it uses CRC error checking.
In standard DDCMP, the parity bit is not selectable and the
default state is None.

In Encoded DDCMP, the parity bit is used and the default
selection is Odd. To choose a different parity bit condition,
move the cursor to the Parity Bit field. Press a displayed softkey
to choose a new parity bit format. The choices are:
<None>

<OddP81ty>

You can only edit the Bits/character field when Encoded
DDCMP protocol is selected. This field enables the RS-232 link
to group the transmission in character lengths of 7 bits or 8 bits.
The analp.er default selection is 8. To choose a different
character length, move the cursor to the Bits/character field.
Press a displayed softkey to choose a new character bit length.
The choices are:
<7 Blta/clMll'>

<lllta/c:IW'>

This field lets you choose how your modem handles messages
between the modem and the protocol analp.er. Hardware band
shaking involves the control lines between the protocol analyzer
and the modem such as: Request To Send (RTS), Clear To.
Send (CTS), and Carrier Detect (CD).
To choose a different hand shaking method, move the cursor to
the Hardware Handshake field. Press a displayed softkey to
enable the new hand bake function. The softkey choices are:
<Dlullled>

<Modem Hf-Duplex>
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<Modem Fl-Duplex>

Soflkty or Fllld

Qncdpllon

<DIUbled>

You can disable hand shaking when two HP 4972A protocol
analp.ers are hard wired together. In this application, modems
are not used and band shaking is not required.

<Modem HF-Duplex>

Either modem can transmit but not both simultaneously.

<Modem FL·Dupln>

Both modems can transmit simultaneously.

Soflw•re tt.ndlhake

This field lets you choose different methods of band shaking
between protocol analyzers and other computers to control
message flow. Software band shaking may be selected only in
the Encoded DDCMP mode. With standard DDCMP, only
hardware band shaking may be used. Some systems using
Encoded DDCMP may use a combination of hardware and
software hand shaking.
To choose a software band shaking function, move the cursor to
the Software Handshake Field. Press a displayed softkey to
choose the mode you want. The choices are:
<ENQ/ACK Hoat>

<Dlublecl>
<ENQ/ACKTermlMI>
< DC1 /DC3 Termln11I >
Remote Protocol

<DC1/DC3 Host>
<DC1 /DC3 both>

This field shows your selection for the RS-232 link protocol.
The default selection is DD<;MP. To choose a different
protocol, move the cursor to the Protocol Field. Press one of
the displayed softkeys to choose a new protocol. The choices
are:
<Encoded DDCMP>

<DDCMP>
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Softkey or Flald
<DocMP>

DncrlpUon

The analyzer defaults to this choice. It is a byte count oriented
protocol that breaks its messages into two parts:
• header containing the control information
• text body mntaining the data portiOn of the message

<Encoclecl DDCMP>

The analy7.cr aroups the DDCMP frames of the protocol
analyur communications into printable ASCH characters. This
allows characters in the communication of the protocol analyzer
to pass through data communication equipment or a host
computer with none of the characters recogni7.ed as control,
transparent, or escape characters.

DDCMP ameout

You can select how long the protocol analyzers wait for
responses to queries or commands. If the response does not
come in the required time, the protocol analyzer goes to its next
decision point to decide what action to take.
The default timeout is 3 seconds. To select another timeout,
move the cursor to the time out field and press a displayed
softkey. The choices are:
<1 Seooncl>
<10 Seconds>

<2Seconda>
< 30 Seooncla >

<3Seconda>
<IO Secondo

When using two HP 4'.172As in half duplex, it may be helpful to
enter different times for the timeout. In half duplex, if a fault
oocurs and both units back off, they may wait the same time and
then try to establish contact again at the same time. It may be
better to have the master station slightly faster than the slave
station.
DDCMP Buffer Size

You can vary the si7.e of the messages being sent between
stations. If you send messages to a station other than an HP
4'fl2A, the buffer of the receiving station may not be able to
receive 512 bytes at a time. If this happens, a buffer overrun
may occur. The default choice for buffer size is 512 bytes.
Softkey choices for buffer si7.e are:
<32 Byte9>
<128 Bytes>

<84 BytM>
<256 Bylies>
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<80 Bytea>
<S128ylee>

Saving the l/O Configuration

PllCdRllon

Softkey
<SaWI Conftg. >

You can save a a copy of the configuration table to the
Configuration Yale. CNFG. The Confaguration file is located in
the LANCOD .file on the system disc. When you save the
c:oaf"tgmation, the protocol analyzer looks for the l.ANCOD
volume.
After you finish editing the 1/0 configuration, press <S.V.
Contlg.>. The analyzer displays the following message:
1

CNFG' saved on 'LANC00 1 (#12:) vol1.11e.
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Capturing a Slave LAN Protocol Analyzer
The followiQg softkeys descnbe how you can designate an ana1Y7-CJ' as the slaw: in the
Master/Slave operation.

Softku
<Citpbar• Slhe >

QncrlQtlon

This softkey starts the proceu of combining two HP 4972A
systems into a muter/slave operation. The protocol analyzer
where this softkey is pressed becomes the master or controlling
device. The other HP 4972A then becomes the slave or
measuring device.

After you preu <Capture Slave>, the master analyzer displays:

To teminate Mester • Slave lllOde, hit the "BREAK• key.

Waiting for permission to take control.
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The master analyzer then establishes contact with the slaw. After contact is established, the
slave displays the following message and softkeys:
A rf9CJ'Ht to take over control has been recefved
over the 1/0. So you wish to relinquish control?
If you do not respond in 10 seconds, control will
be given to the requesting device.

-

\

-

If you do not want to loose control at the slave unit, you must press <Block Takeover> within 10
seconds. If you do not, the slave defers control to the master device.

After the master captures control of the slave protocol analyzer, the master displays the Top
Level Menu and the message:

You are now controlling the reMOte analyzer. 10:

Also after capture, the slave displays the message:
This instrLMAent is being re11Dtely controlled.
Hit "BREAK" key and wait to regain control.

If no RS-232 link up occurs, the master cannot capture control of the slave protocol analyzer
and the master displays:
Slave is not responding
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Troubleshooting Capture Slave
If the master HP 4912A can not capture control of the Sla'VC HP 4972A, follow the steps below.

1.

Press <1/0 Functlona> at each device. Verify that the configuration table is the same
for each device.

2.

Verify that <EMble 1/0*> is active at each protocol analyzer. (•)is displayed when
it is enabled.

If an IO message is displayed in the lower right comer of the screen~ see the IO
STATUS tables in this section for how to read the status message.
3.

Verify that the connections from the protocol analyzers to each modem are secure.
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Edttlng and Sending a Modem String
Modem Strings may be used with modems whose functions you can program via a message
string from the device the modem supports.
In default mode, a modem string is not defined. If you want to define a modem string, press
<Edit Modem String>. The softkcys you can use to send a modem string are descn"bed on the
following pages.
The modem string can consist of up to 80 characters. If the string needs a return character,
press [Cl'RL] while you type in M or press [RETURN].
When you use <Sll'le Conflg. >, you aJso save the modem string.

Modem Substrings
The modem string can be divided into segments with a user defmed amount of delay between
sending each segment.
The character sequence •/N" (N = 0 ..9) can be used to divide the modem string. If"/~ is
used, characters to the left of the •M will be sent first followed by a delay of·~ seconds,
then followed by the characters to the right of the •/N". More than one •/N' may appear in
the Modem String. For example:
·
/2+ + + /2ATZCR/1ATD404CA
2+++

After the string is enabled to be sent, the analyzer waits 2
seconds and sends "+ + + ".
The analyzer waits 2 seconds and sends "ATZ" and a carriage
return.
The analyzer waits 1 second and sends "ATD404" and a carriage
return.

II

The sequence "//" or a single "/" followed by any character
other than "0..9" is treated as a "/" character in an undivided
string.
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Softkey
<Send M Poww 0.. >

The analp.er automatically sends the message to your modem
each time the power switch is cycled on.

To do this, you must first define a string, enable this softkey, and
then use <8lllle Cofttlt.> to saw the modem string in the
configuration file. You must save the configuration file before
you turn power off or it is lost.
This softkey acts as a toggle switch. When the softkey is active,
an asterisk (*) is displayed in the softkey field and the modem
string is sent at power on. Press the softkey again; the asterisk is
removed from the softkey field and the modem string is nm. sent
at power on.
<ASCll7>
<ASCII 8 Roman 8>
<EBCDIC>

These softkeys let you choose the character code used in the
modem string. Choose the character code required by your
modem.

<Send Modem Str>

You can manually send a modem string without having to cycle
the protocol analy7.er power. Check that you have created the
string you want before pressing this softkey.
<Enable 1/0>

must be off in order to send the modem string.
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Enabling 1/0 Operation
<Enable 1/0> enables the HP 4972A LAN Protocol Analyzer to communicate with another HP
4972A. It acts as a toggle switch. An asterisk (•) is displayed when the function is on. Press
the softkey again to remove the (*) and disable the function.

This softkey aJso enables a status message field to help you know.what activity is occurring on
the master/slave link. This status field is located at the lower right corner of the display, just
above <EXIT>. IO status messages are discussed on the following pages. This softkey must be
off in order to <Send Modem Str*> manually or to <Edit Contlg>.
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1/0 Status Messages
The HP 4'.Y12A. shows 1/0 status messages at the lower right corner of the display, just above
<EXIT>. Each protocol analyzer displays what it is doing or seeing. For example, if Station 1
is transmitting a message to Station 2, the display on each terminal would be:
Statton 1
IO:_ t _ _ : _ _

Thfs unit is transferring
a frame to the RS-232
buffer.

Station 2
IO: _ _ _ :r_ _

This unit is receiving
a

fr-.

1/0 status messages can be grouped in the following functions:
Normal Status
This group of status characters reports the normal operation of our master/slave systems in
remote operation.

Persistent Errors
This group of status words and characters reports persistent problems that occur.
Modem Not Ready Errors
The modem attached to your protocol analyzer is not ready for establishing communications
between the stations.
Run Time Errors
This group of error messages reports hardware failures.
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Normal Status
The following tables describe status characters that may be displayed in the Normal Status
fields. lbese fields report the activity of the remote communications of your system.
1/0:_ _ _ : _ _

I
Protocol State_I
Transmit lnfonnatfon_I

!_Receive Information

Transml Information Field
Character(•)
Dlsplaved

Descrlation

Protocol State
A

Unit is attempting to acknowledge the start of communication
by other unit.

H

Unit is halted.
Unit is attempting to start communication with other unit.

Frame Transmission Information
B

Other unit has received a good data frame but was unable to
accept it because there was no message buffer available.

c

Other unit has received a frame with an FCS error.

0

Other unit has had a receiver overrun error.

t

This unit is transferring a frame to the RS-232 buffer.

w

Unit is constructing one or more data frames for transmission of
message.
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1/0:_

1

--= -I

Protoco l Stat• -. I
I
Trans111it lnfonn etion_ I

I

l __Rec:eiw

lnfo,... tfan

Receive Inform ation Field
Character(s)
Displayed
B

Dncrlp tlon
Unit has received a good data frame but was unable to accept it
because there was no message buffer available.

c

Unit bas received a frame with an PCS error.

0

Unit has had a receiver overrun error.

p

Unit is processing a received message.

Unit is receiving a frame.
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Persistent Errors
If persistent errors occur on the 1/0 interface, each protocol analyzer displays, in inverse
video, one of the following messages.
Persistent error messages are displayed in the following groups:
• START
•
•
•

STARTACK
ACK
RCV

IO:nM!

I
Persistent Error_!

IO:START

This unit is havingdifficulty starting communication.

10: START ACK

This unit is having difficulty acknowledging the start of
communication.
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10: ACK_

I
I
!~Status

IO:ACK

Ch•racter(s)

This unit is having difficulty sending a frame to the other unit.

Character(s)
Dlsplayecl

Dncrtptlon

B

Other unit received a good data frame one or more times but
was unable to accept it because there was no message buffer
available.

D

Other unit received one or more frames with an PCS error in
the Data F'teld.

F

Other unit has received one or more frame headers with a
format error.

H

Other unit received one or more frame headers with an PCS
error.

L

Other unit has received one or more data frames that are too
long.

0

Other unit has bad one or more receiver overrun errors.

T

Other unit has failed to respond for some period of time.
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JO: RCV_

I
I

!__status
IO:RCV

Character<•>

This unit is having a difticulty receiving a frame from the other

unit.
Charact•(s)
Dllplayed
B

DetcrfDtlon

This unit received a good data frame one or more times but was
unable to accept it because there was no message buffer
available.

D

This unit received one or more frames with an PCS error in the
data field.

F

This unit has received one or more frame headers with a format
error.

H

This unit received one or more frame headers with an PCS
error.

L

This unit has received one or more data frames that are too

long.
0

This unit has had one or more receiver overrun errors.
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Modem Not Ready Errors
The modem at the station displayhlg Modem Not Ready is not ready. Possible causes
are
listed below:

Hlllf Duplex Mode:

Data Set Ready line is false.

Ful Duplex Mode:

Data Set Ready or Curler Detect lines are false.
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Run Time Errors
JO: Error

"ESCAPECCIDE" FJELD _ _ I

I
I
I__

"IOE_RESULT" or •JORESULT" FJELD

Example:
10: Error

.:.ll

CPU bus error

~

ll

No driver for this card

~

1Z

A ti111e out has occurred

~

ll

Bad status or control

~

21

Interface card is not operating

~

~

DatacOlllll interface failure

If other Run Time Errors occur, contact your HP Response Center.
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Terminal Emulator
<Terminal Emulator> provides access to configuration menus of intelligent modems. It lets you
interactively c6nf1gllfe modem parameters.

Using convenient keyboard entry, y00 can send and receive on a character basis to the modem.
The terminal transmits each character as it is typed. Modem responses are shown on the
terminal display.
Using the HP 4971A in terminal emulator mode requires detailed knowledge about the
operation of your modem. Refer to the manual for the modem guidelines when sending
commands to the modem and decoding modem responses.

Configuring the Terminal
Use < 1/0 Functiona> and <Edit Contlg.> to set the terminal to be compatible with your modem.
The 1/0 configuration menu is described earlier in this chapter.
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Choosing Terminal Functions
Solkn
<lo081 Eaho>

Dncrlntion

This softkey causes each key selection to be shown on the
display. When the receiving modem does not provide echo
printing back to the display, this softkey lets you see your entry
as you type each character.

If you select this softkey and the receiving modem also provides
echo printing, double characters are displayed.
<Auto Unefeed>

This softkey causes the terminal to automaticaUy send a line
feed character to the display after a carriage return character is
sent to the display.

<Show Non-printing>

This softkey shows non-printing characters on the display.
Characters are displayed if they are entered from the keyboard
or received from the modem.
For example: in ASCII-7 character code, pressing [CTRL] and
[D] displays the character only when this softkey is enabled.

Er

<ASCll7>
<ASClll
Romani>
<EBCDIC>

These softkeys let you select the character set for the display
and transmitted characters. Optional keyboards let other
character codes be displayed. See the Appendix Manual,
Keyboard and Character Codes,. for descriptions.
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8
Monitor
Introduction
This chapter describes the softkeys used to monitor network traffic. Monitoring the network
lets you look at frames on your Local Area Network. It provides an easy-to-use method for
capturing and viewing network messages with the protocol analyzer.
This chapter contains:
•
•
•
•

Monitor network softkey and field descriptions
Monitor Configuration
Monitor network soft LED indicators
Monitor network anomalies

You can capture all messages appearing on a local area network. The messages are captured
exactly as they appear on the network or they can be filtered, by the use of Monitor
Configuration, prior to being captured. The display updates with the most recently stored
frame in the receive buffer. Monitoring is done in a transparent mode with the protocol
analyzer generating no signals back to the network.
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Monitor Network Softkey and
Field Descriptions
Softkey or Field
<MonHor Network>

Desedption
This softkey uses the Store command:
Store: ell fr11111es

This will capture frames occurring on the Local Area Network.
The following two softkeys determine how the protocol analyzer
will fa.II the receive buffer.
<Nonstop Mode>

The analyzer continuously fills the receive buffer.
This mode is sometimes referred to as a circular memory. The
captured information increments from the beginning of the
buffer to the end of the buffer. As information continues to be
received, the protocol analyzer moves back to the beginning of
the memory buffer and starts writing over information
previously stored. This process of writing over previously stored
information continues until you press <Stop Monitor>.

<Until Full>

The receive buffer stores network information until it is full and
the protocol analyzer stops acquiring data.
This mode is sometimes referred to as linear memory. The
captured information increments from the beginning of the
buffer to the end of the buffer. In contrast to the nonstop mode,
this mode does not continuously write over previously stored
information. When the receive buffer is full, the protocol
analyzer halts the monitor function and automatically goes to
the Examine Data Menu.

<Start Monitor>

This softkey provides one of two functions. One is to initialize
the receive buffer and cause the protocol analyzer to start
storing information in the same order that it appears on the
local area network. This is when <All> stations and <All>
protocols have been selected in Monitor Configuration.

Monitor
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Dtlcrfptlon

Softkev or Field

Caution
All existing filters wi11 be overwritten after pressing
< SWt Monitor>. The only exception to this is when
<All> stations and <All> protocols have been selected
in Monitor Configuration. To keep any filters that
already exist, save them prior to pressing the <Start
Monitor> softkey.

The second function for this softkey is executed after accessing
the Monitor Configuration Menu by pressing the <Monitor
r..twork> and <Edit Conllg.> softkeys. This function allows for
the selection of information for the later loading of filter
hardware. In this case, filter hardware is loaded and the
network is monitored when the <Start Monitor> softkey is
pressed. These new filters apply to frames before they are
captured in the HP 4972A receive buffer.
Several messages are displayed at the beginning, for either
function, to show the status of the protocol analyzer during the
acquisition cycle:
Loading filter hardware
Initializing Receive Buffers
Acquiring data. Waiting for incoming frames

The task of storing the frames in the receive buffer is happening
in realtime at 10 Mbits/sec. The frames can not be displayed in
real time. As the display is updated, the last frame stored in the
receive buffer is displayed next.
When the monitor operation ends, frames are displayed in the
consecutive sequence they occurred on the network.

Monitor
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Softkey or Field

Description
The analyzer stops displaying new frames as they are stored into
the receive buffer. Additional frames continue to be stored in
the Nonstop Mode or until the memory is full in Until Full
Mode.
A reason to stop the display might be when acquisition is
occurring slowly, you can examine some frame in detail without
having to wait until the buffer is full or without having to disrupt
the frame acquisition.
Changing the format at this point allows you to display the
frame in another format.

<Start Display>

The analyzer restarts displaying new frames as they are being
loaded into the receive buffer.

<Stop Monitor>

The analyzer stops loading new frames into the receive buffer
and displays the frames in the Examine Data Menu.
In the Nonstop Mode, the following status message is
momentarily displayed:
Rla'I Suspended

Then the analyzer goes to the Examine Data Menu to display
frames in the receive buffer. Press <EXIT> to display these
choices: <Start Monitor>, which reinitializes th~ receive buffer
and throws away the contents previously stored, or <Continue
Monitor>, which retains previously stored information and starts
filling memory from where it left off.
<Continue Monitor>

The analyzer resumes loading new frames into the receive
buffer and displays frames in the Examine Data Menu.

<Edit Conflg. >

This softkey provides access to Monitor Configuration. You can
easily define filters to capture frames by specifying addresses or
a protocol. Any filters you have previously defined should be
saved before monitoring, as they will be overwritten by the
Monitor Configuration filter definition process.

Station:

This field identifies the station configuration for monitoring.

Monitor
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Dncrlntlon

Softkev or Field
<All>

This softkey defmes a falter( s) to monitor all stations.

<Single>

This softkey defmes a filter(s) to monitor traffic going to and
coming from a single, user defined, station.

<Two>

This softkey defines a filter(s) to monitor traffic between two,
user defined, stations.

PrOtocol:

This field identifies the protocol for monitoring. All of the
options are always available. They are not limited to the
applications currently loaded in the HP 4CJ72A.

<All>

This softkey defines a filter(s) to monitor all protocols.

<DEC>

This softkey provides access to DEC protocols and the DEC
used Configuration Testing Protocol for selection.

DECNET Addrwa at.tlon 1:

This field identifies the DECNET address of station number
one when Protocol is set to <DECNET_PHASE_tv>.

DECNET Meire.. Station 2:

This field identifies the DECNET address of station number

-

-

two when Protocol is set to <DECNET PHASE IV>.

.

<DECNET_PHASE_IV>

This softkey defines a filter(s) to monitor DECNET Phase IV
messages.

<DEC LAT>

This softkey defmes a fdter(s) to monitor DEC Local Area
Transport (I.AT) messages.

<DECMOP DUMPLOAD>

This softkey defines a filter(s) to monitor DEC Dump/Load
messages.

< DECMOP_REM_CONS>

This softkey defines a fdter(s) to monitor DEC Remote Console
messages.

<CTP LOOPBACK>

This softkey defines a filter(s) to monitor the DEC used
Ethernet Configuration Testing Protocol (CTP) Loop Test.

<IP/ARPA>

This softkey provides access to all Internet protocols (IP) and
ARPA Services (TELNET, FrP, and SMTP) for selection.

Monitor
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Softkey or Field

Descrtotlon

IP Address Station 1:

This field identifies the IP address of station number one when
Protocol is set to any of the IP or ARPA selectable protocols.

IP Addr... Station 2:

This field identifies the IP address of station number two when
Protocol is set to any of the .IP or ARPA selectable protocols.

<All IP Frames>

This softkey defines a filter(s) to monitor all Internet Protocol
(IP) and ARPA Services frames. This excludes the ARP and
RARP protocols.

<ARP>

This softkey defines a filter(s) to monitor the Address
Resolution Protocol (ARP) frames.

<RAAP>

This softkey defines a filter(s) to monitor the Reverse Address
Resolution Protocol (RARP) frames.

<ICMP>

This softkey defmes a filter(s) to monitor the IP Internet
Control Message Protocol (ICMP) frames.

<UDP>

This softkey defmes a filter(s) to monitor the IP User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) frames.

<TCP>

This softkey defines a filter(s) to monitor the IP Transmission

Control Protocol (TCP) frames.
<FTP (CONTROL)>

This softkey defines a filter( s) to monitor the ARPA File
Transfer Protocol (FTP) control frames.

<FTP DATA>

This softkey defines a filter(s) to monitor the ARPA File
Transfer Protocol (FTP) data frames.

<SMTP>

This softkey defines a filter(s) to monitor the ARPA Simple
Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) frames.

<TELNET>

This softkey defines a filter(s) to monitor the ARPA remote
terminal connection services (TELNET) frames.

<ISO>

This softkey defines a filter(s) to monitor all International
Standards Organization (ISO) Protocols.

<XNS>

This softkey provides access to all of the Xerox Network
Systems (XNS) protocols for selection.
Monitor
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Softkev or Field
<AIXNS Frames>

This softlcey defines a filter(s) to monitor all XNS frames.

<XNS_RIP>

This softkey defines a filter(s) to monitor XNS Routing
Information Protocol (RIP) frames.

<XNS_ERR>

This softkey defmes a filter(s) to monitor XNS Error Protocol
(ERR) frames.

<XNS_ECHO>

This softkey defines a fdter(s) to monitor XNS ECHO Protocol
frames.

<XNS SPP>

This softkey defines a filter(s) to monitor XNS Sequenced
Packet Protocol (SPP) frames.

<XNS_PEP>

This softkey defines a filter(s) to monitor XNS Packet Exchange
Protocol (PEP) frames.

Physical Addreaa Station 1 :

This field identifies the physical address of station number one
when Station is set to <Single> or <Two> .
Loading the Physical Address File from your Utility Disc,
Revision A.00.01 or greater, or editing the Physical Address List
to add stations will enhance the softkey options for the Physical
Addreaa Stations 1.

Physical Addreaa Station 2:

This field identifies the physical address of station number two
when Station is set to <Two>.
Loading the Physical Address File from your Utility Disc,
Revision A.00.01 or greater, or editing the Physical Address List
to add stations will enhance the softkey options for the Physical
Addreaa Station 2.

<Show Node Names>

This softkey displays the station, or stations, as a node name, or
names, if there is a name corresponding to the address in the
appropriate list.

<Show Node Addresses>

This softkey displays the station, or stations, as a node address,
or addresses.

Monitor
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Softkey or Ffeld
<s.lect Format>

D_,.Qllon
This softkey allows selection of the display format for Physical
or IP station addresses.
This softkey selects decimal representation for station addresses
for IP addresses only.

<Hex>

This softkey selects Hexadecimal representation for station
addresses.

<Bin LSB Right>

This softkey selects . Binary representation, with the Least
Significant Bit to the Right, for station addresses.

<Bin LSB Left>

This softkey selects Binary representation, with the Least
Significant Bit to the Left, for station addresses.

<Enter Node Name>

This softkey allows selection of a node name from those
available in the HP 4'Y12A. The DECNET and IP Node lists
will be available only if an appropriate application is loaded.
The default physical address option is <HP_LAN_Analyzer> and
others are available after defmed by the user.

<Examine Data>

You may also select this softkey from the Top Level Menu. It
lets you view the network frames stored in the receive buffer.
The softkeys in this menu are explained in detail in Chapter 10
of this manual.

<Select Format>

This is a softkey from the Examine Data Menu. In the monitor
mode, it lets you change the display format of information
stored in the receive buffer. By changing the display format, you
can exclude unwanted information and identify more easily
information that is important to you.
Softkey choices available on the menu after pressing this soflkey
are explained in detail in Chapter 10 of this manual.
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Monitor Configuration
Access to the Monitor Configuration Menu is provided from the HP 4972A LAN Protocol
Analyzer's top level menu by pressing the <Monitor Network> and <Edit Conlg.> softkeys.
After pressing the <Monitor Network> softkey, the following is displayed.

NONSTOP lllOOE:

The receive buffer will never overflow. The oldest frames
will be discarded in order to make rOCllll for new frames.

UNTIL FULL:

No fr1111e in the receive buffer will be discarded. If the
buffer.overflows, the acquisition of frames will cease.

START MONITOR:

All frames are erased frC1111 the buffer, then IM'lfiltered
traffic fra11 the network is stored in chronological order.

CONTINUE MONITOR:

The storing of network traffic fs contil'KJed. Frames
previously stored in the buffer are not erased.

EDIT CONFIG.:

This menu lets you edit the Monitor Configuration. You can
capture fr1111S by specifying addresses or a protocol. Any "
filters you have defined should be saved before monitoring.

EXAMINE DATA: .

You may use this 111enU to alter the FORMAT of the frames
displayed by this nn.i or (when in the NONSTOP MOOE) for
more control over the viewing of fr-s.

Monitor Config.

Station: All

·-------s

Protocol: All

Figure 8-1.

Monitor Network Menu
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After pressing the <Edit Conllg.> softkey, the following is displayed.

Monitor Configuration
Station:
Protocol:

-

-- -- -- -Figure 8-2. Monitor Configuration Screen

The default settings are both Station and Protocol set to <All>. As the Monitor Configuration
Menu options are selected, information for loading filters is identified for later loading into the
filter hardware. The filter hardware is loaded and the network is monitored when the <Start
Monitor> softkey is pressed. These new filters apply to frames before they are captured in the
HP 4972A receive buffer.
Filters created by the Monitor Configuration Menu can be viewed or enhanced further
through the Edit Filters Menu. Filters written, or enhanced, by the use of <Edit Flhera > will
not apply to the network prior to loading the HP4972A receive buffer unless the user writes a
program. Refer to the chapters titled Edit Filters Menu and Edit Programs Menu, for further
information.

Monitor
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The following screen shows the fields provided by the selection of <1Wo> stations and the
<DEC> protocol. These selections provide the opportunity to select a DEC protocol, physical
addresses, and DECNET addresses to be monitored. Loading the Physical Address File from
your Utility Disc, Revision A.00.01 or greater, or editing the Physical Address List to add
stations will enhance the softkey options for the Phyllcal Adclreea Stations 1 MCI 2. After all of
the field options are specified you can press <EXIT> twice and ca..rtMonltor> to load the filter
hardware with the options that you selected in Monitor Configuration and to begin capturing
filtered frames from the network.

-

Monitor Configuration
Station:
Protocol:

Physical Address Station 1:
DECNET Address Station 1:

Physical Address Station 2:
DECNET Address Station 2:

-===····

I

Existing filters wilt be overwritten when lllOl'litoring begins.

------ -Figure 8-3. DEC Protocol Screen

To obtain filtering that captures traffic between two specified stations, select <Two> stations.
Selecting <Single> is the option that captures traffic going to and coming from the specified
station.
A complete description of the options available are listed in the section titled Monitor Network

Softkey and Field Descriptions.
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Soft LED Indicators
In Monitor Network operation, there are characters on the display that indicate whether the
analyzer detects or receives a frame.
These activities are indicated by characters referred to as soft LEDs. They are shown below
the softkeys at the lower right comer of the display, beneath <EXIT>.

--- --- -T CR

Each character is displayed in normal video when there is no activity, that is, when the function
is Off. Characters are displayed in inverse video when their function is active or On.

Soft LEO

Description

T

This indicates the protocol analyzer is transmitting on the
network. Monitor operation is an unobtrusive or passive
operation; the analyzer will never be transmitting during
monitor operation. This soft LED is only used during an
Execute Program operation.

c

This indicates collisions are occurring on the network.
Hardware for the collision counter detection circuit has detected
a collision.

R

This indicates the protocol analyzer is receiving a frame. The
soft LED turns on whenever a frame passes through the Runt
frMHt filter, which you can enable in the Hardware Functions
Menu. Only frames greater than 512 bits will turn this soft LED
on.

Monitor
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Soft LED Dlaplay nme
The soft LEDs are displayed when the Monitor Network mode is running or when the
Monitor Network mode has run and bas been manually stopped with no frames received after
monitoring has stopped.

Short Display
Since the frames on a LAN are being transmitted at 10 Mbits/sec, there are times when the
soft LEDs will be ON too briefly to notice.

Long Display
In contrast, there are times when the soft LEDs will be on longer than the duration of an
event. For the Collision and Receive LEDs,.the duration depends on the amount of traffic on
the network.

LED on continuously occurs when the network load is receiving more than one frame/second
and less than 64 frames/second.
· LED on continuously with low blink rate occurs when the network load is greater than 64

frames/second and some inter-frame spacing is greater than 200 ms.
LED on continuously with occasional flicker Occurs when the network load is greater than 64

frames/second and all inter-frame spacing is less than 200 ms.
LED always off or blinks at one second rate occurs when the network load is less than one

frame/second.

Monitor
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son LED Distortion
Transmit (T)

(Not acti\re in monitor mode.)

Collision (C) & Receive (R)

The soft LEDs do not operate in real
time; a collision can occur or a frame
can be received but the indication is not
displayed until some time later.

The time lag can range from one
millisecond to one second. The
maximum time lag occurs when the
network is very lightly loaded (less than
64 frames/second).
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Repeating Displays
The HP 4972A does not display all frames while monitoring the network. Since frames are
transmitted at 10 Mbits/sec, the display skips some frames and updates with the most recently
stored frame in the receive buffer.
If you monitor in the nonstop mode and you monitor a repeating group of frames on the
network, the analyzer may appear to be displaying only a few of the frames. This may happen
when the display cycle of the protocol analyzer synchronizes with the frames appearing on the
network.

To assure yourself that all the frames are being received, you may want to stop the monitor
function and use <Examine Data> to verify that other frames are indeed being captured.

No Frame Number Displayed
Frame numbers are not displayed when you monitor the network in nonstop mode. After you
stop the monitor, the frames will be numbered with the oldest frame in the buffer starting as
number 1.

Monitor 8-15
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Disc Functions Menu
Introduction
This chapter desaibes the disc functions and the softkeys used to control the mass storage
operations.
This chapter contains:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disc functions introduction
Selecting a volume
Listing the directory
Deleting a file
Saving a file
Loading a file
Copying a file
Copy file introduction
Copying analyur files
Copying all files
Copying unique files
Formatting a volume
Compressing a volume
Disc functions in remote mode
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Disc Functions Introduction
The disc functions pibvide mass storage capability for the HP 4972.A Protocol Analyzer, as well as
many conveniences for analyzing a Local Area Network. Programs, messages, node lists and filters
cari be· created for application on your particular system and saYed to a disc drive.
The Log Frames To Disc program command in the Edit Programs Menu lets the HP 4972A log
frames directly to the disc drive as the frames are occurring on the network. This lets you take
advantage of the larger storage capacity of the disc drives.
In non-logging mad.es, after the HP 4972A Protocol Analyzer captures frames occurring on the
Local Area Network, you can manually transfer the frames to the larger storage capacity of a disc
drive.
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Equally as important as the increased data storage is the easy storage and recall of previously
defined setup information that you can create to control the HP 497'1.A operation. Examples of
functions desirable to store on a disc are:
•
•
•
•

User defined node name list
User created programs
User defined filters
User created messages

The Disc Functions Menu lets the HP 4972A Protocol Analyzer perform the following data storage
and transfer functions:
•
•
•
•
•

Initialize discs or volumes
Save files from the protocol analyzer onto discs or volumes
Load files from volumes into the protocol analy;r.er
Copy files from one volume to another disc volume
Delete files from volumes

The Disc Functions Menu has a brief description of each of the functions available. Use the
softkey tree in Chapter One of this manual as the softkeys are described in this chapter.
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Discs Supplied with the System
Several discs are provided With the HP 4<n2A Protocol Analyzer.
These disc are:

Pisc Label

Dncrldon

LANSYS

Includes the operating system software and some operating tables.

l.ANCOD

Includes code unique to protocol analyzer functions.

Utlllty Ubrary

Contains pre-programmed setups for the analyzer and the Coax
Cable Test.

LAN Performance Anlfytl•

Contains the Stats Application.

PC Remote'

Contains on 51/4 inch Ooppy disc the software to run PC Remote.

LANSYS, lANCOi> and LAN Performance Analysis are installed on the hard disc of the HP
4972A. The software on these discs is provided as a back-up for your system. See Restoring
System Software in the Appendix Manual if you ever have to load the software onto the hard disc.
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Selecting a Volume
You can select the disc volume by using <Seleol Volulne>. Up to two external disc drives can be
supported by the HP 4'J72A. The HP-IB switch address settings on a disc drive determines the
volume unit numbers displayed by the analy7.er when you press <Select Volume>.
See the Getting Started Manual, Setting Up the HP 4972A, for directions to select the volume.
That chapter also describes the options for setting the address switch settings for any external disc
drives.
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Listing the Directory
This section contains a description of the softke}'S and the fields that let you list the directory.

Softkey or Fleld
< Ust Directory>

Dncription
This softkey displays a directory list of files contained in the selected
volume. It recognizes and displays Pascal TEXT and CODE files.
If another type of file is found, the file is labeled as OTHER in the
Type field.

Printing the Directory
If your S}'Stem bas an HP ThinkJet Printer or a PaintJet Printer,
press (SHIFf] and (PRINT) to print the complete directory.
VOLUME SIZE

This field displays the total size in bytes of the selected volume.

LARGEST AVAILABLE
SPACE

This field lists the largest contiguous space available. This may by
space between existing files or space at the end of the files. The HP
4972A does not fragment files when performing a save file or copy
file operation.
You can use this number to see if you have enough room to save or
copy an additional file to the current volume.
If files have been deleted, use <CompreH Volume> to move all free

file space to the end of the volume.
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Dncription
TYPE

This faeld indicates the type of file.
Application

~r files can be:

Filter
Message
Network
Node

Configuration
Data (frames)
Data (log-to-disc)

TEXT, CODE, or OTHER files are not HP 4972A user defined
protocol analyzer files.
SEQUENCE

This number is used only for files saved from the protocol analyzer.
OTHER, TEXT, and CODE files have an asterisk (*) in the
sequence column.
When large files are saved to a disc, there may not be enough room
to save all of a file on one disc. Insert a new disc when. the current
disc capacity has been filled. The HP 4972A automatically assigns
sequence number one to the first disc and then increments the
sequence number for the remainder of the file created on the next
disc(s).

DATE

This is the day, month, and year the file was saved in the protocol
analyzer. If the date is not set in the Set Date Menu when the
protocol analyzer power is turned on, the DATE field defaults to the
HP 4972A software revision date.

TIME

This is the hour, minute, and second the file was saved in the
protocol analyzer. If the time is not set in the Set Time Menu when
the protocol analyzer power is turned on, the TIME clock starts from
zero and that time is not relevant to the actual time of day the file
was stored on disc.
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Deleting a File
This section contains a description of the softkeys and fields that let you delete a file.

Softkey
<Delete Fiie >

Dncrlption

This softkey lets you remove an unwanted file from a selected
volume. A list of the types of files on the selected volume is
displayed when you press this softkey.
After you press the type of file softkey, a prompt is displayed to
enter the file name to be deleted. All of the files that match the file
type you select are displayed as softkey choices. Press a softkey or
type the file name from the keyboard. If you enter the fde name
from the keyboard, press (RETURN] to complete the entry.
After you enter a file name you want to delete, the following
message is displayed:

Are You sure?
Make sure you have identified the correct file and really want to
delete the information.
Press <YES> to execute the delete
command; Press <No> to cancel.
For safety, only one file may be deleted at a time. A wild card can
not be used to delete multiple files in one operating.
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Saving a File
This section describes the softke)'S and the related fields that )'OU use to save a file to disc.
DMqlptlon

Soflkey
<S.V. Fiie>

You can copy a file from the protocol analyzer to a selected volume.
The original information is left intact in the protocol analyz.er. The
following softke)'S are displayed for )'OU to choose the type of file to

save:
<Network Fiie >
<EtherlJpe Fiie>

<Flltierfh>
<ProgNm Fiie >

<Conllg Fie>

<DataFlle>
<Phys Addr Fiie>
<MNAge Fiie>
<Contlgfh>

You can copy the cmrent HP 4'J72A conftgUJ"ation into a file. The
configuration file contains data rate, hand shaking and protocol
information for communicating over the RS-232 port as well as setup information for several menus.
Set-up items included in the configuration file include:
Passwords
Autostart file
Default volume
Examine Data Menu data formats
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<N4nwork Fiie>

This -softkey lets )'OU copy the following information from the
protocol analyzer onto the disc:

User defined node name list
User defined filters
User defined messages
User defined programs
If no network file exists on the selected volume, the display prompts
you to enter a file name. If network files already exist, this softkey
requires you to choose bctwcn creating a new file or re-writing the
file to an existing file name.
<Re-write Existing>

This softkey displays the names of the network files existing on the
selected volume. Press a displajed softkey representing the file to
be replaced to immediately eJICCUte storing the current network files
ill the .protocol analyl.er to that disc file, or enter the name of an
existing disc file from the keyboard and press [RETURN] to execute
saving the network file.

<Create New FIJe>

This softkey prompts you to enter a new file name. Volume fale
names can be up to seven keyboard characters. Leading spaces are
deleted. Spaces between characters are replaced with an underscore
U· Characters not valid for volume file names are the following:
@

•

• (period)

II

I

CTRL-X (control cllllr...,a)

s

After a name is entered, press [RETURN] to execute storing the
network setups from the protocol analyzer to the new file.
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Softkey
<o.ta Fiie:>

You can copy data files from the receive buffer onto a selected
volume.

If no data file exists on the selected volume, the display prompts you
to enter a file name. If data files already exist, this softkey requires
you to choose between creating a new file and re-writing the file to
an existing file name. The new file is then written to the new file
name.
<Re-write &ldng:> removes information from an existing file and
writes the new information in its place.

To save network frames from the receiver buffer to a data file on the
volume, you ha"Ye to decide what portion of the receive buffer you
want to copy.
Up to 15 combinations of network message frame groups can be
stored in one volume rtle. Softkey choices let you select frames to

copy.
<R.,..OffrM1ea>

<Single Frame>
<All FrMHta>

<Marked Frame>
<Save 'The Uat>
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Frames are saved with the same frame number they have in the receive buffer. If a &ame is saved
more than one time, it is shown with the same &ame number each time it is displayed.
An exam.pie is shown below of <Sew Fh> with all 15 available elements defined with frames to be

saved from the receive buffer data file. Notice that several &ames are copied in more than one
element.
FRAMES IN THE LIST (15 ele11ents lllBXi ....) :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

RANGE OF FRAMES FROM #_ _ _4
SINGLE FRAME #_____.l
RANGE OF FRAMES FROM #_ _1_4
RANGE OF FRAMES FROM #---11.
SINGLE FRAME #
23
MARKED FRAMES
RANGE OF FRAMES FROM t__m
RANGE OF FRAMES FROM #~
RANGE OF FRAMES FRQM #~
SINGLE FRAME #
450
SINGLE FRAME #
SINGLE FRAME #
250
RANGE OF FRAMES FROM #___1Ql2
RANGE OF FRAMES FROM #__JQ
SINGLE FRAME #
~
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TO #_ _9
TO #__iQ
TO#~

TO #-12Q
TO #..JQQ
TO #__6!l2

TO#~

TO #_Ji

Softkty
<lhl•OfFl'lllM8>

Dnor1pt1on
You can choose a group of consecutive &ames to be copied from the
receive buffer Data File to a seleded disc. The prompt for choosing
the range of frames is:
RANGE OF FRAMES FROM I

TO I

The frame numbers refer to the numbers assigned to each frame as
it is viewed in the Examine Data Menu. To specify a number range,
use numeric keys from the keyboard for
·Front II _ _
and press [RETURN]. Enter the -To#
frame number and
press [RETURN].
If )'OU want to know the last frame number, enter a number you
know is greater than the last stored frame number such as 999999
and press [RETURN]. The last frame number in the receive buffer
is displayed in the field. Frame numbers can overlap or be
duplicated in different combinations or data files.
<Single Freme>

You can choose one specific frame number to be copied from the
receive buffer data file. This choice may be duplicated in other
frame selections to be saved to the disc. Enter the single frame
number and then press [_RETURN] to complete the entry.
If no more frames need to be saved, press <S.ve The Ust>.
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$oftkey

Dncrlotlon

<Marked Frames>

This softkey stores all frames from the receive buffer that you have
identified by <Mark Frmne> in Examine Data.

<All Frameo

You can save all frames in the receive buffer. It can be used by itself
to save the entire group of frames in the Receive Buffer or it may be
used in combination with the other softkeys for saving frames.

<Save The Ust>

This softkey sa\ICS the frames identified in the list by the following
softkeys:
<Range Of Fnunea>
<AllFramea>

If you press <Save The Uat> and no
be stored, an empty fale is generated.

<Slngle Frame>
<Marked Frame•>
frames

have been identified to

After you press this softkey, the protocol analy7.Cr asks:

Save Tfmers And COU"lters?

If you want to save the Timers and Counters with the current data
file to be saved, press <YES>. Press <NO> to save only the
previously defined data list.
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Qncrlptlon

Softkay
<9-Tp Fiie>
<Phys Addr Fiie>
<FlllwFh>

You can save each of these individual files that )'OU create in the
Setup Analy7.cr Menu to a volume you select. After one of the
above menus is created, go to the Disc Functions Menu. Press

<Me. . . . Flle>

<S-. Fiie> and choose the type of file by pressing one of the file
type softkeys. 'lbe protocol analyzer prompts you to choose between

<~Fiie>

saving the file to a new file name or re-writing an existing file.
Press <er.tie New Fiie> to save the file to a new file name.
Press <Re-write Existing> to save the menu or information to an
existing file name. Re-write removes the old file information and
then writes the new information.
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Loading a File
This section describes the softkeys and the related fields that you use to load a file from a volume
to the HP 4CJ72A.
Softkey
<~Fie>

Ducription
This softkey lets you copy an HP 4972A file from a selected volume
into the HP 4972A protocol analyzer.
Press this softkey to display the selection of files available on the
selected disc. Depending on which file type you select, softkeys
display names for that type from the selected volume diredory.
Press the softkey name of the file you want loaded into the protocol
analyzer to immediately start loading the file.
When you load a network or node file into the protocol analyzer and
the node list already has nodes defmed, the analyzer displays:
Append Or overwrite Current Node List?

<Append Nodes>

This softkey adds the new names to the current node list.

<Overwrite Nodes>

This softkey deletes the cmrent node list and writes the file into the
node list.

Status Messages
Status messages are displayed in the upper left comer during the load operation. For example:
Loading Nodes

Loading Frame # _ in to Buffer # _

When the file is loaded, a status message is displayed:
'(your file name)' loaded.
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Copying Files
The HP 4972.A can copy a file Crom one 'VOiume into another volume. The copy function is softkey
controlled.
Softkey selections copy a single file or all files from one volume to another. You can use a wild
card to copy files with common characters Crom one volume to another. You can copy non-HP
4972A files.
In any of the copy file modes, when a file to be copied already exists on the TO volume, the file is
over written.

NOTE
Floppy discs must be initialized by the HP 4972A system
before you can copy to the disc.

Press <Copy File•> from the Disc Functions Menu and select a volume to copy from. The
following pages have descriptions of the softkey choices available when you copy a file.
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Copying Analyzer Flies
<Anlllyzer n.> Jets you copy any of the files for protocol analy.ler operation. You can copy one
file at a time. Softkeys let you move through the copy operation quickly.

The cntferent types of files used for protocol analyzer operation include:
Configuration F"de
Network F'lle
DataF"de
NodeF"de
Filter F"tle

Message F'lle
Program F"de
Log-to-disc F"de
Application F"lle

Procedure
1. Press

<Copy Fll•a>.

2. HP 4972A prompts:

Copy

ffle FRCll which

vol~?

3. Press a softkey for the number of the FROM volume.
4. HP 4972A displays:

FROM:fCyplyae
TO:

For example:

nuimer:>.<name of volune>

FROM: #3, SAYE1

TO:

Copies a file from volume #3. Volume #3 is named SAVEl.

5. The protocol anafy7.er reads the directory of the FROI volume and displays the following
softkeys:
<Analyzer Flies>

<All FllN>

<Unique Fiie•>

6. Press <Analyzer Flies> •

7. HP 4972A displays only the analyzer type files that are currently on the selected volume.
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8. HP 4972A prompts:

Choose• file type to copy.

9. Press a softkey for the file type you want to copy.
10. HP 4972A displays softkey choices for the files currently existing on the selected volume.
11. HP 4972A prompts:

Select aoftkey or enter val id .,.. :

12. Press a softkey for the file you want to copy.
13. HP 4972A lists the file name and file type you just selected and prompts:
Copy

file TO which volune?

14. HP 4972A displays softkey choices for the volumes available on your system.
15. Press a softkey for the volume destination you want.
16. HP 4972A displays the name, type, and size of the file you have selected.
17. HP 4972A displays softkeys to let you rename the file on the
copying to the current file name.
<Begin Copy>

TO

volume or to begin

causes the protocol analyzer ~o begin the copy operation.

<Change Name> lets you change the name of the file in the TO volume. Press this softkey
and enter the new name.

Volume file names can be up to seven characters. Leading spaces are deleted. Spaces
between characters are replaced with an underscore U· Press (RETURN] to complete
the entry. Characters not valid for volume file names are:

a

=

#

I

• <period)
_CTRL·X (CONTROL characters)

s
Press

<Begin Copy>

to start the copy function.
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Copying all Flies
You may need to copy the entire contents of a volume. This can be done in one operation and is
easier than copying a volume t'ile by file. When you need to copy all the mes from hard disc to
floppy disc(s), you may not have enough room on the floppy disc. The protocol analyzer prompts
you when to install a new floppy disc.
Procedure:

1. From the Disc Functions Menu, press <Copy Fiie• >.
2. HP 4972A prompts:

Copy file FROM which volu.e?

3. HP 4972A displays softkeys for you to select which group of files to copy.
4. Press <All Fl..o.

5. HP 4972A prompts:

Copy file TO which voh.111e?

6.

Press a softkey for the volume you want to copy files TO.

7.

The protocol analyzer displays the copy FROM volume, the copy TO volume, and a list of
the files to be copied.
You can scroll the file list with the [ARROWS].

8. HP 4972A displays:
<Begin Copy>
<Abort Copy>

executes the copy function
stops the copy function

9. Press <Begin Copy> to start the copy function.
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Copying Unique Flies
<Unique Fii.. > lets )'OU copy files used for protocol analyzer operation and other SJ.Stem files.
System files are labeled OTHER, TEXT, or CODE in the TYPE field of directory listings. You can
copy one file at a time or use a wild card to copy multiple files.
Procedure
1. Press <Copy Fha>.

2. HP 4'J72A prompts:

Copy file FROM which vol1.111e?

3. Press a softkey for the FROM volume you want to copy from.
4. HP 4972A displays:

FROM: l(voh.11e nult>er: >, Cvoh.ne name> TO:

For example:

FROM:

13, SAVE1

TO:

Copies a file from volume number 3. Volume #3: is named SAVEl.

5. The protocol analyzer reads the FROM volume directory and displays:
<Analyzer Fl•>

<Al Fl... >

<Unique Fha>

6. Press <Unique Flies>.

7. HP 4972A displays a data entry field and the prompt:
Enter the file name you wish to copy.
8. Enter a file name and press [RETURN].
File name syntax and wild cards are descn'bed on the following pages.
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"Analyzer" Fiie Name Syntax

nnnnnn ns.t
t.____ field type
D (Receive Buffer data)
(Log·to·dls c data)
N (Network>

F (Filter)
M (Messqe)
c (Configuration)
A (Appl I cation)

d

n

(Node)

,___ _ _ separate with

<. >

.___ _ _ _ disc sequence ......tier
(Needed only with Analyzer files)
,___ _ _ _ _ _ file

n&111e

(

7 char max

>

"Unique• Fiie Name Syntax

L

nnnnnn nnnn.Ty pe

field type
CCOE or TEXT

separate with (.)
(TEXT and CODE files only)
(TYPE entry not needed for OTHER file types.)

~------file

Copy File syntax
rugA1.M
setup10.c
RonaO.n
BAODATO.D
Rectangle.TEXT
JOB_SUMRY

name ( 10 char max >

File Name

Sequence

Fi le Type

=

magA

=
=

setup1
Rona
SADDAT

0
0
0

M (Message)
c CConfig)
n (node)
D (Data)

=

Rectangle
JOB_SUMRY

*
*

TEXT
OTHER

=
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Fiie Names

Analp.er files names are limited to 7 keyboard characters and must be followed by the disc
sequence number and TYPE character.
Unique files names are limited to 15 characters. If file is TEXT or CODE, enter file name and
.TEXT or .CODE. If file is OTIIER, enter the file name and press (RETURN].
Leading spaces in file names are deleted. Spaces between characters are replaced with an
underscore U· Characters not valid for volume file names are:
iii

=

#

I

• <period)
CTRL·X (control characters)

s

Sequence Number

When large files are copied to discs, there may not be enough room to save all the file on one disc.
The HP 4972A prompts you to insert a new disc when the current disc capacity has been ftlled.

Type
Analyzer files use these Jetter cases to indicate the type of file:
D (Data saved
frOlll receive buffer)
d Clog·to·disc data)
N (Network)
n

F
M
C
A

(Filter)
(Message)
(Configuration)
(Application)

(node)

Unique files use the following names to show type of file:
TEXT

CODE
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WJlcf Cards
The wild card character (@) lets you copy more than one file at a time. If several files have names
that share common characters in sequence, you can copy all the files in one operation. Wild cards
can be used with Analyzer Files or with Unique F'tles. The file is copied with the same sequence
and type information as the original file.
Here are some examples:
DAT@
@CODE

@DEF@
@O.D

Copies all files beginning with DAT
Copies all .CODE files.
Copies all files with the consecutive Jetters DEF any where
in the name.
Copies all Data files with sequence number 0.
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Formatting a Volume
<FonnatVolulne> lets you format (initiaJize) a volume on the discs used with the HP 4972A. Use
the following procedure to format a volume.

WARNING
Formatting a used volume erases the current files. Back up
files you need to keep.

Procedure:
1. Press <Fonnllt Volume>.

2. HP 4972A describes the Format Volume Operations.

3. Softkeys are displayed for the volumes:
<FLOPPY·W #3>
<LANCOD#12>

<LANSVS #11 >
<HARDSC#13>

Press the softkey for the volume you want to format. .

WARNING
If you have more than one volume on the hard disc and

select any one of the volumes to format, all volumes on the
hard disc are formatted.
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. 4. HP 4972A displays wlume number, the current logical wlume name, and bow tt1any
files are currently on the wlume.

5. HP 4972A prompts:

Do you Nll"lt to proceed with the forll8tting?

6. Pressing <YES> causes the HP 4972A to display:
Yoh.• forMtting in progress.

Press <No> or <EXIT> if you do not want to proceed.
7. After the volume is formatted, the HP 4972A prompts:
vol...e

n111e

for IX :

If the volume has been formatted previously, the old name is displayed in the prompt. If
the volume is new, the name field is blank.
8. If you want the old name, press [RETURN).

9. If you want a new name, enter the new name and press [RETURN].
Volume names may be up to six keyboard characters. Leading spaces in volume names
are deleted. Spaces between characters are replaced with an underscore U·
Characters not valid for volume file names are:

a

s

#

=

I

• (period)

CTRL·X (control characters>

10. After a volume is formatted, the HP 4972A displays:
Fonnetting successful.

The name you give to a volume is displayed when you do a directory of the volume.
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Compressing a Volume
<Compreu Volume> Jets you compress or compact the files stored in a voJume. The directory is
checlccd for current files. Valid existing files are relocated to recover space previously occupied by
deleted files. After a volume is compressed, all free space is contiguous at the end of the
compressed volume.

Compressing a volume lets you haw access to all the free space on the volume. You now have the
maximum space available displayed when you see the LARGEST AVAILABLE SPACE (BYTES) field of a
volume directory list.
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Disc Functions In Remote Mode
When two protocol analyzers are connected for remote operation, the sla~ protocol analyzer, at
the remote site, makes all the measurements on the Local Area Network (LAN) it is connected to
and the slave also executes the disc function commands.

Selecting A Volume In Remote Mode
When a remote link is established and you press any Disc Function softkey, the display prompts
you to choose either <Master> or <sa.v.>. Select the station that has the mass storage devices you
want to use. Softkeys then display the choice of volumes available at the selected station.

Copy Functions In Remote
In remote mode, you can perform the following copy functions:

•
•
•
•

Slave volume to slave volume
Slave volume to master volume
Master volume to slave volume
Master volume to master volume

Exceptions for Disc Functions In Remote Mode
Remote operation does not allow two primary functions normally available in the Disc Functions
Menu. These functions are:
Log-to-disc

If you try to use <Execute Program> and the program has a log-todisc command, the command is ignored. The rest of the program
executes normally.

Format volumes

During remote operation, you can not format volumes at either the
master or the slave protocol analyzer. Volumes can be formatted
only when a station is in local control.
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10
Examining the Data
Introduction
The Examine Data Menu lets you easily control the format of displayed network traffic for
quicker recognition of frames that interest you.
This chapter contains:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Examine Data Menu
Examine data softkey descriptions
Finding Frames
Select Format Menu
Selecting Frame Header Formats
Selecting Datafield Character Formats
Displaying Data in Filter Formats
Selecting Timestamp Measurements
Selecting Timers and Counters
Displaying Frame Errors

Several software applications are available from Hewlett Packard Company to enhance the
display of protocol information. Refer to the appropriate manual provided with each protocol
interpreter application.
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Examine Data Menu
From the Top Level Menu, press <Examine Data> to reach the following menu:

E~ty

Buffer.

-- -- -- -Figure 10-1.

Examine Data Menu
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1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Mar 9 a 6.10.34.55533 Len 61 Filters ·O ••••••••••••••• No error
Destination 01 ·23·45·67·89·AB Source FE·DC·BA·99· 76·54 Type OA·OB
This is Frame Nun
15 54·68·69·73·20·69·73·20·46·72·61·6D·65·20·4E·75·60
ber 0001 1 s Data F
32 62·65·72·20·30·30·30·31·27·73·20·44·41·54·41·20·46
feld content.
49 49·45·4C·44·20·63·6F·6E·74·65·6E·74·2E
#1

Mar 9 a 6:10:34.66893 Len 61 Filters 0...•..••.•.•.•. No error
Destination 01·23·45·67·89·AB .•••••.•
This •.•••.
15 54·68·69·73·........
ber ••••.•
32 62·65·72.......
ield •••••
49 49·45·4C·44·20·........
#2

Mar 9 Q 6:10:35.01446 Len
Destination
15 54·68·69·73· •••.•••
32 62·65·72· •..••••.
49 49·45·4C·44·2E •••.•.

#3

61 Filters 0 ...•...•••••••. No error
This ••••••
ber •.•••••
i eld ••••••

18

19
20
21
22

#4

Mar 9 a 6:10:35.12345 Len 61

Filters: 0 •••••••.••••••• No error

STATUS MESSAGE FIELD
ERROR MESSAGE FIELD

~~--------

Pressing <OTHER CHOICES> accesses the following softkeys:

Figure 10-2. Default Examine Data Display
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Examine Data Display
In the default Examine Data display, messages are displayed in detailed format. The protocol
analyzer displays a physical header with each frame to give additional information about the
frame. In addition, an Ethernet header is displayed. The data field is displayed in· a hex and
ASCII 8 format.
Figure 10-1 shows a default display for network messages. The numbers on the left edge of
the display are for explanation use and are not part of the display.

Line 1
Line 1 is the physical header included with each frame by the protocol analyzer. It contains
the following details:
Frame Number

The #1 in line 1 indicates that this is the first message stored in
the protocol analyzer memory. Following messages are counted
in the sequence they were stored in the receive buffer. The
frame number is always shown in Examine Data Menus. The
frame number is not shown while Monitor Network Menu is
operated in <Nonstop Mode>.

Time Stamp

Mar I@ 1:10:34.55533 is the month, day, hour, minute, and
second the message was stored in memory. The seconds are
displayed in microseconds. The default time stamp display
mode is <Date/Tim•>. This references all frames stored to the
time when each frame occurred on the network.

MesaageLength

The calculated length of the message in bytes is displayed in the
Len field of line 1. The frame length is calculated by the
analyzer and includes all the information fields, which are:
Deatlnatlon Adclre.., Source Addr•••, Length (Length in Ethernet,
Type in IEEE 802.3), and Data fields. PrMmble and FCS fields
are not included in the message length.
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Line 1 (cont.)
Fiiters

This field is a display showing currently defined filters and if a
filter match occurred when the frame was captured.
Fiiter• 0...............

Indicates the first filter defined is matched by this message.
Fiiters 0123456789ABCDEF

Up to 16 filters can be defined using <Edit FllterS>. This
example indicates all 16 available filters are defined and have
been matched by the current message.
Fllter•Ox..............

Indicates Filter 0 was defined and matched in a message.
Filter 1 was defined but did not find a match. No filter match is
indicated by the "x'' character. Only filters 0 and 1 are defined.
All the other filters that are undefmed are indicated by the " "
character.
The Fiiter• field uses the filters defined when the data was
captured. Because of this, if you edit an existing filter to no
longer match a frame and again look at the same data in the
receive buffer, the Examine Data Menu still indicates a match.
If you delete a filter that matched a frame, that filter position is
displayed as undefmed.

If you create a new filter and return to examine the previously
captured data, the Examine Data Menu shows an x to indicate
the new filter exists. It does not show if a match occurred with
the new filter.
To update the filters-matched field with frames already stored in
the receive buffer: press <Execute Program•> with <Run From
Buff«> selected.
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Line 1 (cont.)
Error

Frame errors are discussed in more detail in the Displaying
Frame Errors section later in this chapter. No Error indicates the
frame was stored in the receive buffer with no errors detected.
Possible errors that can be detected are indicated by the error
messages:
Runt Frame
Jabbering
Ml..llgned

Corrupt Data
BadFCS

The HP 4972A can also detect combinations of these possible
frame errors. The possible error combinations are listed below:
Runt-Bad FCS
Runt-Allgnmt

Jabr-Bad FCS
Jabr-AIJgnmt

Line2
In default Examine Data Menu, the protocol analyzer defaults to the Ethernet Header and
displays the following information in line 2:

Destination Address

The Destination Addre.. consists of six bytes that identify where
the message is being sent. Destination addre...• are displayed in
hexadecimal.
The Destin.ton Adctreu field can be displayed as a functional
node name by using <Show Node Names>.
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Une 2 (cont.)
Source Addr...

The Sowc• Addr... consists of six bytes to identify where the
Source Addres... are displayed in
message originated.
hexadecimal.

The Source Addr••• field can be displayed as a functional node
name by using <Show Node Huwe>.
Type

The Type Field is displayed as two hexadecimal bytes. Type: is
used in the Ethernet protocol to indicate the higher level
protocol being used. The contents displayed in the Type field
will be bytes 13 and 14 of the frame contents.
Line 2 can be changed to display the IEEE 802.3 header by
pressing <Select Format>, <Change Helldere>, and then <802.3
Header>. The IEEE 802.3 header changes the Type: field to
Length: field. The Length: field also displays the contents of bytes
13and14.

Line3
In the default display, line 3 of the Examine Data Menu contains the first line of text or data
for the frame. In addition, the byte position for the first character on the line is shown at the
left side of the display.
Byte position

The 1s identifies that the first byte on line 3 is the 15th byte in
the frame. Following lines use this column to indicate the
location of the first byte on each line in the frame.

Data

The power on, or default Examine Data mode, displays
characters in the message in hexadecimal and ASCII formats.
The frame data is first displayed in Hexadecimal with up to 17
bytes per line. Each line is then interpreted on the right side of
the display in ASCII format.
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Une21
Line 21 displays status messages. Examples of status messages are:
No next frame

Ellf)ty

buffer

Line22
Line 22 displays error messages. The Appendix Manual bas error message information.

Lines 23, 24
The softkey selections that may be used to contro] operation of the HP 4972A are displayed on
lines 23 and 24.
The softkeys in the Examine Data Menu are described in the following pages. Use the fold-out
softkey tree in Chapter 1 of this manual to follow as the softlceys are described.
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Finding Frames
You can use softkeys in the Examine Data Menu to quickly and easily move through frames
stored in the receive buffer to locate specific frames of interest to you.
Remember that in addition to the softkeys for controlling frame display, you can use keys on
the keyboard. These keys are discussed in Editing With the Keyboard Keys, Chapter 1, of
Getting Started.

Description

Soft key
<Next Frame>

The analyzer will move the displayed frames up one frame.
What was the second frame being shown is now displayed at the
top of the display. The next frame stored in the receive buffer
memory is added to the bottom of the displayed frames.

If this softkey is pressed while the last frame in memory being
displayed, the following status message is displayed above the
softkey selections:
No next frame
<Previous Frame>

The analyzer will move the display down with a new frame
added at the top. The new frame now seen at the top of the
display is the frame ·in the receive buffer that precedes the
previously displayed top frame.
If this softkey is pressed while the first frame in memory is being
displayed, the following status message is displayed above the
softkey selections:
No previous frame

<Scroll Frames>

The analyzer starts to increment the display through the frames
stored in the receive buffer. Press <Stop Scrolling> or <EXIT> to
end the scroll function, or let the protocol analyzer
automatically stop incrementing the display when the last frame
in the receive buffer is displayed. No reverse scroll function is
available.
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Soflkey
<Go To frame#>

You can place a particular frame at the top of the display.
Enter the frame number as an integer value such as 3, 15, or 455
and press (RETURN]. Non-integer entries will cause an error
message to be displayed.
To quickly fmd and show the last frame in the receive buffer,
enter a number you know is greater than the last frame number
in the receive buffer and press (RETURN).
Go to what fr8111e #7 999999

<Next Marked>

You can update the display with the next following frame
identified by a Mark to be displayed at the top of the screen.
Frames can be marked manually by softlcey selection as you
scroll the frames or they can be marked by your program.
Frames are marked to indicate a special filter condition or that
they are of some particular interest to you. Using marked
frames provides a quick method to scroll through the memory
buffer to find only frames of interest to you.

<Prevloua Marked>

You can update the display so that the closest previous frame
identified with a Mark is displayed at the top of the scteen.

<Scroll Marked>

This softkey provides a method to get non-consecutive frames
grouped together on the screen. Only marked frames are
displayed. Unmarked frames occurring between marked frames
are not displayed. After this softkey is selected, < Prevloua
Marked> and <Next Marked> maintain the function of only
displaying marked frames. [PREV] and [NEXT] can be used in
the same way.
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Description

Softkey
<Go To Trigger>

The analyzer causes the display to show the trigger frame
identified in the Edit Programs Menu for controlling the Store
function:
<smrtlng With>

<Centered About>

<Ending With>

When one of these functions controls the Store function, that
trigger frame is displayed when you press <Go To Trigger>.
< Mark/Unmark>

The analyzer toggles the mark condition either on or off. If no
mark exists, the softkey marks the frame. If the frame is
marked, press this softkey to remove the mark condition.

<Mark>

The analyzer puts a transparent mark on a single frame in the
receiver buffer. When later examined in the buffer, marked
frames can be selectively located and displayed. The frame
currently at the top of the display is marked when you press the
this softkey. The frame number field is changed to inverse video
to indicate a marked frame.

<Unmark>

The analyzer removes the frame Mark from the frame currently
at the top of the display.
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Softkey
<Search Buffer>

You can look through the buffer for a particular element(s) you
have specified. Frame elements you may search for include:
O..tlnatlon.Addreu

Source Addreu

FRUQM wllh Errors
NatclMcl Fiiters
0.ta Flelcl Patlems (up IO t 1Jyt91)
<Search Next>

The analyzer looks for the next frame in the buffer that contains
the search elements you have defined.

<Search Previous>

The analyzer looks for a frame stored previous to the currently
displayed frame. l'he analyzer looks for the search elements
you have defined.

<Define Search>

You can identify or define the different frame elements you
want to look for in the buffer.

<Dest Address>

You can specify any message addressed to a specific node on the
network. Enter the Hex code for the Destination Address you
want to search for. Press [RETURN] to complete the entry.
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Deacrlption

Softkn
<Source Add,...>

You can specify any message addressed from a specific node on
the network. Enter the Hex code for the Source Addr... you
want to search for. Press [RETURN] to complete the entry.
You can see if a falter defined in the Edit Fdters Menu can be
matched to a frame stored in the receive buffer. Press this
softkey and then press the softkey that identifies the filter you
want to use the next time you search the buffer.
Press <EXIT> to complete the entry. Choose a softkey to search
forward (next) or backward (previous) in the buffer.

<Error Frame>

You can search the buffer for frames that have a frame error.
Press this softkey and choose the error type you want to search
for from the displayed softkeys. The frame error choices are:
No Error
BadFCS
Misalign

Runt
Jabber
Any Error

You can look for frames with a specific error, frames without
any error, or only frames that have some type of error.
Types of frame errors are described at the end of this chapter in
the section, "Displaying Frame Errors."
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Softkey
< Datallekl Pattern>

Qesqlptfon

You can search through the buffer for a frame With a specific
data field pattern that starts at a byte offset you define.
Press this softkey and enter the pattern you want. The data field
entry must be in Hex code. You can enter up to 6 characters.
Don't care characters (XX) may be used in any of the positions.
You must specify at what byte location in the frame you want to
look for the characters. You can specify patterns starting from
byte position 1.

Examples:
1A·6E·XX·XX·XX·XX at offset 13
Look for pattern 1A-6E in the TYPE/LENGTH field.
54·68·69·73·20·69 at offset 15
Look for pattern 54-68-69- 73-20-69 starting at the first of the
data field.
16·16-16-XX·XX·XX at offset 214
Look for pattern 16-16-16-XX-XX-XX starting at the 200th byte
in the Dlltll field.
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Select Format Menu
The menus and softkey structure for setting the EYaJDine Data frame display format has been
simplified with a Select Format Menu, accessible by pressing <Select Format> in the Examine
Data Menu. The choices you make in this menu determine how the analyzer displays the
information when you examine the data in the Examine Data Menu. The Select Format Menu
is shown below:
HEADER
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

DISPLAY

DETAILED/SUMMARY

•••
•••
•

············-·--

DISPLAY

FORMAT

DATAFIELD

DISPLAY

FORMAT

I

•
••

SHOW HEX BYTES

10 Mbps

Off

. -....... -..

Detailed
Detailed

••

Mi!MW
WWW

SUBSTITUTE LABELS
TIMESTAMP FORMAT
FILTER

PROTOCOL

••

.................

••
••
••

START POSITION

DATA CODE

-------Figure 10-3.

The Select Format Menu

Move the cursor to the various format selection fields, all of which now appear on one screen.
The softkeys change as you move the cursor to a new field. Having all the format selections on
one menu gives you a much clearer view of what is currently selected and an easier interface to
change the selection.
This menu is described in detail on the folJowing pages.
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The Fields and Softkeys In the Select Format Menu
DISPLAY

Use this field to control the display of. the protocol headers
when you examine the data.

<Off>

Press this softkey to suppress the header display at a given layer
in the Examine Data Menu. The header iS still decoded but not
displayed.

<On>

Press this softkey so that the header at a given layer is displayed
when you examine the data in the Examine Data Menu.

DETAILED/SUMMARY

Use this field to choose a detailed display or a summariz.ed
display of the protocol header information. You can toggle
between the Detailed and Summary mode while in the Examine
Data Menu by pressing the (SPACE] bar on the keyboard.

<Detailed Display>

Press this softkey to display the header information in detail. In
this mode, the header information takes up more display space
on the menu, yet offers more information about the header.

<Summar Display>

Press this softkey to display a summary of the header
information. The analyzer summariz.es significant header
information for scanning purposes only. The information
displayed varies depending on the protocol being decoded and
takes up one line on the menu.

Note
You can now toggle between detailed or summariz.ed
display while in <Examine Data> by pressing the
[SPACE] bar on the keyboard.
Be aware that the Select Format Menu field selections
change as you toggle the [SPACE] bar. If you want to
keep your origin.al setting (detail or summary), press
[SPACE] bar to return the Select Format Menu field
to its original setting.
PROTOCOL

Use this field to select the protocol. If decode applications are
loaded, the analyzer displays additional softkeys for the extra
protocols. Header level 1 is not selectable.
Examining the Data
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<Shown ByleS >

Press this key and enter a number between 1 and 80. The
analyler displays the med number of bytes you enter for a given
level. This function is useful for protocols that are not decoded
by the HP 4972A because data will still be displayed and
decoding can continue at the next level.

<NONE>

Press this softkey to indicate to the analyzer a protocol level not
present in the stack.

<DEFAULT>

Press this softkey when you want the HP 497'1.A to figure out the
protocol interpretation.

<ETHERNET>

Press this softkey to choose Ethernet protocol and override what
the HP 4<n2A interprets the protocol to be.

<IEEE802.3 >

Press this softkey to choose IEEE 802.3 protocol and override
what the HP 4972A interprets the protocol to be.

<IEEE802.2 >

Press this softkey to choose IEEE 802.2 protocol and override
what the HP 497'1.A interprets the protocol to be.

<SNAP>

Press this softkey to choose Sub-network Access Protocol
(SNAP) and override what the HP 497'1.A interprets the
protocol to be.

SHOW HEX BYTES

Use this field to view the raw hex bytes for the header. You can
see which bytes in the frame are used for a particular header in
addition to the decoded presentation of the bytes.

<Off>

Press this soflkey if you do not want the raw hex bytes of the
header displayed.

<On>

Press this softkey if you want the hex raw bytes of the header
displayed. The bytes are displayed immediately before the
decoded bytes of the header.

SUBSTITUTE LABELS

Use this field to choose to see labels displayed for the ficlds
within the headers. Labels are supplied from the lists you set up
using the Edit Lists Menu.

<User Labels>

Press this softkey to have the user names displayed. It applies to
all the name fields (physical addresses, Types, SAP, etc.). This
is the default softkey for this field.
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<o.taValuft>

Press this softkey to have the byte value displayed. The la~l is
displayed in either hex or decimal, depending on the type of
protocol being decoded.

TIMESTAMP FORMAT

Softkeys for this field are identical to the previous Change
Timestamp function in the Examine Data Menu. The selection
determines how the timestamp in the physical (level 1) header is
displayed.

<Date(Time>

This is the default softkey for the Timestamp Format field. In
this mode, the timestamp field in each of the physical headers
display the date and time in which each frame occurs on the
network. The timestamp in the physical header is referenced to
the date and time you enter at power on. The clock is reset
each time a run is started and is stopped when the run is
stopped.

<Time from Start>

Press this softkey to have the timestamp field in each physical
header contain the elapsed time measured from the run start in
which each frame was received.

<Time from Frame#>

Press this softkey to identify a particular frame number. The
timestamp is set to zero for that frame time. The timestamp
field in each physical header of the frame displays the elapsed
time from the start of the reference frame to the start of the
displayed frame. Frames received before the reference frame
have a minus (-) sign preceding the number to show negative
time.

<Time from Trigger>

Press this softkey to mark as the trigger reference point a frame
matching a filter or combination of filters. The timestamp field
in each physical header displays the elapsed time from the start
of the trigger frame to the start of the displayed frame. A
trigger frame is the frame identified in Edit Programs Menu to
control the Store function.

<Time btwn Frames>

Press this softkey to display the elapsed time from the end of the
previous frame to the start of the next frame in the timestamp
field of each physical header. The end of the previous frame is
after the last byte of the FCS field. In this mode, the timestamp
in the first frame contains the time from the start of the run to
the start of the first frame.
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FILTER DISPLAY

Use this field to display frames in the format of filters you can
define in the Edit Falters Menu. Use the Ff l ter Fol'llllt field,
described beJow. to select the filter used to display frames.

<Off>

Press this softkey if you do not want the frames displayed in the
format of defined filters. This softkey is the HP 4972A default
for this function.

<On>

Press this softkey if you do want the frames displayed in the
format of de.fined fdters.

FILTER FORMAT

Use this field to set the filter format. Softkey choices for this
field are the set of currently active filters, along with Use First
Matched. This is identical to the previous Change Filters Menu.
It is useful for additional formatting of the frame display.

< u.. first Matched>

If you have several fdters defined, press this softkey to display a
frame in the filter format of the first fJlter to be matched by that
frame. This softkey is the default filter format.

<Fiiter 0>

Press this softkey to manually change the frame display format
to that of another filter, even if the filter does not specifically
match that data frame.

<Fiiter 1 •.. >

Softkeys are displayed for each of the filters defined in the Edit
Filters Menu. You can display any frame in the format of a
defined fdter

DATAFIELD DISPLAY

Use this field to tum the data display on or off. The data field
can be suppressed from the display but is still available in the
receive buffer. AJso, the format of the data characters may be
selected from a variety of choices in the Datafield Format field.

<Off>

Press this softkey to suppress the data field from the display.
Only the physical header and the frame header are displayed.

<On>

Press this softkey to display the data field on the display. This
softkey is the default condition for the Datafield Display field.

DATAFIELD FORMAT

This field is similar to previous Change Datafield Menu. The
information in the data fields can be presented in several
formats. The analyzer changes the softkey selections to let you
select the following formats for characters in the data field:
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<Hex Data>

Press this softkey to display the data in hex format. Hex data
format displays 24 characters per line.

<Character Data>

Press this softkey to display the data in character format.
Character data format displays 73 characters per line.

<Hex/Char oata>

In the default Examine Data Menu, the data field is displayed
below the header fields in two formats. The data is displayed in
hexadecimal format on the left side of the line with the
interpreted data displayed on the right side of the same line.

DATAFIELD DATA CODE

Pse this field to choose the character code of the data.

<ASCll8>

Press this softkey to display the data in ASCII.
characters are displayed in each line.

Seventeen

<EBCDIC>

Press this softkey to display the data in ASCII.
cliaracters are displayed in each line.

Seventeen

<ASCll7>

Pressing this softkey enables the following softkeys:

<ASCII 7 No par>

The parity bit is ignored.

<ASCII 7 Par = O>

The parity bit is always 0.

<ASCII 7 Par= 1 >

The parity bit is always 1.

<ASCII 7 Odd par>

The parity bit is set to always provide an odd number of bits in
the byte.

<ASCII 7 Even par>

The parity bit is set to always provide an even number of bits in
the byte.

Datafield Start
Position

Use this field to determine when the analyzer starts displaying
the datafield. You have the following softkey choices:

<Start At Byte >

Press this softkey to choose a byte in which you want the
datafield to begin displaying. Use the keyboard keys lo enter
the decimal byte number at which you want the data display to

begin.
< Start A1tl tidrs >

Press this softkey to start the datafield display at the first byte
following the last displayed header (not the last decoded
header).
Examining the Data
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FRAME
NUMBER

.........

ERRORS
FILTERS
MATCHED
---................ ·········-······· .... .. ... . ... ... . . ... .. . . . . ...............
01·23·45-67·89·AB FE·DC·BA·91·76·54 1267 Oxxx •••••••••••• No error

2

08·00·09·FF·FF·FF 08·00·09-00·0A-08

342 01xx •.•••••••••• No error

3

OO·DD·OO·OD·D8·00 08·00·09·00·DA·08

655 012x •••••••••••• No error

4

08·00·09·00·0A·08 08-00·09-FF·FF·FF 1400 0123 •••••••••••• No error

5

01·23·45·67·89·AB FE·DC·BA-98·76·54

67 Oxxx •••••••.•••• Bad FCS

6

01·23·45·67·89·AB FE·DC·BA·98·76·54

67 Oxxx •••••••••••• No error

7

print_server

CPU1

8

111&ss_store

MAINCPU

SOURCE
ADDRESS

DESTINATION
ADDRESS

FRAME

LENGTH

.

854 01xx •••••••••••• No error
1514 0123 •••••••••••• No error

--- --- -Figure 10-4. Summary Format Display

the Summary Format Display above, the Destination and Source Addresses are shown in
hexadecimal format. If a node bas been assigned a node name in the Edit Lists Menu, the
assigned name is displayed. Frames #7 and #8 show the addresses displayed in functional
node names which make it much easier to recognize address patterns in Destination and Source

In

Addresses.
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Frame lengths for the stored frames are displayed. The frame length field lets you recognize:
• If only long frames are being transmitted.
• If any short frames are transmitted.
• If there is a mixture of long and short frames transmitted.

The FILTERS MATCHED field makes it is easy to see what filters are being matched. This field
shows currently defined filters and if a filter match occurs. In programs using several filters to
trap or store the frames into memory, this display makes it easy to see what fiJters have been
matched in a group of captured frames.
The filter field function is described earlier in this chapter in the Default Display Description
section.
Different types of frames errors can occur during transmission. Having all the frames error
status listed in a column makes it convenient to scroll the frames to look for frame errors.
Types of frame errors that can be displayed are described in "Default Display Description" in
this section.
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<Flier Forlllat>

This softkey displays the headers you have selected, the fields of
the filter you select, followed by the data field of that frame.
The default filter format is the first filter matched. To select the
filter for examining frames, press the following softkeys in this
order:
1. <Select Format>

2. <fllller Fonnat>

3.

<OlHERCHOICES>

4. <Chllnge Fiiter>

Fiiter fields of the filter you select are displayed above the U.ta field. The first three fields of
each filter are not displayed again since they are always Addre• and Type/Length fields. The
first three filter field contents can be seen by selecting <Ethernet> or <IEEE 802.3> header
softkeys.

..•q8

•o error
DCDJP

....<..

Gq

_..a..... 1 17

....... ,,
~,..
,,..

...

~

.....
..... s,,.. .... ,,..,.~ . . Jl7'-

a. ... )17&.. ... c...a,,.. . . s •

~

...... ,,.. ............... . .

------ -Figure 10-5. Filter Format Display

In the example above, notice in line 1 that field Fiiter•: •••••.•••••. C..F indicates two filters have
been defined and have been matched by frame #59.
The details of the first filter matched in the frame are displayed below the header.
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If the frame docs not match any defined filter, the message No f; l ter •tched is displayed
below the header lines. The example below illustrates a frame with <Fl9 Format> selected.
In addition, other display format softkcys arc selected.

136
Jill 10 I Ot12a51.31117 Lma
IO l'ilten • •• •••• xx ••• x •• x
802.3: Det Ol•oo-09-03• 16-Ct I n Ol-OO-ot-01 -13-M
:Lealt!I
I02.2a D1U
llAl' ._.., . . ._..
Control UI

•-*' ___..,

llo filter •telled

error
P/l'•l'alM
llo

"

11 I 00-00-00•11• .,-11-oll'-00•3 C-00•f2•00-0 1•5C!-54-00
3' : oo-oo-oc:-00-00-00-oc:-oo-oo-oo-oo-oo-a-oo-oo-oo
so a oo-oo-oc:-00-00-00-00-00-00-00-01

137
o1al 10 I Os12s51.31232 i... &O l'ilter• ••••••• xx ••• x •• x
802.31 Det Ol-oo-ot-01- 13-N I n Ol-oo-ot-03· 16-CI
J.eagtb
102.21 DIU . ._maw_. . ............. ......,_..
caatrol VI
llo filter •tcUd
18 I 00-00-00-11 •.,•11•"'•00-3 C-00-0'900-0 1-!5C•5'900
3' :

50
138

1

ftbera

oo-oo-oo-oo-oo-oo-oo-oo-oo-oo-00-00-01-00-oo-oo
OO-OO-OC:-00•00-00-00-0
0-31-oo•D

....

''''''"''"''"''~"''"'
......
,,,,. ... ,

Jal 10 I Os12s5t.08'1 1 I.ell IO l'ilt:erm ••••••• xx ••• x •• x
oo-oo-e1-oo-oo-12 •re oo-oo-c:.-00- 00-12
lfJlle

D•t
llo filter •tcllild

•o error
H-18

-- -- -· -- Figure 10-6. Filter Format with No Finen Matched

The previous example shows 3 frames that did not match a current filter.
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In each of the frame display formats, the Dutlnatlon and Souroe Add,..... can be displayed in
either hexadecimal or as a functional node name.

Description

Softkev
<Show Node Name>

The analyzer displays any node address as a functional node
name. The node name must be defined in the Edit Lists Menu.
This softkey is available in the Setup Menu. If the node name is
not defined, the name is displayed in hex. An example of node
names versus the hexadecimal address is shown below:
Node
Name

Hexadecimal
Address
08·AB·00·23·01·02
66·C0·21·43·01·01
08·AB·OO·XX·XX·XX

Print_Server1
CherylJ
al l_printers

Notice that the node name can identify a device, the principal
user at a node, or, by using a common prefix and don't cares
(XX-XX), it can group nodes with common prefixes.
<Show Hex Names>

The analyzer displays the node station as a six byte hexadecimal
address.
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Selectlng Frame'·;Header Formats
Each frame is displa)'ed with up to three headers. The first header is a physical header created
by the protocol analY7-Cr. The second header is the IEEE 802.3 or Ethernet header. The
third header is for IEEE 802.2 protocol. The format used to display frame headers can be
changed by the following softkeys.
Softkey
<Change_ .,•>

The analY7-Cr presents a softkey selection that is used to control
the header display.

< Suppr... Hnder11>

With this softkey selected, all physical headers and protocol
headers are removed from each frame in the display.

The example below shows a frame with all the headers removed. Lines 1 and 2 now contain
the frame number and u.ta field contents. The Dednallon Adclra•, Soc.woe Addreaa,
Length/Type, and Enor fields are not displayed.

1

2
3
4

#1

15 54-68·69·73·20-69-73-20·46·72·61·6D·65·20·4E·75-60
32 62·65·72-20·30·30·30·31-27·73·20·44·41·54·41·20-46
49 49-45·4C·44·20·63-6F·6E·74·65·6E·74·2E

5

20
21
22
23
24

This is Frame N1.111
ber 0001 1 s Data F
ield content.

-- -- -- -Figure 10-7. <Suppress Headers> Selection
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l>ncrlptlon

SoftktJ
<Phyllcal ....... >

The physical header contains information generated by the HP
4972A about each frame stored in the receive buffer. Included
in the physical header are:
Time Stamp
Calculated Frame Length
FUters
Errors

1
2

3
4

#1
15
32
49

Mar 9 Q 6:10:34.55533 Len 61 Filters 0 ••••••••••••••• No error
54·68-69·73·20·69·73·20-46·72·61-6D·65-20·4E·75·6D
This fs Frame Nun
62·65·72·20·30·30·30·31·27·73·20·44-41·54-41-20·46
ber 0001•s Data F
49·45·4C·44·20·63·6F·6E·74·65·6E·74·2E
ield content.

5
6

21
22
23
24

-------Figure 10-a. <Physical Header> Selected

With only the physical header selected, only the information added by the protocol analyzer is
displayed. This header includes the physical description of the frame. Elements displayed are:
Tim.estamp, calculated length of information fields, filters status, and error status.
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Softkey

Dnqlptlon

<Ethernet HNder>

This softkey selects the Ethernet header for the display. It is
illustrated in figure 10-1. Ethernet displays use a Type field for
bytes 13 and 14. Ethernet displays also include the Destination
Address and Soc.wee Addreu fields.

<802.3Heacler>

IEEE 8023 header is similar to Ethernet header, however,
IEEE 802.3 uses a Lenglh field for bytes 13 and 14.

<Ethernet Header>, <802.3 Header> and <802.3 Header> toggle with each other. Only one of
these headers may be displayed at a time. Pressing the softkey that is active turns that function
off and if the other header softkey is not pressed, neither header is displayed.

1 #1

2
3
4

Destination 01·23·45·67-89-AB Source FE·DC·BA-99·76·54 Length 0A·08
15 54·68·69·73·20·69·73·20·46·72·61·60·65·20·4E·75·6D
This is Frame N1.111
32 62·65·72·20·30·30·30·31·27·73·20·44·41·54·41·20·46
ber 0001 1 s Data F
49 49·45·4C·44·20·63·6F·6E·74·65·6E·74·2E
ield content.

5

21

22
23
24

-- -- -- -Figure 10-9. <802.3 Header> Softkey Selection
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Softkey

Ducrlptlon

<802.2 Huder>

This information is positioned in the first 3-4 bytes of the Dam
field. It contains the following information:

DSAP

Byte 15 in the Dllta field is labeled Destlna•on Service Acee.. Point
address. This address references a specific protocol used within
the device identified by the Destination Adclrffa. The DSAP field
is displayed in hex.

SSAP

Byte 16 in the Dam field is labeled Source Service Access Point
Similar to DSAP, this address references a specific
protocol used within the device identified by the Source
Address. The SSAP field is displayed in hex.

Control

The Control field, as it name implies, is used to control the
communications between the processes or applications
contained at the Deatlnatlon and Source Heir...... The Control
field is displayed in hex and may be either 1 or 2 bytes. The 2
least significant bits of byte 17 determine if the protocol analyzer
will display 1 or 2 bytes in the Control field.

tldd......

Byte 17
"58

LSB

lx!!....!§
MSB

xxxx xx11

LSB

xxxx xxxx

When the two least significant bits of byte 17 are l's, the protocol analyzer displays one byte
for the Control field. This determines whether the o.ta field begins with byte 18 or 19.
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Examples of control field contents are:
Comection requested
Connec:tion accepted
Connection denied
Comection busy
Confirmation of messages sent or received

8

6

Preamble

Dest

6

2

Source Type

1 1

1-2

46·1500

I
I
I_Control
l __SSAP

Data

4

FCS

-----'DSAP

The following example uses only the 802.2 header. Notice in the example below that the
Control Field is two bytes and the Data Field starts at byte 19.

1 #1

2
3
4

19
36
53

DSAP 54
SSAP 68
20·69·73·20·46·72-61·60·65·20·4E-75-60·62·65·72·20
30·30·30-31·27·73·20·44·41·54·41·20·46-49·45·4C·44
20-63·6F·6E·74-65·6E·74·2E

Control 69·73
Frame Nl.lllber
0001 1 s Data Field
content.
is

5

21
22
23
24

-- -- -- -Figure 10-1 o.

<802.2 Header> Selection
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Selecting Datat1·e1d Character Formats
The information in the data fields can be presented in several formats. The data field can be
suppressed from the display but is still available in the receive buffer. Also, the format of the
data characters may be selected from a variety of choices.

Description

Softkey
<Change Datafleld >

The analyzer changes the softkey selections to let you select
different formats for characters in the data field.

<Suppress Data>

The entire data field can be suppressed or deleted from the
display by pressing this softkey. If physical header, frame
header, and data fields are displayed, press this softkey to
display only the physical header and frame header.

In the example below, notice that only selected header information is displayed.

1 #1
2
3

Mar 9 i 6:10:34.55533 Len 61 Filters 0 .•••••••••••••• No error
Destination 01·23-45-67·89-AB Source FE·DC·BA·99·76·54 Type 00·53
Control 69· 73
SSAP 68
DSAP 54

4

5 #2

Mar 9 Q 6:10:34.55533 Len

61 Filters 0 •.•••••••••...• No error

6

20
21

22
23
24

--- --- -Figure 10-11. <Suppress Data > Selected
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Softkn
<Hex/Char Data>

<Hexo.ta>
<Character o.ta >

Dncrlpt!on
In the default Examine Data Menu, the data field is displayed
below the header fields in two formats. The data is displayed in
hexadecimal format on the left side of the line with the
interpreted data displayed on the right side of the same line.
When one of these softkeys is pressed the data is displayed only
The equivalent data field is not
displayed.

in that selected format.

These character formats are convenient since longer lines can be
used to display the Data Field contents. <Character Data>
formats display 73 characters per line while <Hex Data> format
displays 24 characters per line.
The example below shows the display with <CharacfM' Data> selected. The data is presented
only in the equivalent character format with no hexadecimal equivalent display.

1
2
3
4
5

#1

May 3 Q12:21:03.24446 Len 167 Filters 1••••••••..••••• No error
Destination 01·23·45·67·89·AB Source FE·DC·BA·99·76·54 Length 00·53
15 This is an example with <Character Data> softkey selected. Notice that
88 no equivalent Hex characters are presented on the right skle of the d
161 isplay.

6

20
21
22
23
24

-- -- -- -Figure 10-12. <Character Data> Selection
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Dncrlation

S9ftkav
<s.lect Data Code>

This softkey lets you choose the character code. The choices
are:
<ASCII 7>

<ASCII I>

<EBCDIC>

The default display descnbed in the section Examine Data
Display section at the first of this chapter is an example of the
two column data format. The data is first presented in
hexadecimal code and then in the equivalent selected code of
ASCII or EBCDIC. Seventeen characters are displayed in each
line with either of these selections.
<ASCll7>

<ASCH7

The parity bit is ignored.

No Par>

<ASCll7
P•=O>

The parity bit is always 0.

<ASCll7
Par= 1>

The parity bit is always 1.

<ASCll7
OcldP•>

The parity bit is set to always provide an
odd nWnber of bits in the byte.

<ASCll7
Even Par>

The parity bit is set to always provide an
even number of bits in the byte.
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Displaying Data· In Filter Formats
You can display frames in the format of filters you have defined in the Edit Filters Menu. Use
the following softkeys to select the filter used to display frames:
Soft key
<Change Fiiter>

Description

The analyzer displays softkey choices for the filters you have
defined in Edit Filters Menu.
The default filter format is the first filter matched. To select the
filter format, press any displayed softlcey containing a filter
name.

< Use first Matched>

If you have several filters defined, use this softkey to display a

frame in the filter format of the first filter to be matched by that
frame.
<Fiiter 0>

You can manually change the frame display format to that of
another filter even if the filter did not specifically match that
data frame.

<Filter 1 > .••

Softkeys are displayed for each of the filters defined in the Edit
Falters Menu. You can display any frame in the format of a
defined filter.
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Selecting Tlmestamp Measurements
The HP 4972A can perform measurements that reference the time when frames were received
into the protocol analyzer. When each frame is received into the HP 4971.A, each frame is
tagged with the date and time. Measurements using this timestamp function can be made with
32 microsecond accuracy.
The timestamp softkey functions detect the start and stop points of frames. Timestamp
softkey descriptions use the following conventions for start and stop points of frames:
Start of Frame refers to the beginning of the Destlnatlo" Adclreu field in a frame.
End of Frame

refers to the end of the FCS field in a frame.

Examples of timing measurements that you can measure include:
•

What date/time the message occurs on the network.

•

How much time occurs from when the run is started to when each frame is received.

•

How much time occurred between two specific frames being received.

•

With a frame identified as a reference point, what the time relationship is of all the
frames received before or after the reference frame.

The softkeys for Timestamp Measurements are described on the following pages.
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Softkev

Ducript lon

<Clwnge Tlllteat8mp>

The analyzer changes the selection to display softkeys used for
timestamp measurements. The analyzer causes the date and
time of day to be transparently added to each frame as it is
received. This timestamp enables the following measurements:

<Date/Time>

This is the default softkey for Examine Data Menu. It causes
the timestamp field in each of the physical headers of the frame
to display the date and time that each frame occurred on the
network. The timestamp displayed in the physical header is
referenced to the date and time you enter via the <Set Date>
and <Set Time> at power on. The display format for this softkey
is month, day, hour, minute, second.
sept 28 a 6:10:34.55533

In a free run or continuous store application, the timestamp
functions for approximately 1.5 days. After 1.5 days of
continuous storage, the protocol analyzer stops and displays:

** Timesta8') Overflow **
A new run must be started in order to start the timestamp
function again. The clock is reset each time a run is started and
is stopped when the run is stopped.
<Time from Start>

The analyzer causes the timestamp field in each physical header
of the frame to contain the elapsed time measured from the run
start to when each frame was received. Frames have an elapsed
time entered in the field:
Elapsed 00:00:01.67543
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Description

Softkey
<Time From Frlhlle #>

You can identify a particular frame number and the timestarnp
is set to zero for that frame time. The timestamp field in each
physical header of the frame displays the elapsed time from the
start of the reference frame to the start of the displayed frame.
Frames received before the reference frame have a (-) sign
preceding the number to show negative time. In the following
example, frame #3 has been selected as the reference frame:
#1
#2
#3
#4

<Time From Trigger>

Elapsed·
Elapsed •
Elapsed
Elapsed

0:00:01.99978
0:00:00.99987
0:00:00.00000
0.00.00.81241

This softkey lets a frame matching a falter or combination of
filters be specified as a trigger reference point. It causes the
timestamp field in each physical header of the frame to display
the elapsed time from the start of the trigger frame to the start
of the displayed frame. A trigger frame is the frame identified
in Edit Programs Menu to control the Store function:
<Starting With>

<Centered About>

< Ending With>

Only one of these functions can be used in each program.
Whichever function is used, that frame is referenced to zero for
the Time From Trigger measurements.
<Time btwn Frames>

The analyzer causes the timestarnp field in each physical header
of the frame to display the elapsed time from the end of the
previous frame to the start of the next frame. The end of the
previous frame is after the last byte of the FCS field. In this
mode, the timestamp in the first frame contains the time from
the start of the run to the start of the first frame.
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Selecting Timers and Counters
In addition to displaying the contents of the captured frames, <Examine Dlda> lets you view the
timers and counters available in programs you can create.

This softkey displays the labels and contents of aU 16 counters
and all 16 timers. This display shows the contents of the
counters and timers that existed when a program run was halted.
To update or refresh the display, repeat <Run From Network> or
<Run From Buffer>.
When names have been assigned to either the timers or
counters in Edit Programs Menu, the assigned names are also
displayed in the Examine Data Menu.

COUNTERS

TIMERS

................... .......

.. -..........................................

Ccx.tter_O •
Counter_t •
Counter_2 =
Counter_3 =
Counter_4 =
Counter_5 =
Counter_6 =
Counter_7 =
Counter_8 =
Counter_9 =
Counter_A =
Counter_B =
Counter_c =
Counter_D =
Counter_E =
Counter_F =

Timer_O •
Ti111er_1 =
Ti•r_2 =
Ti111er_3 =
Tiller_4 =
Ti111er_S =
Timer_6 =
Timer_7 =
Timer_8 =
Timer_9 =
Timer_A =
Ti•r_B =
Timer c =
Ti111er_D =
Ti111er_E =
Timer _F =

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

o.oo llS
0.00 ms
0.00 ms

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

o.oo

ms
ms
ms
ms
lllS

0.00 ms
0.00 ms
0.00 115
0.00 RIS
0.00 ms

o.oo

1118

0.00 lllS
0.00 ms

-- -- -- -Figure 10-13. Timers & Counters Display
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Dlsplaylng Frame Errors
The HP 4972A LAN Protocol Analyz:er displays several types of frame errors that may occur.
This section reviews the IEEE 802.3 frame format and also describes the possible causes of
frame errors that can be displayed.

Frame Error Field

L

,-

1
2
3

11

Mar 9 a 6.10.34.55533 Len 61 Filters 0 ••••••••••••••• No error
Destination 01·23·45·67·89·AB Source FE·DC·BA·99·76·54 Type OA·OB
This is Fr11111e Nun
15 54·68·69·73·20·69·73·20·46·72·61·6D·65·20·4E·75·60

IEEE 802.3 Frame Protocol
The IEEE 802.3 standard specifies a message frame as:

Preatnble

Dest
Addrs

8

6

Source
Addrs

Length/
Type

2

6

I<· ...........
I
I<· ...........

Data Field

46

Min length is 64 bytes
Ma~

Length is 1518 bytes

Dest Addrs
Source Addrs
Length/Type
Data field
FCS field

2

46
4
64

4

1500

. ............ · I
I
• •.•......... >I
Maxi nun
IEEE 802.3
Length
6
6
2
1500

MiniAUn
IEEE 802.3.
Length
6
6

FCS

4

bytes

1518
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bytes

IEEE 802.3 Preamble
IEEE 802.3 specifies that the ~ble have a 64 bit synchroni7.ation pattern of alternating l's
and O's ending with two consecutive l's. The information immediately following the last
synchronizing byte is grouped into the frame elements: Destination Adclre.., Source Address,
L•ng1h/Type field, Data field, and FCS.
In actual practice, preamble length can vary between different network systems. The
Hardware Functions Menu lets you choose different preamble lengths of 16, 32, 64, or 128 bits
for HP 4972A transmissions.

Types Of Frame Errors
Several errors can be detected by the HP 4972A and displayed in the Examine Data Menu.
Definitions and possible causes of frame errors are listed on the following pages.
Runt Frames

Definition

A frame that is too short. It has less than the 60 bytes required
by IEEE 802.3 for the Destination Add,... through Data fields.
"Runt" frame label is displayed in the Error field of the Examine
Data Menu when frames have less than 60 bytes for Destination
Address through Data fields.

Possible Causes

1.

Frame collisions can cause Runt Frames. Normally, frame
collisions occur very early in the frame transmission, well
before the 512 bits needed before the protocol analyzer can
receive the frame.

2.

The transmit station sent a Data field with less than 46 bytes.

3.

Runt frames can also be caused by late collisions either
because a node is not transmitting according to IEEE 802.3
format or the network is physically too large.
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Jabber Frames
Definition

A frame that is too long; it has more than 1514. bytes in the
information fields. The Dednlltlon Addreu through Data fields
are the information fields.

Possible Causes

1.

The transmitting station is not transmitting within specs.

2.

A MAU
garbage.

on

the network has failed and is putting out

Corrupt Data
Definition

Displayed when a possible error occurred in the message inside
the protocol analyzer due to heavy network traffic conditions
with frequent jabber frames occurring.

Possible Causes

1.

Excessive number of jabber frames

2.

Interframe spacing (9.6 miao-seconds) violated: Check the
network operation.

3.

Hardware failure in the HP 4972A. Execute the Hardware
Self-Test located in the Hardware Functions Menu.

BadFCS
Definition

Displayed when the PCS error check generated inside the HP
4972A does not match the FCS field transmitted by the Source
Address.

Possible Causes

1.

Ringing on end of message for exactly eight bits.

2.

Frame disturbed during transmission.

3.

The transmitter may be defective or have a bad MAU.

4.

System noise due to improper grounding of network cable.
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Mllallgned Frame

Definition

Preamble

A frame that has a total number of bits in the frame that is not
divisible by 8 and also has a FCS error. The FCS error is usually
caused by the uneven number of bits.
Dest
Adclrs

Source Type
Addrs Field

Data
Field

FCS

(CRC)

nol"lllll
FCS

position

is assLllled to be
the last 4 bytes on
the fr... Ringing
bits can cause the
FCS to appear to be
displaced.
FCS

Possible Causes

1.

Hardware impedance mismatch causes ringing on the
network.

2.

The transmitting station may have sent the extra bits.
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Printer Functions Menu
Introductlon
This chapter describes the softkeys used to control printer functions with the HP 4972A
system. The Printer Functions Menu lets you have printed copies of received frames, the
setup configuration and the current screen contents of the protocol analyzer.

This chapter contains:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Getting top of forms
Stopping the printer
Selecting the printer
Printing the node list
Printing filters
Printing messages
Printing programs
Printing data
Printing the screen
Printer functions in remote mode
Information about the PaintJet Printer

You can print frames stored in the buffer of the protocol analyzer memory. You are able to
select and print only the frames that interest you. You can also print the protocol analyzer
setup configuration. Fmally, you can print the screen, which includes all the characters shown
on the HP 4972A display.
The HP 2934A, ThinkJet, Rugged Writer and RS-232 type printers outputs on paper only and
the PaintJet Printer outputs on paper or transparencies.
Use the Fold-out Softkey Tree in Chapter 1 of this chapter to follow along with the softkey
descriptions in this chapter.
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Getting to the Top of Z-Fold Paper
The HP 4972A is intended to work with the HP 2225A ThinkJet Printer or the HP 3630A
PaintJet Printer. The protocol analyzer controls the printer for Z-fold paper so that it prints
60 lines of text and then spaces 6 lines. If you position the top of the form correctly, you have
3 blank lines at the top of the form and 3 blank lines at the bottom of the form.

Position the Form
You should set the top of the form to the fourth line on the page~ to leave a top margin of 3
lines or 1/2 inch. To .set the top of the form to the fourth line:

1.

Use the Line Feed (LF) button to position the paper so that the page perforation is
just above the pinch rollers.

2.

After the top of form is positioned, press the blue button on the control panel to
reinitialize the printer.

Experiment with positioning the paper for several printouts to determine the correct position
for your application.
The protocol analyzer does not sense the perforations on the forms; it continues to print 60
lines and space 6 lines. If you use the line feed button to advance the page, the text is not
centered on the page. If you want to advance the page and maintain text centering, use the
Form Feed (FF) button on the control panel.
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Stopping the Printer
As copies are being printed, the fo1lowing message is displayed:

Printing

The print operation may take several minutes if long lists of frames, programs, filters,
messages, or node lists are printed.
You can stop the printer if you decide the list being printed is not what you want or it will take
too long to print by pressing <Abort Oper•tlon>. This softkey stops the printing operation after
the current file in the printer buffer is printed. The protocol analyzer displays the message:
Printer operation llborted by the user.

The printer does not stop printing immediately after the softkey is pressed. Printing continues
until current data stored in the printer buffer has been printed. The printer buffer can hold
approximately one page of printed text.
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Selecting the Printer
Use the following procedure to select the printer and to select either paper or transparency
(for PaintJet) output. If you want the analyzer to default to the new setup, save the setup in
the configuration file (CONFIG File) in the Disc Functions Menu. Both the printer selection
and the output type are stored on the configuration file.
Procedure
1.

From the analyzer Top Level Menu, press <Olher Choices>.

2.

Press <Printer Functions> and <Select Printer>.

3.

The menu lets you choose the printer type. This field defaults to the configure file
printer type. If no configure file is found, the analyzer defaults to the Thinkjet. To
change it to the desired printer, use the (ARROW] keys or (TAB] to move the
cursor to the Select Printer field and press <P•lnUet>, <Rugged Writer>, <HP 2934A>,
or <Any RS-232>.

4.

If you chose PaintJet, move to the Output Type field to choose either paper or
transparency. If the Thinkjet Printer is selected, the output type is automatically set
to_ paper.
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When you exit the field, one of the following status messages appears on the screen just above
the softkeys that informs you of the selections that were made:
Thinkjet is Selected.

OR:
PaintJet is Selected with Paper Cor Transparency) Output.

If the printer is not on or not connected, the following error message appears:
THERE IS NO COMMUNICATION WITH THE PRINTER.

If this occurs, check the following:
1. Is the HP-m cable connected? ·
2. Is the switch for the printer set to address 1?
3. Is the Sys Req switch set to 1?

If either switch has to be changed to 1, cycle the printer power switch off and back on.
For information about Select Printer functions in Master/Slave operation, see Master /Slave
Feature, Chapter 7.
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Printing a Node List
In the Printer Functions, pressing <Print Usta> accesses the following menu:

Select a list to print.

--- --- -Figure 11-1.

Print Lists Menu

The softkeys in this menu accommodate any lists you have stored in the Edit Lists Menu. If
you have additional decode applications loaded into the HP 4972A, the softkeys in this menu
represent those protocol lists, as well.
Press the softkey containing the list you want to print. ,
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Printing Fiiters
Use the followiag softkey &om the Printer Functions Menu to print a listing of the filters.

DncrJption

Spftkey
<Print Fiiters >

The printer will print a listing of the filters defined in the Edit
F"dters menu which can be reached from the Setup Analyzer
Menu. All the details of that filter are printed when this softkey
is pressed. All of the 16 possible filters you create are printed.

An example of a printed listing of filters is shown below:

FILTER #0

BYTE
I

7
13
15

17
MINIMUM Fra"e Length=
Label: Filter_0
MAXIMUM Fra"e Length • Z0ZZ
Frllflle Traits: ACCEPT Fra"e with GOOD FCS
ACCEPT Fra"e with BAD FCS
ACCEPT MISALIGNED Fra111e
ACCEPT RUNT Fra"e
FIELD DATA
FIELD LABEL

DESTINATION
SOURCE
TYPE
DATA

The printer inserts a your filter definition.

xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx
xx-xx-xx-xx-xx-xx
xx-xx
xx

Node Na"e: -- Not Defined -Node Na"8: -- Not Defined --

symbol before and after characters declared as ''Not" characters in
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Printing Messages
Use the following softkey from the Printer Functions Menu to print messages.

Softkey

Descriotion

<Print MNMges >

You can print messages created in Edit Messages Menu, located
in the Setup Analyzer Menu. The protocol analyzer causes the
printer to print all the messages you have created. Up to 16
user created messages are possible.

Below is an example of printed messages:
MESSAGE #0 FCS: Good
BYTES

I. .... 6 DEST
7 .... lZ SOURCE
13 .... 14 TYPE

15 •••• Z9
30 •••• 44

45 •••• 59

60 ...• 60

HEX DATA

FIELD

DATA

MESSAGE lcsbel: Message_0
FRA"E Length:
60 Bytes
CHARACTER DATA

00-00-00-00-00-00
Na~e: -- Not Defined -08-00-09-00-ZA-06
ND111e: IP_LAN_Analyzer
00-00
00-00-00-00-00-00-0 0-00-00-00-00-00-00 -00-00 ttttttttttttttt
00-00-00-00-00-00-0 0-00-00-00-00-00-00 -00-00 ttttttttttttttt
00-00-00-00-00-00-0 0-00-00-00-00-00-00 -00-00 ttttttttttttttt
00

t
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Printing Programs
Use the following softkey from the Printer Functions Menu to print a program.
<Print Programs>

You can print a selected program created in Edit Programs
Menu, located in the Setup Menu. Up to five programs can be
created in the Edit Programs Menu. Press this softkey to
display softkey choices for existing programs. Press a softkey for
the program you want printed.

The example below shows the default Program 0 that is printed when you do not have a
program of your own created:

listing of program 11 Program_0 11
Store:

all frames
until full

Log file:

not used

Block 1:
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Printing Data
Use the following softkey from the Printer Functions Menu to print frames that are captured
in the analyzer memory.
Softkey
<Print Data>

Description

You can get printouts of frames you have captured in the
protocol analyzer memory. You do not have to print all frames
in the memory. In order to print only the frames you want, the
analyzer provides softkeys to choose which frames you want to
print. Pressing this softkey displays the following softkey choices
(described on the pages that follow) for printing frames:
<Range of Frames>
<Marked Frames>
<Print the Ust>

<Single Frame>
<All Frames>

Each frame chosen is printed in the format you have selected in the Examine Data Menu.
Pressing <Print Data> displays the table shown below for choosing which frames to print. You
can select up to 15 combinations of AJI Frames, Range of Frames, Marked Frames, and Single
Frames to be printed. The same frame(s) may be printed in different group~ of frames.
FRAMES IN THE LIST (15 elements maxina.111) :
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.

After you have selected all of the combinations that you want, press
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<Print the List> •

Description

Softkey
<Range of Frames>

You can choose a range of consecutively numbered frames to be
printed. Press this softkey to display:

FRAMES IN THE LIST {15 el ...nts
1.

IR&XillUR) :

O TO #_ _
RANGE OF FRAMES FROM #_ _ _

2.

From the keyboard, enter the first number of a range of frames
you want printed. If you decide your range of frames entry is
wrong, press [CLEAR LINE) or [DELETE CHAR] to clear the
field. Enter the new number and press [RETURN) to complete
the entry. If you decide not to enter a range of frames, press
<EXIT> to delete that current element from the list. The
protocol analyzer displays:
Enter last frame number

Again from the keyboard, enter the last number for the range of
frames you want printed. Press [RETURN] to complete the
entry.
To quickly find the last frame number in the protocol analyzer
memory, enter 9999999 and press [RETURN]. The protocol
analyzer displays the last available frame. You may enter up to
15 different ranges of frames to be printed. After you have
selected all the combinations that you want, press <Print the
Ust> to start printing.
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Softkey
<Single Frame>

Description
You can print a single frame that is stored in the analyzer
receive buffer. Press this softkey to display:

FRAMES IN THE LIST (15 elements maxil!IJll) :
1.
2.

SINGLE FRAME#

0

From the keyboard, enter the frame number of the single frame you want printed. If you
decide the single frame entry is wrong, press [CLEAR LINE] or [DELETE CHAR] to clear
the field. Enter a new number and press [RETURN] to complete the entry.
Up to 15 separate frames can be printed using this softkey. After you have selected all the
frame combinations you want, press <PrJnt The Ust> to start the printing.
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Description

Sottkey

You will print only the frames you have marked in the protocol
anal)'7.Cr memory. In the Examine Data Menu, you can
manually mark frames that are of interest to you. Also, in Edit
Programs Menu, you can create a program to mark particular
frames as they are stored in the receive buffer.
Press this softkey to display:
FRAMES IN THE LIST (15 elements
1.

maxi111111)

MARKED FRAMES

2.

Press <Print the Ust> to begin printing marked frame8 in the
receive buffer.

If you enter <Marked Frames> more than once, you repeat
printing a marked frame list as many times as you entered the
softkey.
If no frames have been marked in the receive buffer, the
protocol analyzer returns to the Print Data Menu and displays
the message:
NO MARKED FRAMES IN BUFFER
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Softkey
<All Frames>

Deecrtption
You can print all frames currently stored in the protocol
analyzer memory. Press this softkey to display:
FRAMES IN THE LIST

After you have selected all the frame combinations you want,
press <Print The Uat> •
<Print The Ust>

This softkey is the execute key for printing the data. Press this
softlcey to begin printing whatever group of frames you have
selected. The protocol analyzer prompts:
Would you like to print the timers and counters also?

Press <YES> if you want to print the data list and the timers and
counters list.
Press
<EXIT>

<NO>

if you only want to print the data list.

This softkey lets you delete a current element you are defining
in the list.
When <Range of Frames> or <Single Frame> are currently
selected, you can press <EXIT> to delete that element from the
list and then make another softkey selection to add another
frame combination to the list.

WARNING
If you press <EXIT> with no range of frames or single
frame entry field currently active for entry, the protocol
analyzer deletes the entire frame list.
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Print the Screen
The HP 4972A has an additional important printer function. You can print the current screen
display simply by pressing [SHIFT) and [PRT] at the same time. These keys can be used
whenever you are in any menu except the Printer Functions Menu.
This function lets you conveniently print a hard copy of whatever function you are editing or
frames you may be viewing at that moment.

Remote Operation
When two protocol analyzers are used for remote operation and each location has a printer,
you can get printouts at either the slave location or the master location.

Selecting the Printer in Remote Mode
After the remote link is established, use the following procedure to select the printer location.
1.

Press <Select Printer> .

2.

HP 4972A prompts:

3.

Press either <MASTER> or <SLAVE> for the printer location you want to use.

Select the MASTER or SLAVE.

If a printer location is not specified, the system defaults to the slave printer when the
remote link is established.

4.

HP 4972A displays:

_ _ printer is selected.
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·Inform ation about the PaintJet Printer
This section covers additional information that may help when you use the PaintJet Printer.

Display Functions Mode
The printer is in the Display Functions mode when you print any displays other than tabular or
graphical. The analyzer software automatically turns the Display Functions mode OFF when
you print a graphical or tabular display. H this sequence occurs while you are printing, an
[ESC] and [Z] automatically prints out, followed by a form feed. The printer then continues to
output your selection for printing.
When the Display Functions mode is ON:
•
•

8 0 prints instead of CR (Carriage Return)
9s prints instead of Ee (Escape)

Initializing the Printer
The printer is initialized when:
•
•

•
•
•

The first screen is printed
<Select Printer> is entered
If a printer or output type is changed as a result of loading a configuration file
The first screen is printed after exiting Performance Analysis
When the first screen is printed in Performance Analysis

If you want to re-initialize the printer manually, go to the Printer Functions Top Level Menu

to do so. When you want to re-initialize during the Performance Analysis Application, exit out
of the application and then re-enter. This causes the printer to be initialized before the next
print-out.

If you cycle power, perform a form feed, or any other changes on the printer itself, you need to

realign the page in the paper feed. Any external changes you make to the PaintJet Printer are
transparent to the HP 4972A. Always re-initialize the printer from the analyzer after cycling
the power to the printer.
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Remote
To print during remote, the master and slave printers must be selected before the slave is
captured. U you do not choose the printer and capture the slave, the Thinkjet Printer is the
analyzer default selection.
The printer selection must be done separately for each printer. Once in remote mode, if you
press <Printer Functions> and <Select Printer>, the menu lets you choose <Master> or <Slave> .
This selects the master or the slave printer. If each location in remote operation has a printer,
you can get printouts at either the slave location or the master location.

Performance Analysis (Stats)
It is during Performance Analysis (Stats) that the PaintJet Printer is the most useful. You can
print the graphical screens in color, if you have a color monitor attached to your analyzer. All
the colors that print from the PaintJet Printer correspond to the colors on the color monitor,
with two exceptions: yellow on the screen prints brown on the printer output and black on the
screen prints white on the printer output. Tabular screens always print in monochrome.
The PaintJet prints two graphs per page and then executes a form feed. If you exit the
Performance Analysis Application with only one graph on the page, the printer executes a
form feed.
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12
Hardware Functions Menu
Introduction
This chapter describes the menus and softkeys used to display the hardware configuration of
the HP 4972A. and to test hardware circuitry in the HP 4972A.
A self test is performed automatically at power on. The power-on self test is a subset of the
self tests available in the Test l.AN Analyzer Menu.
<Teat LAN Analyzer> lets you run the more extensive self tests.

This chapter contains:
•
•
•

Hardware functions description
Test LAN analyzer self tests
Running the self tests
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The Hardware Functions Menu
From the Top Level menu, press <Hardware Function•> to display the

11enU

shown below.

LAN Analyzer Address: 08·00·09·00·8A·96
Memory bytes available: 210052
lnstal led
LAN Transmitter hardware:
Installed
Dual Port RAM hardware:
lnstal led
Deep Trapnachine hardware:
Installed
Shallow Trapmachine hardware:
Installed
1 Mbps Interface hardware:
Installed
Cable test hardware:
Installed
LAN Receiver hardware:

Runt Frame filter:
Receiver Buffer size:
Partial packet store to Disc:
Transmitter preant>le length:

•

Executive measurement at power·on:
Network type:

Store -

•

bytes

durfng logging

File name: +FM

Display refresh rate:
1111111
Permanent changes to this menu may be saved in a CONFIG FILE.

-- -- -- -Figure 12-1.

Hardware Functions Menu
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Hardware Functions Menu Description
LAN Addreu of this Anal~ displays the IEEE 802.3 address unique to your HP 4972A. This is
the six byte address used in default Source and Destination Address fields of IEEE 802.3 and
Ethernet protocols.

Memory byte• av.nable shows how many bytes of RAM memory are avaifable for use by the HP
4972A. This is the memory space used for protocol analyzer functions such as editing the node

list and programs. The available memory display is updated dynamically during operation of
the analyzer.
LAN Receiver hardw•re
LAN Tr•nsmltter hardware
Dual Port RAM Nirctw.e
Deep Trapnmchlne hardware
Shallow TrapiMChlne hardware

These are the hardware printed circuit boards that are used to perform the protocol analyzer
functions of the HP 4972A. All of these boards must be installed for the protocol analyzer self
test to pass and for the protocol analyzer to function.
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Runt Fr.,.. ftftw lets you choose the minimum frame length for the protocol analyzer to accept.
It is common for frames shorter than the IEEE 8023 requirement to occur on the network
due to collisions. The HP 4972A can capture frames shorter than ·the IEEE 802.3 minimum
length. You can choose between two minimum sizes of Runt frames to be captured. You can
store frames with information fields as short as:
• Runt Frame filter enabled: Approx. 52 bytes (38 bytes in the data field)
• Runt Frame filter disabled: 15 bytes (1 byte in data field)
specifies that the minimum frame length should be 64 bytes from Destination Address
through the fCS field (60 bytes in Dest. Addrs, Source Actdrs, Type/Length, and Data fields).

IEEE 802.3

Preamble

8

Dest.
Addrs

I 6
I
I<- ••.
I
I
I<· ..•

Source Length/
Addrs Type

6

2

Data Field

FCS
(CRC)

46· 1500

4

IEEE 802.3 specifies mininun length as 64 bytes

······---······>1

I
I
........ >I

60 bytes <Data Field = 46 bytes >
These fields are referred to as 11 Information Fields"
in this 11111nual.
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I
I

Runt F,..... Fitter: EMbled
In default mode, the Runt frame filter is Enabled. The protocol analyz.er discards frames with
less than approx. 52 bytes in the information fields (at least 38 bytes in the data field). Very
short frames can cause problems in HP 4972A hardware used to capture frames. In Enabled
mode, the HP 4972A avoids the hardware problems by discarding the frames with less than 52
bytes in the information fields.

Aunt FrlllM Fiiter: Dlubled
The Disabled mode is provided for unique or specific applications when you need to capture
and view very short frame fragments. You should return to the Enabled mode when you are
finished with your special measurement. Enabled mode provides complete integrity for
received data. In Disabled mode, the protocol analyzer can store frames with as few as 15
bytes in the information fields (at least one byte in the Data Field).

WARNING
In Disabled mode, hardware filters and data frames
stored in the HP 4972A can be corrupted. Data frames
can also be missed. Use Runt Frame Filter Enabled
mode for normal operation.

The error message, CORRUPT DATA, is displayed in the Examine Data Menu if an error occurs
in a frame while it is being received inside the analyzer. When short frames occur, HP 4972A
filters start being loaded, however, if the frame is discarded, the filter is not reset until the next
complete frame is received. Until the next complete frame is received, received data frames
can be corrupted, frame fragments can be missed without an error message displayed.
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Partial Packet Store to Disc
Enabling this function lets you store a fJXed number of bytes from each frame when you log to
the disc. You can store a minimum of 14 bytes. The maximum number of you can store is the
number of bytes set in the Receiver Buffer Size (the field directly above the Partial Packet
Store to Disc in the Hardware Functions Menu) plus 14. Attempting to store a number of
bytes outside this range creates an error message in the Hardware Functions Menu.
Storing a fixed amount of the frames to disc instead of the whole frame lets you store more
frames to disc. It also lets you store only the header information to disc, if that is specifically
what you want to analyze.
When you examine the data in the Examine Data Menu, the analyzer displays the Actual
and the Packet Bytes Stored.

Packet Length

Execute Measurement at Power On
This field causes the analyzer to load any setup file or application at power on.
Enabling this function causes the analyzer to search the default volume for any file named the
same as the Fi le Name: field when the instrument is first powered on. Matching files are
loaded in the following order:
1.

Application File

2.

Application Config File

3.

Network File

4.

List File

5.

Filter File

6.

Message File

7.

Program File
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Once all matching files are loaded, the analyzer executes a measurement as follows:

1.
If both an application and an application config file are loaded, the automatic
sequence of the application starts.
2.
If an application is loaded without its config file, the top level application
measurement is started.

3.

Ha network or program fale is loaded, the program is executed.

H none of the above conditions are met, the analyzer displays the HP 4972A
4.
Top Level Menu.
Example:
Requirement: Make the analyzer auto-load the LAN Performance Analysis (Stats)
Application and auto-execute an automatic sequence. Use the following procedure:

1.

Create the Automatic Sequence and store it in a Stats Config File named

2.

In the Hardware Functions Menu, select the following:

STATS.

Execute measurement at power on:

3.

YES

Filename: STATS

Save the Config File in the Disc Functions Menu.

Results: The next time you power up the HP 4972A, it loads the Stats Application File and the
STATS Config File, and then starts the Automatic Sequence.
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Receive Buffer size lets you select the length of buffer used to store frames received from the

network.
1500 byte• is the Receive Buffer default length. Use this buffer size when you do not want to

risk missing a frame in the protocol analyzer. 1500 byte buffer length lets all frames passing
the runt frame filter be stored without the risk of corrupt buffers.
mode is provided for unique or specific applications when you need to capture more
than 655 frames in the HP 4972A receive buffer. We recommend you return to the 1500 bytes
mode when you are finished with your special measurement.

480 bytes

During normal, low traffic (less than 10-20%) monitoring, if your network generally transmits
shorter length frames, you can store more frames in memory by setting the buffer length to
480 bytes.

WARNING
When operated in 480 byte• mode, data integrity
problems can occur under high network loads. The
following list shows the two possible conditions when
data integrity problems can occur.

During heavy network loads, when frame lengths slightly greater than 480 bytes occur, an extra
character may be added to the frame by the protocol analyzer. When this happens, the frame
is marked as CORRUPT DATA in the Examine Data Menu.
When frames are received with minimum interframe spacing, (9.6 us), there is a slight
possibility that one of the frames or both frames may be corrupted by the protocol analyzer. If
a frame is corrupted, it is marked as CORRUPT DATA.
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The number of frames that can be stored in the HP 4972A receive buffer depends on two
conditions:
Receive Buffer Length

Store Method Used
Linear Storage
Until Full
Starting With

Circular Storage
Centered About
Ending With
Nonstop

480 byte buffer

1500 byte buffer

480 BYTE BUFFER LENGTH
CIRCULAR STORAGE

LINEAR STORAGE

Newest F.ame \

1
1646 Frames
Max

Circular
Overhead

/1~

2046 Frames Max

Oldest Frame

1500 BYTE BUFFER LENGTH
LINEAR STORAGE

CIRCULAR STORAGE
"Jewest Frame \

1
Crcular

_

Ove·head

_J

655 Frames Max _

Qtaest

~rame /

,
D~\
J

'/

Figure 12-2. Receive Buffer Storage
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Max

I

\ 1 '-..

'-.-.

'-...
/
'------.----

1

I

Tr. .mltlilr prumble lenglh lets you change the length of the preamble for messages transmitted
by the HP 4':172A. Using different preamble lerigths lets you test receive functions of statiol1S
on your network. Choices for preamble length are:
<11 blla>

<32 bit•>

<14 blta>

<121 blta>

The HP 4972A can not receive frames with only 16 bits in the preamble. The default setting is
64 bits.
Execute Network Fiie at power-on lets you choose whether or not you want to automatically

execute a network file when the protocol analyzer is turned on. You can acate network files
that automatically load a program and menus to perform tests you specify. See Chapter 9,
Using the Disc,for more information about creating and saving network files.

N9lWork fll• nane lets you choose the network fde that is to be automatically loaded at power
on. A default network file name, AUTOEX (AUTO EXecute), is used by the HP 4972A. If
you want to automatically load a file name other than AUTOEX, enter the new fde name and
then press [RETURN] to complete the entry.

lets you choose between IEEE 802.3 (1 MHz), IEEE 802.3 (10 MHz), and
Ethernet network protocols. This selection is for documentation purposes only. The analyzer
does not use this field.
Network Type

IEEE 802.3 lMHz is the HP Option 005 StarLAN network.
Dl.,..y refreah rllte lets you change the frequency for the display monitor refresh rate. The
selection is between SO and 60 Hz. Set the field to the line voltage frequency used in your
country. The display may roll is the line frequency is incorrect. See the Appendix Manual,
50/60 Hz Adjustment, to correct the problem.

Display Type is displayed only when you have the HP 98627A Color Output Interface installed
as an external device. The analyzer can display either a color or monochrome display. Move
the cursor lo this field lo select the display for your operation. The "color" softkey sets up the
proper interleaf signals for color monitor operation.
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Self Tests
A brief description of tests performed by <Test LAN Analyzer> is listed on the following pages.
This section gives you an overview of the self tests performed on the HP 4972A instrument. A
more detailed description is given in the HP 4f.172A Hardware Support Manual.

Hardware Boards Test Status
The hardware list displayed for Hardware Functions Menu shows the status of boards after the
power-on self test or Test All Hardware Test is completed. If any board fails, the display
indicates which board(s) failed.
LAN receiver hardware:
LAN Transmitter hardware:
Dual Port RAM hardware:
Deep Trapnachine hardware:
Shallow Trapmachine hardware:

INSTALLED
INSTALLED
INSTALLED <.··FAILED HARDWARE TEST
INSTALLED
INSTALLED

Loss of Stored Messages and Data
After you select <Test Hardware>, a message is displayed to warn you that when the self test is
performed, any setup menu information, and transmit and receive buffer data is lost. Internal
memory is used during the hardware tests and any stored information is written over. The
hardware tests give a high degree of assurance that the hardware of the protocol analyzer, the
Access Unit Interface (AUi) cable, and the Media Access Unit (MAU) are working correctly.
When you run the <Teat All Hardware> and <Network Loop Teat>, you have run a very extensive
test of the protocol analyzer and the link to the local area network (IAN).
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Softkey
<TMtAI....., .>

oucr1ot1on
The analyzer runs a self test without having to go through the
power-on software loading routine. It tests the buffer memory
more extensively than the power-on test.
Functions tested by this softkey include:
IAN Receiver
I.AN Transmitter
Dual Port RAM

Deep Trap Machine
Shallow Trap Machine
Internal Loopback

After running the self test, if your system is connected to a IAN,
you may want to perform the following test to verify that the
AUi cable, MAU, and the network are functioning.
<Network Loop Test>

This softkey causes the protocol analyzer to transmit two frames
on the network. The frames pass through the AUi cable,
through the MAU, onto the network cable, and then back to the
protocol analyzer.
If the received frames are the same as the transmitted frames,
you have verified operation of the transmit/receive circuitry in
the protocol analyzer, the AUi cable, the MAU and the fact that
the network cable is functioning.
If the message NETWORK LOOPBACK TEST FAILED appears on the HP
4972A display after this test is run, the problem may be a faulty
MAU. See the Appendix Manual in the Error Messages
section.

<Reset MAU>

The prctocol analyzer resets or initializes the MAU by
disconnecting the MAU's power for about one second.
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Running the Self Tests
When you elect to run the self tests, the protocol analyzer displays status messages during the
test and at the end of the test.
During the test, the protocol analyzer displays:
Testing ( test name ).

Depending on whether the test passes or fails, the protocol analyzer displays one of the
messages:
Pass

(Name of hardware board:) INSTALLED

failed (Name of hardware board:) INSTALLED<· FAILED HARDWARE TEST

If the Test Fails
If any test fails, first check the error messages located in the Appendix Manual. If the problem
persists, contact your nearest HP Service Office.
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Passwords Menu
Introduction
This chapter describes the password features used to control access to HP 4972A Receiver and
Transmitter functions. This chapter contains:
•
•
•
•
•

Changing the passwords
Storing the passwords
Securing receiver or transmitter functions
Unsecuring receiver or transmitter functions
Passwords in other menus

WARNING
The Passwords feature works. There is no procedure
to recover a forgotten password from the protocol
analyzer. If you forget your password, you must reboot
your system using the software supplied with your
protocol analyzer.
When a password is saved to the Configuration File, no
procedure exists to recover the password from the file.
Keep a copy of the original software (without
passwords) in a secure place. Store passwords only on
working copies of your system software. Another
suggestion is to record your password on paper and
store the paper in a secure location.
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Password Menu
Password Menu lets you disable or block certain features of the HP 4972A. Two primary
functions of the protocol analyzer that are disabled by passwords are:
• Displaying the data field portion of captured frames
• Sending messages from the protocol analyzer
Passwords can suppress displaying the data field portion of captured frames. IEEE
802.3/Ethernet headers as well as the HP 4'T/2A physical headers containing Frame length and
error information can be viewed for network trouble shooting. With the password feature
enabled, only authorized operators may view confidential messages.
Passwords can prevent the HP 4972A from transmitting messages onto the network. Only
authorized operators may send frames with the password function enabled.
)

To reach the Password Menu, press < Paaworda> from the Top Level Menu.
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This l'lenu lets you:
ENTER passwords to obtain access to password-protected functions.
SECURE functions by revoking previously-obtained access.
CHANGE your current passwords to NEW passwords.
STORE your new passwords on disc.
RECEIVE PASSWORDS prevent the unauthorized viewing of any portion of the
data field of a received fral'le.
TRANSMIT PASSWORDS prevent the unauthorized sending of any traffic on
the network.
NULL passwords <all < SPACE > characters) allow full access to passwordprotected functions.

Receiver:
Transl'litter:

No password required (NULL password>
No password required <NULL password>

Figure 13-1. The Passwords Menu
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NULL Password
In default mode no user password has yet been entered, the Receiver and Transmitter
passwords are both NULL passwords, (all BLANK characters). The NULL password lets you
have full access to reading frame data fields and sending messages -on the network.

Secured Operation
To secure (disable) either the Receive or Transmit functions, you must define and enter a
password into the protocol analyzer. You can use different passwords to secure the Transmit
and Receive functions separately or, if the Receive and Transmit passwords are the same, your
password needs to be entered only once. A password can be saved to the Configuration File to
cause the analyzer to power up in a secured mode each time the power is cycled to ON.

Practice Using Passwords
You should practice using the password softkeys until you are sure you understand the
password menu. Use a single Character such as 1 or A for the password entry. As you Change
or edit the passwords, increment the character to the next value 2 or B.

If you forget the password or get confused, it is much quicker and easier to enter single
characters until you find the password.
When you are comfortable with the procedures for passwords, then enter longer and more
complex passwords (up to eight keyboard characters).
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Changing the Password
In default mode, the Receiver and Transmitter passwords are both NULL (all SPACE
characters). To secure the Receiver and/or Transmitter functions, use <Change Paaaword>. If
another password has been entered, this softkey also lets you revoke the previous password
and enter a new password.
Descriotion

Softkey

This softkey presents a display to let you enter new passwords.
The new password can replace the NULL password or it can
replace a previously defined password. Pressing this softkcy
displays <New Rev Password>, <New Xmt Password>, <Store New
Password>.
<New Rev Password>

This softkey opens the protocol analyzer to accept a new
password for Receiver functions.

<New Xmt Password>

This softkey opens the protocol analyzer to accept a new
password for Transmitter functions.

<Store New
Password>

This softkey is described in the Storing the Password section in
this chapter.
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Procedure to Change the Password
1.

From the Passwords Menu, press <Change Pauword>.

This softkey presents a display to let you enter new passwords. The new password
can replace the NULL password or it can replace a previously defined password.
Pressing this softkey displays <New Rev Puawonl>, <New Xmt PMsworcl>, <Store New
Pa..word>.

2.

Press <New Rev Pa..word> to change the Receiver password.
This softkey opens the protocol analyzer to accept a new password for Receiver
functions.
Press <New Xmt Password> to change the Transmitter password.
This softkey opens the protocol analyzer to accept a new password for Transmitter
functions.

Current Password Is NULL
1.

The HP 4972A prompts:
Enter your NEW password. (0 •• 8 characters)

Enter up to 8 keyboard characters and press {RETURN].
2.

The HP 4972A prompts:
Please verify your new password by retyping it.

Enter the new password again and press [RETURN].
3.

The HP 4972A displays:
Secured (Enter password for access)
Password changed.
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Current pa11word la not NULL
1.

The HP 4972A prompts:
Enter your CURRENT pesaword. (0 •• 8 character•>
Enter your current password and press (RETURN].
password, the HP '872A prompts:

If you enter the wrong

INCORRECT PASSUORD
2.

When you correctly enter the CURRENT password, the HP 4972A prompts:
Enter your NEW password. (0 •• 8 characters)
Enter up to 8 keyboard characters and press [RETURN].

3.

The HP 4972A prompts:
Pleue verify your new password by retyping it.
Enter the new password again and press [RETURN]. The HP 4972A di.c;plays:
Password changed
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Storing the Password
After a pusword is changed, you can use the new password to secure Receiver and
Transmitter functions temporarily or until the power is turned off. In order to automatically
restore the same password when the power is turned on again, you must store or save the
password to the Configuration F'ile, CNFG.

Softkey
<Store New
Panword>

Description

This softkey overwrites the new password over the current
password on the Configuration File, CNFG. This softkey
overwrites a new password over a previously defined password
without disturbing any other elements on the configuration file.
After storing your new password, the HP 4972A displays:
Passwords saved in file (name of CONF file).

WARNING
If you define a new password and use <Save Conftg. >,
you overwrite the entire configuration ftle not just the
old password.
Use <Store N- Password> when you want to change
only the password on the configuration file.
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Securing Receiver or Transmitter Functions
You can cause the Receiver and/or Transmitter function to become secured by changing to a
new password. You can also use the current p~d and secure the Receiver and/or
Transmitter functions with the following softkeys.

Softkey
<Secure Receiver>

Description
This softkey lets you disable the Receiver function. You can not
view data fields in any frames received from the network.
To unsecure or enable the Receiver function, you must press
<Enter Rev Password> and enter the current password or change
the password with <Change P...warct >.

<Secure Xmitler >

This softkey lets you disable the Transmitter function. You can
not transmit frames from the protocol analy7.Cr onto the
network.
To unsecure or enable the Transmitter function, you must press
<Enter Xmt Password> and enter the current password or change
the password with <Change Paaaword>.
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Unsecuring Receiver or Transmitter Functions
There are two methods to unsecure or remove a password from the Receiver or Transmitter
functions while you are in the Passwords Menu.
1.

Change an existing password to a new name by using <Change Password>. See the
section Changing the Password in this chapter.

2.

Use

<Enter Rev Password>

or

<Enter Xmt Password>

Softkey
<Enter Rev Paasword >

to enter the current password.

Description
Press this softkey and then enter the current Receiver password.
Press [Return].

If you correctly enter the password, the HP 4971A displays:
Unsecured (Password has been entered)
<Enter Xmt Password>

Press this softlcey and then enter the current Transmitter
password. Press [RETURN].

If you correctly entered the password, the HP 4<J'7'l.A displays:
Unsecured (Password has been entered)
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Passwords In Other Analyzer Menus
If a password is used to secure Receive or Transmit functions, the following analyzer menus
display an error message when you try to view the data field of a frame or send a message.

•
•
•
•
•

Edit Filters Menu
Edit Messages Menu
Edit Programs Menu
Examine Data Menu
Printer Functions Menu

Receiver Functions
When a Receiver password is active, the data field portion of received frames is not displayed
in any analyzer menu. Only the physical header generated by the analyzer and the IEEE
8023/Ethernet headers can be displayed.
The data field information for each frame is in the protocol analyzer receive buffer. To view
the data fields, you must unsecure the Receiver function password.

Transmitter Functions
In Execute Programs Menu, when a Transmitter password is active and you try to send a
message with <Send Meauge>, no message is sent.
An error message is displayed to alert you that the protocol analyzer can not send messages
until the Transmitter function password is unsecured.

Passwords Menu
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<Rename Timers> ............................................................................ 5-30
Repackaging for shipment .............................................................. (2-16]
<Repeated> .............................................................:........................ &-36
Repeating displays............................................................................ 8-15
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<Reset MAU> ................................................................................. 12-12
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> indicate HP 4972A aoftkeys.

<>

Words inside <

[)

Indicate pagH from the HP 4972A Getting Stml9d Manual.

{}

Indicate pages from the HP 4972A Appendlxea Manual.

11

Indicate pages from the HP 4172A Utlllty Discs User'• Gulde.
Page numbers not surrounded by brackets of any kind Indicate pagH from the HP 4972A
Reference U.nul.
An index for LAN Performance Analysis (Stats) terms is located at the back of the HP 4972A LAN
Performance Anatysla Reference Manual.

Response Field ................................................................................... 2·16
Restoring Svstem Softw818 ................................................ {Appendix F}
< Re-wrlfit E:Xisting > .......................................................................... 9-10
<Run From Buffer> ............................................................. 5-21, 6-3, 6-5
Run from Log-data disc file ................................................................. 6-5

<Run From Network> ......................................................... 5-6, 5-21, 6-4
Runnirig Programs ...................................................................... 5-17, 6-4
Runt Frame Filter ....................................................................... 3-14, 12·4
Runt Frames ............................................................................ 3-15, 1040
Run Time Errors ................................................................................. 7-23

s
Safety classi~cation ........................................................................... [2-61
<Save Conf1g.> ................................................................. 1-9, 7·13, 'l-14
<Save File> ................................................................................ 9-9, 9-12
<Save The Ust> ................................................................................ 9-14
<Scroll Frames> ............................................................................... 10-9
<Scroll Marl<ed > ............................................................................. 10-10
<Search Buffer> ............................................................................. 10-12
<Search For Addr> ........................................................................... 2-14
<Search For Name> ......................................................................... 2·13
<Search for Node> ........................................................................... 2·13
<Search For Node # > ...................................................................... 2· 12
<Search For Pos'n> .......................................................................... 2·15
<Search Next> ................................................................................ 10-12
<Search Previous> ......................................................................... 10-12
<Secure Receiver> ........................................................................... 13-9
<Secure Xrnitter> .............................................................................. 13-9
<Select Bad FCS> ............................................................................ 4-13
<Select Data Code> ....................................................................... 10-28
<Select Format> ...................................................................... 10-19, 8-8
< Select Good FCS > ......................................................................... 4-13
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/I
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<Select Hex FCS > ............................................................................ 4-13
Selective Display mode ..................................................................... [7·21
<Select Printer> ..................................................................... 11-4, 11-15
Select switch, line voltage ..................................................................(3-31
<Select Traits> .................................................................................. 3-14'
<Select Volume> ................................................................................ 9-5

Sel•g!~ield Character Formats ..................................................... 10-31

Frame Display Format. .............................................................. 10-19
Frame Header Format ............................................................... 10-26
Timers and Counters ................................................................. 10-38
Timestamp Measurements ....................................................... 10-35

Self Tests .......................................................................................... 12-11
<Send At Power On> ........................................................................ 7-14

~t~~ ~=~8St,;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~

Sequence Number ............................................................................... 9-7
Setting Date and Time ..................................................................... [3-20~
Setting up the HP 4972A......................................................... [ChaPter 3
<Setup Maiyzer > ............................................................................... 1
Se!tJp Menu .............: ................................................................. 1-5, [3-18j
Shipment, repackaging for .............................................................. (2-16
<Show Hex Address> .................................................................. 3-4, 4-4
<Show Hex Name> ........................................................................ 10-25
<Show Node Addresses; .................................................................... 8-7
<Show Node Name > ............................................... 3-4, 4-4, 1Q-6, 10-25
<Show Node Names> ........................................................................ 8-7
<Show Non-printing> ....................................................................... 7·25
Simulating Messages .................................................................... {8-10}
Simulation ...................................................................................... {B-17}
With programming ........................................................................ 5-3
<Single> .............................................................................................. 8-5
<Single Frame> ..................................................................... 9-13, 11-12
Site preparation ................................................................................ r2·13]
Slave (Master/Slave) .................................................... Chapter 7, {B-17J
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<>

Words Inside

()

Indicate pages from the HP 4172A Getant St8rted Mllnual.

{ }

Indicate pages from the HP 4t72A Appendix. . llm1ual.

II

Indicate pages from the HP 4t72A Utility Dl8CS u ....•• Gulde.
Page numbers not surrounded by brackets of any kind Indicate pagea trom the HP 4972A
Reference Manual.
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Smartmodem 1200 ............................................................................ [8-8~

Softkey Conventions .......................................................................... [1-4
Softkey programming ........................................................................ 5-1

,1-31

Softkey selections •••..••.....•.••............. ,................................................
Active softkeys •.. ...•. .•...•••.. .•. ..•. ......•........•. .•.. .•.•....•..... .. ..... .. ..... ... 1-5
Desianations for........................................................................... 1-5

Levels of....................................................................................... 1-5

Toggling aoftkeya ........................................................................ 1-5
Softkey Tree ......................................................................................... 1-6
Soft LED indicators ..................................................................... 5-8, 8-12
Software Handshake ............................................................................ 7-7
Software, loading Into the system ..................................... {Appendix F}
Software support available .............................................................. (2-12]

Software, ~m .............................................................................. {F-1}
< Sort By .ACldress > ........................................................................... 2-1 =:!

<Sort~ Bus Pos'n> ........................................................................ 2-12
<Sort By Name> ............................................................................... 2-12
<Sort Nodes> ................................................................................... 2·12

<Source Address> .......................................................... 4-3, 4-10, 10.13
Source Address, IEEE 802.3 ........................................................ 3-2, 3-4,
....................................................................................... 3-5, 10-7, {A-22}
SSAP field .................................................................................. 3-8, 10-~
StarLAN................................................................... 12·10, {A-10}, {A-13}
Daisychaining .......................................................................... {A-14}

<Start> .............................................................................................. 5-20
<Start Display> ................................................................................... 8-4

< Starting With> ............................................................. 5-8, 10-11, 10-37
<Start Monitor> ................................................................................... 8-2
Start of Frame ................................................................................... 10-35
Start Time Record ............................................................................ {0-6}
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<>

Words Inside <

(]

Indicate pages from the HP 4172A Getting Stllrled Manu.i.

{ }

Indicate pages from the HP 4l72A Appendixes lllMual.

/ /

Indicate pages from the HP 4172A UUllty Discs Uaer'a Guide.

> indicate HP 4972A eoftkep.

Page numbers not surrounded by brackets of any kind indicate pages from the HP 4972A
Reference Manual.

An index for LAN Performance Analysis (Stats) terms is located at the back of the HP 4972A LAN
Performance Analyala Reference Man1111I.

El

Statistics (Stats) Ale Formats ............................................ {Appendix
Communication Matrix Stats Data Record ............................. {E-42
Connection Summary Records............................................... {E-51
Data Set Deacri~ Record ....................................................... {E-4
Data Set Header Record ......................................................... {E-11
Fil~ Descriptor Record ............................................................... {E-7
Individual Node Stats Data Record ......................................... { E-34

{E-51

Introduction ................................................................................
Network Stats Data Record ..................................................... ,E-21
Node Connection Stats Data Record ...................................... E-58
Node List Stats Records.......................................................... E-28
Transmit Stats Data Record ..... ... .. .... .. ..... . ............. ................. E-46

Status Messages ................................................................................ 9-16

~[~i:i~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :~

<Stop Monitor> ................................................................................... 8-4
the printer ........................................................................... 11-3
<Stop Scrolling> ............................................................................... 10-9
Stop When Fulf Mode ...................................................................... {B-4}
Storage and shipment ..................................................................... [2· 1SJ
Stoppin~

Store command ................................................................................... 5-6
< Store New Password> .................................................................... 13-8
<Summary Format> ....................................................................... 10-19
Support Link Modem, example ......................................................... (S-71
Support Services available ................................................................ 2-12
<Suppress Data> ............................................................................ 10-31
<Suppress Headers> ..................................................................... 10-26
System software, backing up ............................................. {Appendix F}
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[J

Indicate pages from the HP 4972A G9ttlng ...,.... u.nua1.

{}

Indicate pagn from the HP 4872A Appendix• Menu...

/I

Indicate pages from the HP 4972A Utility Dl.c1 User's Gulde.
Page numbers not surrounded by brackets of any kind indicate pages from the HP 4972A
Reference Manul.
NI index for LAN Performance Analysis (Stats) terms is located at the ,back of the HP 4972A LAN
Performance Analysis Reference ManUlll.

T
TCPP utility...................................................................................../3-15/
Tem1!9rature ....................................................................................... r2-61
Terminal Emulator.............................................................................. '1-24
<Test> ............................................................................................... 5-24
<Teat All Hardware> ....................................................................... 12-12
Testing utilities ......................................................................./Chapter 4/
<TestlAN Analyzer> ..............................: ....................................... 12-11
Text ent!Y conventions ....................................................................... 11-91
<Then Go To Block> ............................................................... 5-25, l>-33
Think.Jet Printer ..................................................................... (2-10), ra-11
ThinLAN ............................................................................................ (3-16]
Time ...............................................................................·....................... 9-7
Setting real time ........................................................................ (3-20)
<Time btWn Frames> ..................................................................... 10.37
<Time From Frame#> .................................................................. 1().37
<Time From Start> ......................................................................... 1().36
<Time From Trigger> ..................................................................... 10-37
TimeHour utility .............................................................................../2-1~

~~=r~ ~~~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·s,:21; ~30

<Timers and Counters> ................................................................. 10-38
Time Stamp .................................................................. 10-3, 10-30, .fB-8}
Tlmestamp Overflow ........................................................................ to-3e
<To Currnt Node> ................................................................... 2-16, 5-37
Togaling Softkeys .............................................................................. 11·5}
Top "level Menu ............................................................... 1-2, [1·4], [3-17]
<To Next Node> ...................................................................... 2-16, 5-38
Top Level Menu .................................................................................... 1·2
Transferring Data Procedure .........................................................lC-26!
Transmission Media ....................................................................... A-15
Transmit Based Detection ............................................................ ~20
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> Indicate HP 4t72A softkeya.

[)

Indicate pages from the HP 4972A Getting Started MM~.

{}

Indicate pages from the HP 4972A Appendix.. MMual.

/ /

Indicate pages from the HP 4972A Utllty Discs ~.., •• Gulde.
Page numbers not surrounded by brackets of any kind indicate pages from the HP 4972A
Reference Manual.

An index for LAN Performance Analysis (Stats) terms is located at the back of the HP 4972A LAN
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Transmitting Soft LED ................................................................. 6-8, 8-12
Transmitter, preamble lenath .......................................................... 12-10
Troubleshoo.ting Master/Slave .......................................................... 7-12
<Two> ................................................................................................. &-5
Typ Anl ............................................................................................ 13-16/
TYJ>i of file ................................................................................... 9.:", 9-23

u
Undefined characters ......................................................................... 3-10

~~~~~k~l~~-~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·1~~~

Unsecuring passwords ..................................................................... 13-10
<Until Fulf> .................................................................................. 5-8, 8-2
Uploading Data Procedure ............................................................ {C-26}
<Use First Matched> ...................................................................... 10-34
Using the Oise ...................................................... Chapter 9, [Chapter 9)
Using the HaY!IS Smartmodem 1200 ................................................ (8·8
Using the HP Support Link Modem ................................................. 8-7
Using the keyboard ............................................................................ (1~1
Using the Manual Set.. ............................................................ [Chapter 1
Using Master/Slave ................................................................. [Chapter 8
Using the Printer .......................................................... Chapter 11, [3-11
Using the Utilities .............................................................................. /1-5/
Utilities
Description .................................................................................. /1-1 /
Introduction ....................................................................../Chapter 1/
Modifying .................................................................................... /1-5/
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Indicate pages from the HP 4972A Getting StalWd Manu•I.

{ }
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11
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v
Viewing data during a program run .................................................. 5-42
Volume size .......................................................................................... 9-6

w
<Wait> ............................................................................................... 5-39
<'When> ............................................................................................ 5-31
'When commands ............................................................................... 5-18
<'When (event)> ..................................................... 2-12, 5-18, 5-26, 5-27
Wild Card, file names ......................................................................... 9-24

x
XNSL~p utility................................................................................ /3-18/
XNS ut1lrty ......................................................................................../3-19/

y
<YES> ................................................................................................. 2-6
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